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1.

INTRODUCTION".

The conception that the renal excretion of water and

electrolytes is partly governed by the volume in some fluid

compartment of the body is one which has recently attracted many

investigators* The possible existence of a mechanism sensitive

to changes in the "fulness of the blood stream", by which such a

control could be exerted, was suggested by Peters (1935).

Support has been provided by a theory that stimulation of

sensory nerve endings in the intrathoracic circulation sets up

afferent impulses in the vagus nerves which diminish the release

of antidiuretic hormone from the neurohypophysis, and so causes

diuresis. This theory has been developed particularly by Gauer

and his co-uorkers (summarized by Gauer, Henry & Sieker, 1961).

It will be shown that sensory receptors exist in several

sites in the intrathoracic vascular system and that their impulse

discharge may be affected by changes in intrathoracic blood volume

and by respiratory movements. Measures which lead to an expansion

of the intrathoracic circulation are often accompanied by a

diuresis, while depletion of this area is accompanied by oliguria.

However, changes also occur in other parts of the circulation and

these changes will be considered and an attempt made to assess the

possible mechanisms involved in the production of the changes in

urine flow. In particular, previous work often quoted as

providing support for the theory that stimulation of intrathoracic

receptors causes changes in urine flow will be reviewed.

A series of experiments has been carried out in an attempt
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to define more closely either an afferent or efferent mechanism

which would provide evidence of a link between intrathoracic

receptors and urine flow. The results of these experiments

will be discussed and it is believed that they allow certain

conclusions to be reached regarding the theory that intrathoracic

receptors influence urine flow. some of these results have

recently been reported in a condensed form (Ledsome, Linden &

O'Connor, 1961).

«
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PART I.

HISTORICAL REVIEW.
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CHAPTER I.

SENSORY NERVE ENDINGS AFFECTED BY CHANGES IN INTRATHORACIC

BLOOD VOLUME.

A. SENSORY NERVE Ei DINGS IN THE HEART.

ANATOMY.

The first histological evidence of sensory nerve endings

existing in the heart was presented by Berkley (1894) vxho had

observed nerve fibres with swellings on their endings. Shortly

afterwards Sfflirnou (1895) described complicated sensory endings in

the atrial endocardium of mammals and amphibia. These endings

showed extensive arborisation, the fine branches of which were

associated with swellings. He also described a fine network in

tine endocardium which had varicosities along its length.

The sensory endings in the dog's heart were examined by

Woollard (1926) who found both the muscular and non-muscular

tissues were richly innervated. Medullated nerve fibres were

found along the ascending aorta and in the wall of the •auricle'

adjacent to the aorta. The fibres ran in the adventitia but as

they approached their termination they turned sharply inwards to

end in the advential sheet superficial to the middle coat of the

artery. In the •auricle' they behaved in a similar fashion

ending beneath the epicardium. As the nerve approached its

ending it lost its medullary sheath and divided into an

extensively branched end structure. In addition there were fine

nerve plexuses in the subpericardial and endocardial tissues which

were presumed to be derived from vagus endings. Woollard (1926)
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reviewed the previous descriptions of sensory endings in the

heart and considered his findings to be in agreement Kith

earlier studies although Smirnow (1895) had described end

structures in the subendocardium whereas Woollard (1926) only

described these endings in the epieardrum.

wettleship (1956) made a study of the afferent innervation

of the cat's heart and observed the effects of degeneration

after section of the vagi and removal of the cervical sympathetic

and stellate ganglia. He found a network of sensory fibres

ramifying beneath the epieardium of both 'auricles' and

ventricles, many fibres of which, penetrated the myocardium to

lie beneath the endocardium. An endocardial plexus also

extended throughout the 'auricles' and ventricles, and was

composed of non-myelinated fibres, although he considered it

ori,'jinated from larger myelinated fibres. Similar plexuses

were observed in the adventitia. at the base of the pulmonary

artery and aorta., Sensory endings were described as arising

from the subendocardial plexus, and were most numerous around

the valves and at the base of the atzio-ventrieul&r septum.

Although the endings usually showed extensive arborization,

variations from the simplest dot-like expansion up to a tree

like form were seen. The nerve plexus and the specialized

nerve endings degenerated when the vagus nerves were cut, but

remained intact when only the motor elements of the vagus were

destroyed.

Specific receptor areas were mapped out by iionidez (1937)

in the intrapericardial portions of the venae cavae and

pulmonary veins. Using young rabbits, cats and dogs he found
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that the muscular structure of the vessel walls in these areas

resembled myocardium rather than that of veins, the transition

in structure occurring just outside the pericardial reflexion.

Plexuses were found in these areas similar to those described, by

oollard (1926) in the outer coat of the wall. Eonidez (1957)

claimed that his staining method using silver nitrate impregnation

in contrast with the methylene blue used by other investigators

gave some degree of specificity in staining sensory or afferent

fibres. he criticized the use of section and degeneration as a

means of identifying afferent fibres since such a procedure would

also result in the degeneration of preganglionic efferents. Two

types of nerve ending were found in the region examined. Large

or medium sized fibres gave rise to subendothelial arborizations

with their branches lying parallel to the endothelium and with

reticulated swellings on the branches, these endings varied greatly

in size and in degree of arborization. A second type of ending was

found closely associated with the cardiac muscle fibres in the walls

of the pulmonary veins in the kitten. bonidez (1941) later

described a more complicated type of ending in the dog, existing

only in the area of transition between the pulmonary veins and left

atrium sad occupying the whole thickness of the subendothelial

layer; these endings were more compact than those previously

described which arborized parallel to the endocardial surface. The

perimusculax endings were not found in the dog. After cervical

and upper thoracic sympathectomy in the cat the endings in the

superior and inferior vena cava persisted but the subendothelial

and perimuscular endings in the pulmonary veins degenerated.

However the presence of vago-sympathetic connections does not
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allow any conclusions as to the course followed by the fibres in

the pulmonary veins.

Using a similar staining technique Pansier (1940) confirmed

fionidez's findings in the adult cat. tie described perimuscular

endings in the wall of the intrapericardial part of the superior

vena cava in addition to those found by Nonidez in the pulmonary

veins. Similar endings were found in the myocardium of the right

atrium and auricles. Elftman (1943) also described endings in

the myocardium and endothelium of the terminations of the pulmonary

veins and noted that such endings were lacking in sections further

into the lung. She confirmed Nonidez's (1939) observation, that

with this tec?mique which failed to stain sympathetic postganglionic

fibres, the small vessels in the lungs showed almost no innervation.

King (1939) claimed to have found endings in the ventricular

myocardium resembling the muscle spindles found in Striated

muscles but of o simpler type. These endings had no capsule and

appeared as oranched nerve endings in close contact with the muscle

fibres. He also observed encapsulated cylindrical whorls lying

between parallel muscle fibres. However, other author^s have

denied the existence of specific end structures in the ventricles

(Nonidez, 1943). Nonidez (1943) described very similar endings in

the atria, presumed to be efferent endings, in which contact with

muscle fibres is effected by means of terminal and subterminal

rings, minute club-shaped dilatations and reticulated swellings.

Tcheng (1951) claims to have found sensory endings in considerable

numbers in the depths of the myocardium as well -as in the

subendocardial connective tissue. He observed both the arborizing
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type of ending and also one which appeared as a series of

granules united by fine filaments. in puppies and cats he

found more sensory fibres in the right atrium than the left and

rarely found them in the ventricles. He did observe a few

endings in the ventriclescne of which ended close to a blood

vessel and he expressed doubt as to the significance of such

endings.

In a general study of autonomic innervation Meyling (1953)

found in all tissues investigated, including the heart, a

network of autonomic interstitial cells representing the extreme

peripheral part of the autonomic system. He claimed that the

end ramifications of the afferent and postganglionic fibres

were connected to this network by synapses. This nervous network

along with the myocardial muscular network was pictured as a

single functional neuromuscular tissue. This author considered

the free nerve endings described by others as artefacts due to

incomplete staining; even in areas such as the depressor zone

of the aorta large myelinated afferent fibres were described as

having their end branches connected with the terminal network.

Mitchell (1956) also thought that many of the more complicated

types of sensory ending described by previous workers might be

kinked nerve fibres or bundles cut obliquely and really a part

of the terminal network. He found tannine! nerve networks in

the subepicardial®, myocardium and subendocardium of both atria

and ventricles of the monkey. The fibres of these networks were

non-myelinated but may have been derived from myelinated fibres

which lost their myelin sheaths as they approached their

terminations.
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Large myelinated, fibres were described by Sato (1954) in trie

dog atria but these were said to end freely in the endocardium or

myocardium. Endings in the myocardium were usually unbrancbed

whilst those in the endocardium showed a more complicated

arborization. He also found a plexus between the epicardium

and myocardium from which small branches ran into the myocardium.

Coleridge, Hemingway, Holmes & Linden (1957) by recording

impulses from slips of the vagus nerves in the neck and then

probing the atria were able accurately to localize the site of

origin of the impulses. Histological studies of areas of origin

were made using both silver impregnation and methylene blue stains.

In every specimen in which functional localization of a receptor

area had been achieved, one or more branched nerve endings were

found. These arose from thick myelinated fibres running parallel

to the endocardial sureace and which were occasionally seen

passing from the muscle to the endocardium. The end formations

consisted of a branching of the thick fibres within a circumscribed

area the myelin sheath being lost beyond the point at which

branching occurred; the fine branching fibres and terminal

filaments were closely associated with deeply impregnated cellular

elements. In addition to these end formations there was a

subendothelial nerve network: formed of a typical pattern of

branching fibres and interstitial cells. These two distinct

structures were seen in both the silver end methylene blue

preparations. The terminal, nerve network whilst most prominent

on the posterior atrial walls extended towards the atrio-ventricular

orifices, into the veins and the atrial appendages, and onto the
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anterior atrial wall. The thick fibres with their endings were

limited to the atrio-venous junctional regions, to the proximal

parts of the veins and the adjacent parts of the atrial wall and

inter-atrial septum. Serial sections showed that these structures

were not obliquely cut nerve bundles and it was possible to follow

the fibres branching and ending in specific end structures, usually

without connection with the terminal nervous network. CccasionaJly

fine branches from the thick fibres or endings appeared to join

th© nerve net and the possibility of communication between the two

structures could not be entirely discounted.

BLECTRQPHYSIQLOGT.

Impulse activity in vagal fibres whose endings ley in the

great veins and atria was first demonstrated by Araann ft Schaefer

(1943). Their records show discharges occurring during both

atrial and ventricular systole and also some fibres showing

activity during- diastole. Walsh ft Vhitteridge (1944) observed

fibres which showed groups of impulses corresponding to the 'a',

#c' and *v' waves of the venous pulse and whose discharge varied

with the effective venous pressure. Activity in these fibres

increased with inspiration, decreased, during expiration and was

abolished by positive pressure inflation of the lungs. Similar

fibres were described in more detail by Walsh (1947). Vagal

fibres whose activity showed a cardiac rhythm were exarained by

hhitteridge (194&) using cats with the chest closed. Me was

able to show general agreement between effective venous pressure

and the pattern of impulses in venous fibres. As previously
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described, volleys of impulses corresponded to the *a*, •c* and

■v* waves of the venous ressure pulse. .Activity in these fibres

was increased by normal or obstructed inspiration and also by

compression of the abdomen. The *v' volleys usually showed

gre ater changes with respiration than the *a' volleys. The

impulses in these fibres were blocked by cooling to 8 - 12°C.
Two fibres were observed whose activity decreased at the

beginning of normal inspiration and increased sharply at the

onset of expiration; these fibres probably arose from the

pulmonary veins or left atrium. Another group of fibres was

characterized by a late systolic volley of impulses which

increased during inspiration and also when an intravenous

infusion was made but decreased when the lungs were artificially

inflated. The impulses in these fibres were not blocked by

cooling until a temperature of 34 C was reached. It was

suggested that these fibres might signal distending pressure

in the arterioles or capillaries of the lungs.

Jaxiseh & Zotterraan (1948) using open-chested cats were able to

record activity from the nerve branches of the vagus running

towards the atria. Their records shewed volleys of impulses

synchronous with the P wave of the electrocardiogram and a second

late systolic volley reaching its maximum frequency at the end of

ventricular systole. The second volley varied in frequency and

duration and sometimes continued until the next auricular volley.

Similar records were obtained from fibres from either the right

orleft atrium but the second volley in these fibres from the left

atrium was even more variable in both frequency and duration than

fibres from the right atrium. Clamping the caval veins reduced
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activity especially of tie late systolic volley, clamping the

pulmonary artery increased the discharge in fibres from the

right atrium and decreased discharge from the left; when the

aorta was clamped there was an increase in activity on both sides.

Rapid injection of Ringer's solution increased the discharge and

the injection of veratrine also caused a mat sive discharge. The

site of the receptors was localized by probing the inside of the

atrium and they were convinced that the receptors were situated

around the orifices of the cava! veins and also in the inter¬

atrial septum but not in the ventricles. The receptors were

said to be stimulated by atrial distension and by the mechanical

events of the heart. Besides large spikes from receptors in the

atria many small spikes were seen, which were said to be produced

by very thin nerve fibres* These were also stimulated by-

clamping the pulmonary artery or aorta., and by veratxLne, and

slowly conducted volleys were seen when the ventricles were

pinched.

Dickinson (1950) showed that the frequency of discharge in

the fibres from the right atrium was related to venous pressure.

In addition to a volley of impulses coincident vdth atrial systole

he also described volleys occurring in late ventricular systole

similar to the discharge from arterial pressoreceptors. fibres

similar to these which showed impulse activity in late systole

were examined by Pearce & whitteridge (1951) who worked on cats

and other mammals breathing spontaneously. The discharge in

these fibres increased during inspiration and decreased during
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the expiratory pause. Positive pressure inflation of the lungs

stopped the discharge whilst negative pressure deflation caused

an increase in both frequency and duration of discharge. The

authors considered that the receptors for these fibres lay in the

pulmonary vascular bed and related the discharge to variations in

pulmonary arterial pressure. Changes in pulmonary artery-

pressure produced by respiratory manoeuvres corresponded closely

with the fibre impulse activity, although there was a time lag

between the peak pressure in the pulmonary artery and the peak-

discharge frequency. This lag was accounted for by a calculation

of the time taken for the pulse wave to reach the pulmonary

arterioles. These supposedly pulmonary vascular receptors were

reinvestigated by Painta! (1953a) who used open chested, cats.

Fibres were first identified with the chest closed on the criteria

laid down by Whitteridg© (1348).

1. A late systolic discharge with no impulse activity

accompany!ng- the 'a' wave of atrial oressure.

2. Activity increased by an increased venous return produced

by normal or obstructed inspiration or by suction of air

from the trachea.

3. Activity decreased or abolished during positive

pressure inflation of the lungs.

When a. fibre showing- these characteristics had been identified the

chest was opened and the receptor localized by occluding the

pulmonary artery and atria-ventricular junctions. Ten fibres

were examined in this way; of these six showed an increased

discharge when the puliaonaxy artery was was occluded and also when
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the right atrio-v.utricular junction was occluded; whereas in

four the activity decreased when the pulmonary artery was

occluded but increased when the left atrio-ventricular junction

was occluded. The endings of these fibres lay in the right and

left atria respectively. Their presence in the atria was

confirmed by making a water-tight chamber of each atrium and

filling it with saline, an increase in the volume of fluid in the

chamber increased the receptor discharge. The effective stimulus

to these receptors was therefore a stretch of the atrial wall and'

their normal discharge in time with the ' v' wave of the atrial

pressure is at a time when the atrium is at its maximum volume.

Paintal (1953a) called these 'Type-B receptors' to distinguish

them from those whose activity coincided with the atrial •a'

wave which he called 'Type~A receptors'. The behaviour of the

receptors on the right and left sides was similar although there

were some differences in the timing of the peak discharge during

respiration. As Paintal (1953a) noted, these can be accounted

for by the changes in size of the right and left atria during the

respiratory cycle described by Gaboon, Michael & Johnson (1941).

Although Paintal (1953a) laid down strict criteria for the

recognition of Type-B receptors his records do show that there may

be considerable variation in the timing of the discharge from the

receptors. For instance in Fig.l of his paper the discharge does

not begin until after the T-wave of the electrocardiogram and must

be regarded as diastolic rather than late systolic. As a result

of Ms experiments with the isolated atrium he concluded that the

type-B atrial receptors do not respond to Intra-atiial pressure
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changes but are stretch receptors responding to change in atrial

filling-. But these receptors do not respond only to atrial

filling as is shown by Fig.8A of his paper which plots increases

in frequency of discharge of left atrial type-B fibres occurring

in response to spontaneous contractions of a distended isolated

left atrium. The increased discharge at this time cannot be due

to an increased volume but must be associated with a change of

tension in the atrial wall. Paintal suggests that this discharge

does not occur in the normal heart because the atrial volume

would ba reduced by emptying of the atria at this time. However

it is obvious these receptors respond to distortion which may

result either from atrial filling or contraction of the atrial

muscle. The discharge during atrial systole would then depend

upon the position, of the receptor in the atrium and on the force

and direction of spread of contraction carer the atrial wall and

Paintal (1953a) did find that t. pe~B receptors sometimes showed

an 'a* volley when the chest w«s opened; this was attributed to

a change ia position of the heart.

Beniy & Pearce (.1956) «xa»ined similar afferent vagal fibres

in the dog. All the fibres they examined arose from the left

atrium and obstruction of the mitral orifice by distension of

a balloon in the left atrium caused, a marked increase in

impulse activity. Pulmonary vein ligation usually caused a

decrease in activity whilst negative pressure ventilation caused

a small (15a) increase in activity. intravenous infusions

caused a rather greater increase in activity t;hilst haemorrhage

was associated with a decrease. They found that impulses in
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these fibres were blocked by cooling to between 4.5 - 12°C. They

considered that these findings and the absence of discharge in

the fibres during atrial systole supported the view that these

receptors responded to stretch or atrial filling rather than to

atrial pressure. They found a 30-40^ haemorrhage and the

intravenous injection of 100 pg of adrenaline altered the diastolic
discharge to a high frequency early systolic one (Pearce & Henry,

1955); in these circumstances a decrease in atrial volume is to

be expected and they suggested that the change was the result of

mechanical effects on the atrium.

Whitteridge (1955) suggested that the type-A receptors

behaved as though the endings were in the great veins in series

with the contractile elements whilst the type-H receptors behaved

as though they were in parallel with the contraetile elements.

The type-A receptors would then signal pressure and the type-B

distension.

Coleridge, Hemingway, Holmes & Linden (1957) recorded,

impulses from atrial receptors in open chested dogs. In these

experiments there was not always the expected change in impulse

activity from these receptors with respiratory manoeuvres and toe

authors were doubtful whether toe classification of atrial

receptors into two distinct functional groups, one responding to

pressure the other $0 alterations in length could be applied at

least to their results obtained in open chested dogs.

Changes in impulse frequency in atrial receptor's have been

found to parallel changes in effective atrial pressure during

respiration (Coleridge & Linden, 1959). The frequency of the
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discharge at the *v» wave from type~B receptors in the right

atrium increased with the first cardiac cycle of a normal

inspiration, the frequency reached a peak at the height of

inspiration and decreased immediately with expiration. Vith

receptors in the left atrium the frequency of discharge did not

increase in the first cardiac cycle of inspiration hut usually

in the second or third, cycle and this increase was sometimes

preceded hy a decrease in the frequency of discharge. The

maximum rate of discharge occurred approximately with expiration.

Coleridge & Linden (1959) found, the changes in effective

pressure at the corresponding point in the pressure wave of the

appropriate atrium to follow a similar time course.

Chapman & Pearce (1959) have recorded impulses in fibres

from the vagus nerve of the monkey which show activity similar

to that seen in fibres arising from the atria in other animals.

Recently Langrelir (i960, a & b) has described four groups

of impulse activity arising from atrial receptors in dogs and

cats. In addition to the A & B type volleys described by

Paint&l (1953a) in atrial systole and late ventricular systole

he described an *E* volley in early systole, previously found

in a few fibres by Paintal (1955) and a 'D' volley occurring

during diastole especially at slow heart rates when filling was

prolonged. Although some fibres showed only the activity

characteristics of tiie type-A and type-B fibres, many fibres

showed in addition volleys of impulses in early systole and

diastole and the type of activity in any one fibre changed

sometimes spontaneously and on other occasions following injections
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of adrenaline. He found that frequency of impulses in the 'B'

volley was best correlated with the strength of the heart beat

whilst the frequency of impulses in the ' D* volleys depended on

the rate of rise of pressure in the atrium during diastolic

filling. Langrehr & Kramer (i960) studied more closely the

impulse frequency from atrial receptors during infusion and

haemorrhage of up to 25^ of the blood volume and after injections

of adrenaline and papaverine. They concluded that atrial

receptor discharge was best related to intrathoracic blood

volume but that the frequency of discharge depended not only

upon this static relationship but also upon the dynamic state of

the circulation.

There have been relatively few reports of impulses in

afferent nerve fibres originating in the ventricles. Amann &

Schaefer (1945) considered that at least some of the fibres they

examined, which showed volleys of impulses during systole,

originated in the ventricles. Jarisch & Zotterman (1948) did

not observe any increase in the rate of discharge of large

fibres when they handled the ventricles, but they did observe

small slowly conducted spikes if the ventricles were pressed.

Vhitteridge (1948) described several fibres with early systolic

discbarge of impulses which began before the aortic valves opened

and could not therefore have been aortic baro-receptors and

jjickenson (,1950) observed, similar fibres. Paintnl (1955) found

eleven fibres in thirtysix cats in which he considered the

receptor lay in the ventricles, seven of these were eventually

localized to the right ventricle and the other four to the left.
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They showed an early systolic burst of impulses within 20-30 m-sec

of the Q wave of the electrocardiogram and therefore discharged

during tire phase of isovoluniic contraction of the ventricles, but

some were excited during the ejection phase when intraventricular

pressure reached its peak. They showed an indefinite response

to respiratory variations and were not affected by anoxia;

although all the ventricular receptors were strongly stimulated

by injection of veratridine the atrial receptors were not

affected. This latter finding agrees with that of Dawes &

V/iddicombe (.1953) • Paintal (1955) does however claim that

veriloid which also stimulated ventricular receptors stimulated

about one-third of the left atrial receptor's, but as the peak

discharge occurred after brad/cardia was produced it seems at

least possible that this could be a secondary effect dependent

upon haemodynamic changes. The conduction velocity in the

ventricular fibres was between 10-20 Vj/sec and they were therefore

said to belong to the A group of medullated nerve fibres.

Reflex bradycardia and hypotension induced by injection of
a

vnzjtridine into the left coronary artery was not abolished by
division of the aortic depressor nerve, left recurrent laryngeal

nerve and the left anterior cardiac nerves. Only when the left

posterior cardiac nerves were cut was the effect abolished and

to reach these the left pulmonary artery must be removed

(Daw?es 1953)# These nerves run over the posterior surface of

the left atrium and may join the recurrent laryngeal nerve as it

crosses the aortic arch (Daves & Widdicombe, 1953). Fibres from
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receptors in the left atrium are often found in the main trunk

of the left vagus nerve below the origins of the recurrent

laryngeal nerve and the anterior and posterior cardiac nerves

(Coleridge & Kidd, personal communication). Fibres from the

right atrium laay join the main trunk of the right vagus nerve

at or below the level of the right atrium (Jones, 1953)•

FIBRE SIZE.

Several investigators have estimated the size of the

afferent nerve fibres connected with specific end-structures

in the atria. Jarisch & Zotterman (1948) found that discharges

from atrial receptors in the cat were carried in myelinated

fibres with a diameter of 2.8 - 7 p, whilst Whitteridge (1952)
tentatively ascribed a diameter of 4 - 7 p. Nettleship (1936)
using degeneration showed that large endocardial fibres of

6 p were probably afferent, and Daly & Evans (1953) studying

degeneration after section of the vagus nerves at various levels

concluded that afferent impulses from the heart travelled in

myelinated fibres of 1 - 14 p diameter with the majority of

them 4 - 6 p. Coleridge et al. (1957) estimated the fibres

running into end formations in the endocardium had a diameter of

3 - 10 p whilst the fibres of the terminal network were alt/ays
smaller.

Paintal (1953b) studied the conduction velocities in

respiratory and cardiac afferent fibres in the vagus nerves.

Type A atrial receptor fibres had a mean conduction velocity of

20®/sec (range 13-27), type B from the right atrium 13m/sec
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(range 8-23) and type a from the left atrium 20m/sec (range 15-26).

Fibres carrying impulses from pulmonary stretch receptors had

a mean conduction velocity of 36^sec (range 14-59) and from

aortic baroreceptors 33®/sec (range 12-53). The considerable

overlap of conduction velocity in these fibres makes their

identification by this means impossible and makes unlikely the

possibility of blocking only one type of afferent fibre by

cooling the vagal trunk.

B. SENSORY NERVE ENDINGS IN THE PULMONARY VASCULAR SYSTEM.

ANATOMY.

A rich nerve plexus in the rail of the pulmonary arteries

and extending over the arterioles was described by Larsell (1921).

The terminal fibres of this plexus entered the media and ended in

close relation to the smooth muscle cells. Discrete sensory

endings were found only in the walls of the pulmonary arteries

close to the hilum of the lung. In contrast to the rich nerve

plexus over the arteries the pulmonary veins were found to have

few fibres (Larsell, 1922). The periarterial plexus was later

described by Larsell St Dow (1933) as being composed of

postganglionic fibres from the upper sympathetic ganglia.

Arborizing sensory nerve endings showing terminal knobs were

found in the adventitia of the pulmonary arteries near their

bases and also in the secondary branches in the lungs. Tskino

(1933) end Takino & Watanabe (1937) also described sensory endings

in the right and left branches of the pulmonary arteries extending
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between the bifurcation and the lung roots; they were unable to

find any endings in the main pulmonary trunk. The existence of

specialised pressoreceptors in the wall of the pulmonary trunk

and proximal portions of the pulmonary arteries waa denied by

Monidea (1935) but he did find an accumulation of typical sensory

nerve endings around the base of the ligamentum arteriosus

( onidez, 1941). Pannier (1940) found nerve terminations which

he thought were similar to those in the arch of the aorta near

the bifurcation of the pulmonary artery, and in one kitten examined,

in the wall of the right pulmonary artery. Boyd (1941) made a study

of the ductus arteriosus in a variety of mammals of all ages.

Whilst the ductus itself had a rich afferent nerve supply

relatively few fibres were found in the walls of the pulmonary

arterial trunk or its branches. Although occasional sensory

nerve endings were found in these latter vessels they were never

so richly brandling as those found in the ductus arteriosus.

The fibres passing into the wall of the ductus usually ended in

the outer third of the media. Their endings were extensively

branched and possessed small thickenings and zings similar to

those found in other presso-receptor areas. The number of

endings was greatest at the aortic end of the ductus. Bianconi

& Green (1959b) de cribed sensory nerve endings in the adventitia

of the right pulmonary artery as having characteristic

arborisations with swellings and enlargements on the terminal

twigs. In an electrophysiological study in the dog Coleridge &

Kidd (I960), after identifying fibres in t e cervical vagus, were

able by probing the pulmonary artery to localize the position of
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the receptors. All the receptors localised in this way were

situated near to the bifurcation and the origin of the lobar

branches; no receptors were found in the main pulmonary trunk

itself. More recently these observations have been extended

(Coleridge, Kidd & Sharp, 1961) to include histological studies

of receptor areas localized by electrophysiological methods.

The position of 44 receptors was determined; 20 of these lay

in the right pulmonary artery and 20 in the left pulmonary

artery, of vrhich 11 were situated near the attachment of the

ligamentum arteriosura. The main pulmonary trunk was devoid of

receptors. Attempts to localize receptors in the ductus

arteriosus of very young animals were unsuccessful although

there can be little doubt on the evidence already quoted that

such endings exist. Specimens of the pulmonary arteries taken

at random and others in which there was electrophysiological

evidence for the presence of a baroreceptor were examined

histologically. Myelinated nerve fibres were seen in the

adventitia terminating at the junction of the media and

adventitia or penetrating into the media and ending as an

irregular collection of fine coiled fibres embedded in

connective tissue. Many other nerve fibres in addition to

those terminating as specialized receptors were observed.

Bundles of non-aiyelinated fibres in the adventitia accompanied

the vasa v&sorum into the media, and small groups of ganglion

cells lay within the bundles of non-myelinated fibres in the

adventitia.
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ELECTROJ/OTSIOLOGY.

The first electrophysiological evidence of the existence

of pulmonary arterial baroreceptors was provided by Swan ft

Whitteridge (1956! who recorded impulses from a single receptor

in the pulmonary- artery of the cat. This finding was confirmed

by Biariconi ft Green (1959b) and shortly afterwards Coleridge &

Kidd (i960) provided evidence of such receptors in the dog.

Pulmonary arterial baroreceptors display a cardiac rhythm very

similar to that of aortic baroreceptors in that the main discharge

begins in ventricular systole soon after the opening of the

pulmonary and aortic valves, as judged by the relation of the

discharge to the QRS complex of the electrocardiogram.

Discharge from these receptors is abolished by occluding the

main pulmonary trunk and increased by occluding the lung roots.

Some receptors localized to the pulmonary artery may show

unexpected patterns of discharge, for example Coleridge & Kidd

(i960) illustrated one fibre which showed impulses during atrial

systole but after infusion of dextran its main activity was

during ventricular systole. This receptor lay in the right

branch of the pulmonary artery behind the superior vena, cava.

In general the discharge in the pulmonary arterial receptors

was increased whenever pulmonary arterial pressure increased,

but because the pattern of discharge my be affected also by the

position of the receptor the authors emphasize that a receptor

cannot be assigned with certainty to a particular great vessel

or chamber of the heart by the timing of the discharge, it

must be located by appropriate means in an animal with the
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chest open. She discharge from the pulmonary arterial

receptor's is affected by pressures within the physiological

range and pulsatile pressures provi.de a more effective stimulus

than steady pressure (Coleridge & Kidd, 1961).

C. SENSORY SERVE ENDINGS IB TffiS AORTA.

ANATOMY.

Early studies by Smiraow (1895) described the endings of

medullated nerve fibres in the heart and ascending aorta. In

mouse and rabbit embryos the right depressor nerve supplies the

area around the subclavia whilst the left depressor supplies the

aorta and also spreads to the caudal surface of the 6th aortic

(pulmonary) arch (Tello, 1924). These nerves show a rich

terminal ramification surrounding the arch of the aorta. An

adventitial nerve plexus at the base of the aorta and pulmonary

artery was said by Nettleship (1956) to be continuous with the

subepicardial plexus of the heart. Although, the fibres of

this plexus varied in size the endings were of a single complicated

arborizing type with swellings on the terminal twigs. They lay

in the extremely superficial layer of the connective tissue of

the adventitia and in the outermost coat of the media, and were

unaffected by stellate ganglioneetomy.

A detailed study of the distribution of the aortic afferent

fibres in the rabbit was made by Nonidez (1935). The right

aortic nerve ended around the base of the subclavia with the

majority of the terminations on the aupero-posterior aspect of
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the vessel; the left aortic nerve had a more extensive

distribution over the supero-posterior aspect of the aorta

forming e vertical crescent mesial to the origin of the left

subelsvia. this meant that the anterior surface of the aorta

had few terminations whilst the caudal or concave portion of

the arch was abundantly supplied. This area received a few

nerve fibres directly from the left vagus and a few fibres of

the anterior branch of the left aortic nerve extended onto the

ductus arteriosus to end in simple arborisations. Ho afferent

nerve endings were found in the aortic wall outside the area

described. Nerve terminations were large and ranged from a

diffuse complicated arborization to a compact ending but all

characteristically had swellings and enlargements on the

terminal twigs. The nerve fibres did not branch extensively

before reaching their terminations and the type of ending was

not related to fibre size. Most of the endings were in the

externa, between the externa and the media and a few endings lay

in the outer half of the media. Nonidez (1935) suggested that

tire diversity of size and shape provided a .histological basis

for the possibility of variable frequencies of discharge and

the existence of diverse thresholds of stimulation. In a later

paper \Tonidez (1941) found that although in the newborn puppy

all the nerve endings had a relatively siraple structure, the

endings of thick fibres increased in complexity whilst those of

the fine fibres remained simple. Both types of ending were

found in the adventitia and, outer third of the media and both
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were found, only in the area already described. The simple

endings lacked the massive reticulated swellings found on the

endings of the thicker fibres but Konidez. (1941) considered both

types of ending to be pressoreceptors. The pressoreceptor area

was well defined at birth and growth of the aorta did not result

in any marked scattering of the pressoreceptors.

The number of myelinated fibres in the depressor nerve of

the rabbit has been established as between 150 to 600 (O'Leary,

Heinbecker & Bishop, 1954). This figure is similar to that

found in the cat (Agostini, Chirmock, Daly & Murray, 1957)

where a total of 450 fibres was found, two-thirds of which were

myelinated. The latter authors estimated the size of the

fibres as having a bimodal distribution with peak 2-4 p and

8-10 (a, whilst O'Leary et al, found the size to be 2-5.5 P with

some larger fibres of 9-10 p.

ELBCTROPHTlSIOLOGY.

Einthoven (1908) showed that there were changes in currents

recorded from the peripheral portion of the divided vagus nerve

of the dog, which occurred during inspiration and also observed

a series of more rapid oscillations synchronous withthe heart

beat. In the rabbit the respiratory and cardiac effects could

be separated by leading off from either the vagus or the cardiac

depressor nerve (Einthoven 1911). Adrian (1926) using a

capillary electrometer in place of the string galvanometer was

able to record changes in potential, in the va us nerves of cats

and rabbits. Oscillations of the record occurred with respiration
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and the frequency and amplitude of the oscillations was greatest

at the height of inspiration; in the record from the cat there

were also groups of oscillations in time with the heart beat.

Records from the depressor nerve of the rabbit showed groups of

oscillations synchronizing with the heart beat and. with a distinct

pause between the griups. With the evidence of Koster &

Tschersaak (1905) who showed a negative variation in the depressor

nerve associated with distension of the aorta, Adrian (1926)

concluded the outbursts of impulses to be due to the rise in

pressure in the aorta during systole. He also noted a great

increase in the oscillations when adrenaline was injected intra¬

venously. Rronk (1931) was able to show that the large

outburst of impulses in the depressor nerve was in fact synchronous

with the rapid rise in pressure of the aorta. The activity of

the nerve endings appeared to be a function of both the absolute

level of pressure and the rate of change of pressure. These

findings were confirmed by Kijlant (1932) and Adrian (1933).

Single functional fibre preparations of the depressor nerve were

examined by Whitterldge (194©) who noted that the peak frequency

of discharge of the fibres was sometimes affected by changes in

intrapleural pressure and also to some extent by mechanical

changes at the root of the lung. The discbarge from these

receptors is characterised by en early systolic volley beginning

36-36m/sec after the Q wave of the electrocardiogram and

reaching peak frequency between 53-106 m sec (Palntal, 1953b).

Curing normal respiration maximal activity occurred at the

beginning of expiration but positive pressure inflation of the
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lungs reduced the activity of the systemic arterial receptors.

Marguth, Ka.rguth <% Hauls (1951) cls.ssi.fied the impulses in

the aortic nerves of the cats and dogs into two types; those

occurring synchronously with the pulse and those discharging

continuously. The discharge occurring with the pulse was

increased by a rise in pressure produce! either by clamping the

descending aorta or by injection of adrenaline or noradrenaline;

the action of these drugs depended only upon their ability to

raise the blood pressure. The activity of the continuously

firing axons was augmented by asphyxiation, low blood pressure

and noradrenaline end lowered by adrenaline; these were probably

fibres arising from chemo-sensitive endings. These results

differ from those found by Landgren 5 Weil & Zotterroan (1952) in

the carotid sinus; here application of adrenaline and

noradrenaline to the sinus wall caused an. increased discbarge of

beroreceptor fibres. However? Floyd & Neil (1952) wore unable

to show that stimulation of the sympathetic supply to the carotid

sinus bad any effect on impulse activity and concluded that

sympathetic nervous activity was of little practical importance

in modifying barorcceptor activity.

The comparative ease with which a perfusion preparation of

the carotid sinus may be made has meant that the effects of

applying a known stimulus to the baroraceptor endings have been

studied in the carotid sinus rather than the aorta. However

there is no doubt that the impulse frequency in aortic nerve

fibres is reduced an mean arterial pressure is lowered (Neil,1954).

The carotid sinus baroreceptors are more powerfully affected by
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a j-ulsatiXe pressure than a steady pressure of the same mean

value (Ead, Green ft Neil, 1952) and it is likel. that the

aortic receptors are affected similarly.

d. pul. qmry stretch receptors

anatomy*

Sensory nerve endings have been found widely distributed

throughout the lungs. Larsell (1921) studied these neive

terminations in the rabbit and described the ramifications of

large myelinated fibres in the bronchial walls especially in the

epithelium at the point of division of the bronchi. hese

endings were found in all sizes of bronchi but in the larger

branches the endings were more complicated and were sometimes

found within a small epithelial swelling. the most distal

point of the air passages at which he found sensory endings was

just inside the atria. Larsell (1922) extended these

observations and found in addition sensory endings in the smooth

muscle of the bronchial walls. These endings arose from thick

myelinated fibres and were composed of numerous short terminal

branches some of which wrapped around the muscle whilst others

ended between the muscle fibres; these endings were found

wherever the smooth muscle existed. Examining the innervation

of the human lung Larsell ft Dow (1933) found nerve endings in

the epithelium of the bronchi wherever the bronchi divided,

similar to those previous described in the rabbit. These

endings were present in the bronchial epithelium up to the base

ofthe alveolar ducts and their ramifications with terminal twigs

and knobs suggested they might be tactile receptors* Flattened
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end-organs were touiid in the epithelium of the sir sacs and the

authors suggested that these were unlikely to be subjected to

mechanical stimulation and might therefore be chemoreceptors.

These were the most distal receptors found. Endings corresponding

to those in the smooth muscle of the rabbit were found at various

points in the smooth muscles of the bronchial wall. Coarse

myelinated fibres ended in plate-like masses on the muscle.

Wlftiaan (1943) also described afferent endings in the smooth muscle

of the respiratory tree. The epithelium of the lung was supplied

with a variety of endings from the trachea to the walls of the

alveoli in which in contrast to the previous investigators delicate

straight or coiled terminations were found. She suggested that this

large group of endings gave zdse to pulmonary reflexes but found it

impossible on histological grounds to determine the differential

excitability of the various types of endings.

ELECTROHEfSIOLOGY .

As already described Einthoven (1908) and Adrian (1926) were

able to show changes in electrical activity in the vagus nerves

during respiration; the frequency and amplitude of the recorded

oscillations was greatest at the height of inspiration. These

findings were extended by Partridge (1933) who found the frequency

of impulses in the vagus nerve of the rabbit varied directly with

the volume of inspiration. No increase in discharge was found on

inhalation of equal volumes of air end carbon dioxide. Adrian (1933)

succeeded in obtaining records of single functional fibre preparations

of the vagus nerve in cats, and described activity of various types.
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Some fibres showed a pure cardiac rhythm, some a pure

respiratory rhythm, while others showed discharge affected by

both cardiac and respiratory events. The respiratory discharges

showed aa increase in the frequency of impulses rising to a

maximum at inspiration and falling to a minimum as the lungs

contracted. The discharge adapted only slowly to the stimulus.

Adrian suggested that the stimulus was the actual deformation of

the tissues in which the endings were placed. The pressure of

the air in the lungs was immaterial as the discharge was the

same for a gives degree of expansion whether produced by positive

or negative pressure inflation. In addition to fibres affected

by inflation, forcible deflation by suction caused a discharge in

other fibres and whilst he recognised the possibility that extreme

deflation or inflation ®ight stretch the tissues in which the

endings responding to inflation lay, he had no doubt that deflation

called a new set of endings into play as well. He supported this

statement with the evidence that extreme deflation of the lungs

caused an immediate inspiratory effort, whereas inflation of the

lim, s inhibited inspiration. However,he was doubtful of the part

such sr.dings might play in normal breathing as extreme deflation

was necessary to produce the discharge. It is interesting that

suction of air from the lunge (as in breathing from a reservoir

at reduced pressure) did not necessarily have the same effects as

increased pressure outside the thorax. Suction may stretch some

of the endings which are normally stretched at inspiration but

increased external pressure is unlikely to do so5 increase of
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external pressure reduced. the afferent vagal discbarge although

it was accompanied by an increased respiratory rate this

occurring most frequently alien the resting rate of discharge

during expiration was high. Partridge (1939) recorded impulses

In few fibre preparations of the pulmonary branches of the

vagus- These contained fibres stimulated by distension, by

extreme artificial deflation and also some fibres with a cardiac

rhythm which she regarded as afferent cardiac fibres. then the

fibres v ere cooled to between 3-4<:>C impulses from stretch

receptors were reduced but those sbo ing cardiac rhythm remained.

The activity in fibres from stretch endings was found to

be unaffected by pulmonary congestion in the perfused cat's

lung (Sulbrlng & hhitteridge, 1945)« They suggested that

reflexes arising from other than stretch afferent® in the vagus

may be involved in the increased respiratory rate associated

with pulmonary congestion. Walsh & llhitteridge (1944) were

unable to find any effect on the sensitivity of the vagal stretch

endings caused by injection of starch which causes multiple

pulmonaiy emboli. They did. however note an increased discharge

from receptors presumably in the veins; the *a* and 'v' wave

discharge being greatly increased. Knowlton fe Larabee (1946)

describe two types of pulmonary stretch receptors according to

the rate of adaptation of their end organ. They recorded the

responses of single afferent fibres in the vagus nerves to

changes in lung volume. Slowly adapting receptors had a lo' er

inflation threshold than rapidly adapting receptors and whilst

some receptors of both types responded to deflation some were
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found which responded only to inflation. Conduction

velocities were 8-44 Vsec. They surest that impulses

from slowly adapting receptors inhibit inspiration, whilst

those from rapid adaptors excite it. Only the slowly

adapting fibres would be active in eupnoea the threshold of

the rapid adaption being above that usually attained,

viddicombe (1954a) investigated the activity of respixatoiy

receptors during inflation of the lungs more thoroughly. He

came to the conclusion that the receptors which gave the most

rapid adaptation lay in the tracheobronchial tree and that

their rapid adaptation was an artefact dependent upon the

elastic properties of the lung parenchyma. biddicombe listed

three types of trachea-bronchial raechano-recsptors:

1. Rapidly adapting receptors in the tracheal epithelium

sensitive to mechanical stimulation and responsible

for the cough reflex.

2. Receptors with intermediate rate of adaptation in the

epithelium of the trachea and bronchi and sensitive to

both mechanical and eheiaical stimuli.

3. alowly adapting bronchial receptors which resembled the

deflation receptors of Milan (1933) in their slow

adaptation to deflation but were excited also by high

thresholds of inflation. It is suggested tiiat these

receptors may lie in the smooth muscle of the bronchial

walls.

In addition activity was recorded from receptors in the mediastinum

whose discharge was also affected by inflation and deflation of the
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lungs.

Vfiddiccsnbe (1954b) slade four further investigations to

localise the site of the receptors responsible for the

Hertog-Bretier inflatie®. reflex in the cat. Tho endings were

not destroyed by removal of tho visceral pleura hut their

discharge was affected by changes in bronchial tone.

Broncho-constriction caused an increased discharge whilst

broacho-dilation caused a decrease. He concluded that the

majority of the pulmonary stretch receptors lis in the

intrapulmonary bronchi and notes the great variation in

response to deflation, cardiac modulation of rhythm and

response to drugs vhm the receptors are studied by this

method of recording activ.ity in afferent nerve fibres.

Marshall & Mtddiccmbe (1958) studied tho activity of

pulmonary stretch receptors during congestion of the- lungs

in cats with closed cheats. A balloon was placed in the

left atrltsa via the appendage and pulssoaary congestion caused

by inflation of the balloon so as to raise left atrial pressure

by 20-40 ©a HgO. An increased discharge tc a standard
inflation by a p«sap or syringe was found wbsn the lungs were

congested; interpretation of effects during spontaneous

respiration ms difficult unless the tidal volume was unaltered.

The sensitization of the end organs was presumed to be due to a

greater stretching of the air passages when the eosvpliasise of

the alveoli was reduced by congestion. Costantin (1959)

investigated the same problem by isolating the lower lobe of
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the left lung so that its artery and vein could be easily

occluded. He also studied the effects of pulmonary congestion

with air distension provided by means of a pump or by inflation

with a syringe. He recorded action potentials in single

functional fibre preparations of the cervical va ns and described

two types of response to pulmonary congestion, In one group

pulmonary congestion increased fibre activity throughout the

respiratory cycle whilst in the other group activity was only

increased at low lung volumes, that is during expiration.

Occlusion of the pulmonary artery produced either an increase

or decrease in activity. Some fibres showed a cardiac rhythm

throughout the pulmonary cycle but occlusion of the pulmonary

veins had no consistent effect on these fibres in some cases

abolishing it whilst in others seeming to enhance it, such a

cardiac rhythm might be due to movements of the mediastinum or

conduction of ventricular systole from the heart, or great

vessels, or to a vascular pulsation within the lung parenchyma

itself. Evidence available suggests that such a cardiac rhythm

depends upon distension of the pulmonary arterial tree itself.

Bianconi & Green (1959a) studied afferent discharge in

those fibres showing both cardiac rhythm and an inspiratory

discharge. Their findings show only that the timing of he cardiac

discharge may vary in rela tion to the electrocardiogram and that

this discharge may be affected by external mechanical factors

such as the position of the chest or pressure on the thorax.

There seems little reason for suggesting that these pulmonary

stretch receptors showing a cardiac rhythm are in any way distinct
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from those without a cardiac rhythm or that they represent an

"early signalling system of pulmonary congestion". Marshall &

Widdicoabe (195*3) and Costantin (1959) stress the fact that any

reflex effects of pulmonary congestion cannot be attributed only

to an increased discharge in pulmonary stretch receptors.

Whilst these receptors constitute the majority of endings

in the chest there is no doubt that sensory endings exist in

other tissues in the chest and may be affected by cardiovascular

or respiratory changes. For example Coleridge & Kidd (i960)

describe a receptor situated in the connective tissue between

the pulmonary artery and aorta and showing the characteristics

of a pulmonary, or aortic baroreceptor. Holmes <% Torrance (1959)

investigating the afferent fibres of the stellate ganglion found

receptors near the thoracic inlet stimulated by movement of the

trachea. Other fibres came from receptors in the upper

mediastinum, from the pleural folds near the lung roots and

inflation of a balloon in the oesophagus stimulated receptors

over or near to it. Such receptors vere also affected by movements

of the pulmonary artery and aorta.
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SUMMARY.

Two types of nervous structures are regularly found in the

heart, a network of fine non-myelinated nerve fibres and

interstitial nerve cells exists throughout the endocardial,

myocardial and epicardial layers, and secondly, arborizing nerve

endings connected vdth myelinated fibres of about 3-10 y in

diameter exist in the subendocardium of certain areas of the

atrial walls. These nerve endings are found only on the

posterior atrial walls, in the junctional region between the

venae cavae and pulmonary veins and the atria and occasionally

on the interatrial septum. The adequate stimulus producing

activity in the atrial receptors is distortion of the nerve

endings. Some receptors discharge during atrial systole and

may be stretched by earlier contraction of other parts of the

atrial wall; these receptors may also discharge during atrial

filling in late ventricular systole or diastole. Receptots

which discharge only during ventricular systole must lie in

parts of the atrial wail not stretched during atrial contraction.

Atrial receptors have been classified according to their

particular pattern of impulse discharge but it should be

remembered that no anatomical or functional differences have

been deraonstrated. Discharge from atrial receptors depends primarily

upon atrial filling but is also affected by factors affecting

the contraction of the myocardium.

There is no good histological evidence of the existence of

specific end structures in the ventricles but some impulses have
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been recoroed in the vagus nerves which probably arise from

nerve endings in the ventricle. These receptors are stimulated

during ventricular contraction especially in the isovolumic

phase and are also strongly stimulated by veratrimamd veratridine.

The impulses travel in smaller fibres than those from the atrial

receptors.

Sensory nerve endings exist in the adventitia and outer

muscular layer of the posterior and caudal aspect of the arch

of the aorta. An increase in the rate of discharge of impulses

from the endings occurs when the pressure in the aorta rises.

Their activity is determined not only by the mean pressure in

the aorta but also by the rate of change of pressure. In

coRmon with other vascular receptors these nerve endings are

stimulated by distortion of the aortic wall rather than absolute

pressure and their activity may be modified by mechanical changes

in the chest or by changes in intrathoracic pressure. Similar

nerve endings exist in the right and left pulmonary arteries.

Sensory nerve endings in the lungs discharge in response to

inflation or deflation of the lungs but their activity may be

modified by pulmonary congestion and some fibres from the lungs

show a cardiac rhythm.
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CHAPTER II

THE EFFECTS OF HAHOEUVRSS LIKELY TO CAUSE CHARGES IE

INTRATHORACIC BLOOD VOLUME.

It has been shown that sensory nerve endings exist in

several sites in the intrathoracic vascular system where they

may be affected by changes of intrathoracic blood volume.

Evidence will now be examined vMch suggests that intrathoracic

blood volume may change as a result of a variety of manoeuvres.

Such volume changes are often accompanied by other cardiovascular

changes and there may be alterations in heart rate, cardiac

output and in the peripheral circulation. A theory that

distension of the intrathoracic circulation induces changes in

urine flow will be discussed later, but when considering this

theory it is important to realise that changes of intrathoracic

blood volume do not occur in isolation. It is the purpose of

this chapter to examine in detail the effects of certain manoeuvres

thought likely to cause changes of intrathoracic blood volume and,

if possible, to account for these effects in terms of known

physiological mechanisms.

A. INFUSION.

Bainbrldge (1915) found that intravenous infusions of saline

or defibrimted. blood into anaesthetized dogs caused an acceleration

of the heart. In his experiments the rate of infusion was
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controlled to avoid marked changes in systemic arterial pressure

although the increase in venous filling of the heart did cause a

rise of venous pressure. The rise of venous pressure was

usually sufficient to cause dilatation of the heart as indicated

by the cardiometer but in one experiment illustrated in his paper

arterial pressure had also risen by about 40 ima tig. The degree

of acceleration was reduced after cutting the rami accelerantes

and after atropiniaation;no further acceleration could be obtained

after cutting the vagus nerves. He attributed the cardiac

acceleration mainly to a reduction in vagal inhibitory activity

and partly to an increase in cardiac s .ympathetic activity; the

suprarenal glands were not essential for the production of the

changes. Since acceleration wa associated, with a rise of

venous pressure and began when the rise of venous pressure was

sufficient to cause cardiac dilatation, Bainbridge concluded

that the tachycardia was caused by impulses arising in the heart

and that the effective stimulus was a rise of venous pressure.

It has been suggested that eardio-aceeleration is initiated

from receptors in the venae cavae and pulmonary veins (Nonidez,

1937). Whilst there can be little doubt that intravenous

infusions do cause an increase in the discharge of impulses from

these receptors (Jarisch & Zotterman, 194&5 Henry & Pearee, 1956)

it has not been possible to show that these receptors form the

afferent limb of a cardio-accelerator reflex and the evidence is

conflicting that acceleration is always associated with intravenous

infusions.
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Meek & Eyster (1922) gave intravenous infusions of large

volumes of saline, acacia, or blood over about an hour to

anaesthetized dogs. Although the heart rate usually increased,

the acceleration was inconstant and seldom large. After infusions

of up to 100/i of the blood volume haemoglobin determination

indicated that much of the fluid was retained in the cardiovascular

system but the diastolic size of the heart as judged from X-Ray diid

not permanently increase. Photomicrographs showed dilatation of

the capillaries and venules of the ear, but accumulation of fluid

in audi vessels did not appear to provide an efficient reservoir

which would protect against acute changes in blood volume, since

haemorrhage of 10/; of the blood volume still caused a decrease in

heart size.

'fiie use of mean arterial pressure records in the study of

cardiovascular reflexes was criticized by De Graff & Sands (1925)

who shoved that mean pressure recorded from a mercury manometer

gave no indicfation of either the actual level or the trend of

systolic or diastolic pressures recorded from an optical manometer.

Infusions of saline, 500 - 700 ml. at 100 ml./ndn, into anaesthetized

dogs caused a large increase in pulse pressure with the diastolic

pressure usually falling. This fall in diastolic pressure did

not occur after repeated iiifusions or with infusions after haemorrhage;

the authors suggest that it may be due to a lowering of blood

viscosity in these circumstances. Cardiac acceleration occured

only in 50^ of their experiments and they claim that acceleration

also occurred in response to infusions after vagotomy in one third
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of their experiments, but these latter changes were very small,

hen the heart rate did increase it was not directly related to

venous pressure.

Many authors including Bainbridge (1915) have noted the

difficulty in eliciting- cardiac acceleration when the heart rate

is rapid initially. Warthen (1935) induced a slow heart rate in

anaesthetized dogs by injecting morphine and found that infusion of

saline or dextran produced a marked eardio-aceeleration when the

initial heart rate was less than 100 beats/min.

Infusions of saline or dextrose in saline always caused a

rise of both peripheral and pulmonary venous (left atrial) pressure

(Yeomans, Porter & Swank, 1943) which fell promptly after infusion

was stopped. Arterial blood pressure usually rose during infusion

(2-6 ml./kg/oin) as did cardiac output; the greatest rise in cardiac

output occurred during the first few minutes of infusion and the

rise often persisted for as long as 10 min after completion of

the infusions although venous pressure had usually returned to

normal by that time. When pentobarbital anaesthesia was used the

heart rate was rapid and variable both before and after infusion

but with chloralose anaesthesia the heart rate was slow, with

sinus arrhythmia and increased when infusions were given. The

rapid stabilization of venous pressure after the infusion was

attributed, to the continued high cardiac output, loss of fluid

from the vascular system and an increase in the capacity of the

system.

Essentially similar changes have been observed in trained
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unanaesthetized dogs (Raisz, Anslow & Wesson, 1950). Infusion of

a modified Ringer-Locke solution, 200 ml./rain for five minutes

caused a rise in venous pressure which reached a peak before

completion of the infusion. Venous pressure decreased rapidly

after infusion and systemic pressure and heart rate were normal

within 30 min although even after 70 sin plasma volume was still

29/ hiidier than the pre-infusion volume.

Rapid infusion of blood or saline causes an increase in left

ventricular end diastolic pressure, stroke volume, stroke work and

cardiac output in. both the open and closed chest dogs (Ferguson,

Shadle St, Gregg, 1953), but ehanges in heart rate are more variable.

In these experiments with dial-urethane-pentobarbital anaesthesia

the initial heart rate in open chested animals was about 180 beats/

min and there was little change with infusion; in dogs with an

intact chest the initial rate was about 60 beats/rain and infusion

usually caused an increase.

Coleridge & Linden (1955) used a variety of anaesthetic agents

to obtain a slow initial heart rate in dogs. Infusions of saline

or dog blood were given either as small volumes rapidly (50 ml. in

10 sec) or larger volumes more slowly (200-400 ml. in up to 4 min).

Changes in heart rate observed were related to two factors; firstly,

large infusions were more successful than small ones in producing

changes; secondly, if a change in rate occurred its direction and

extent was determined by the initial heart rate, cardiac acceleration

occurred if the initial rote was low whereas slowing occurred when

the initial rate was high (over 150 beats/rain). The changes could
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not be related to systemic arterial pressure, respiration or to

the character of the fluid infused. Infusion always caused an

increase in mean right atrial pressure but the maximum increase in

heart rate occurred about 90 sees after the end of infusion when

right atrial pressure had fallen almost to the pre-infusion level.

However Coleridge & Linden (195?) emphasise that to investigate the

possible relationship between atrial pressure and the adequate

stimulus for cardiac acceleration measurements must be made of

dynamic effective atrial pressure.

Most investigators have found that venous pressure falls rapidly

to normal levels after infusion but henry, Gauer & Sieker (195&)

suggest that there may still be some elevation of venous pressure

after infusion of blood into anaesthetized dogs. These authors

infused or bled up to 3Qj& of the blood volume and after 10-20 rain

recorded pressures in the right atrium, pulmonary artery, left

atrium and femoral artery; they regarded ledt. atrial pressure as

corresponding to left ventricular diastolic pressure. The changes

in right atrial pressure, pulmonary artery pressure and left atrial

pressure were in the same direction and they considered this

portion of the cardiovascular system to behave as a single functional

unit. As a result of the 60;£ total change in blood volume left

ventricular diastolic (left atrial) pressure was altered by

14.8 era h20.
The results of all experiments of infusions of either blood or

plasma into dogs are complicated by the observation that with such

infusions there is often a very rapid loss of the plasma infused.
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Guyton, Lindley, Touchstone, Smith ft Batson (1950) showed tiiat

with massive infusions of up to 1.6 times the animal's blood

volume as much as 63S& of the infused blood volume or 115/- of the

plasma, infused wis lost from the circulation within 40 minutes.

The results indicated that the fluid leaving the plasma carried

with it a relatively large concentration of protein. Their results

were interesting in that even with such massive infusions blood

pressure readied a plateau only 17 mm Hg higher than the pre-infusion

level, ^enervating the carotid sinuses and cutting the vagus nerves

resulted in blood pressure rising to 54 mm Hg above control levels

but a plateau was reached which did not increase with continued

infusion. Similarly in one animal with complete spinal anaesthesia

a plateau was reached 70 min Hg below control levels. It is

suggested from these results that arterial blood pressure is

determined by two factors; firstly, the level of blood pressure

resulting from the intrinsic adjustment of the capillary bed to

the volume of blood, which sets the capillary pressure at a

relatively constant level, and secondly the vasoconstrictor and

cardiac excitor factors either nervous or humoral which may set

the arterial pressure at a higher level; the first of these factors

is often ignored. Similar loss of plasma volume and protein in

dogs following transfusion has been reported by several authors

(HuggjLns, Peavers ft Smith, 195&). More recently work by Bliss,

Johns ft Burgen, (1959) has shown that plasma loss occurs when dogs

are transfused with plasma from other dogs but not when transfused

with their own plasma. Following infusion of 20 tnl.plasma/kg at
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a rate of 1 ml./kg/min, plasma volume expansion after 45 aau was

only 50$ of the volume traaafuaed. This effect was accompanied

by cutaneous wheals and leakage of fluid particularly iruo the

soft tissue of the face. The skin reaction and some of the plasma

loss was reduced by administration of a/tihistamirdc drugs. The

results of Remington & Baker (195S) amply confirm these

observations. Infusion of the dog's own blood led to the expected

expansion of plasma volume followed only by some loss of protein

free fluid and increase in specific gravity of the plasma. Infusion

with plasma from other clogs led tc a marked loss of whole plasma.

These findings have several implications and an unexpected

variable is introduced into the design of experiments in which

blood, volume is artificially increased. Suggestions that the

rapid loss of fluid and protein following on infusion is an important

regulating factor in controlling the amount of blood in the

circulation (Huggins, Reavers ft Smith, (195&) can na longer be

accepted. The finding that the dog's own plasma is completely

retained within the circulation for at least an hour shows the

correction of hypervolemia by this means is in fact surprisingly

slow.

The many studies which have been made of the effects of infusion

into conscious human subjects only emphasize how rapidly cardiovascular

adaptation to the increased volume occurs. Eyster ft Middleton (iy24)
found that infusion of about 10% of the blood volume in 10-15 min

into anaemic patients did not lead to any significant change in

nearfc size as judged from radiographs or to any change in heart
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rate. Infusion does however cause an increase in venous pressure

and Warren, Breuncit, leaes 4 St®sd (I94S) by icfuslag rapidly

(up to 70 iBl./rin) large voiumee of saline cr hvnan in

saline have produced rises of right atrial pressure of up to

13 em E-jO although this occurred with little change in heart rate.

Following infusions of saline, plasma or blood there is a prompt

fell in venous pressure to little above normal levels which are

usually reached within an hour. (Murphy, Cornell & ffxd.ll, 1941;

Loutit, Mollison fe van der Walt, 1942). Altscirule & Gilligan

{193'' } observed a diffuse flush of the skin following infusions

and attributed tMs is vasodilation; Harrison & Wilson (1950)

considered thai the prompt fell in systemic arterial arid venous

pressures after infusion is the result of vasodilatation.

However ffauer, Henry & Sieker (1956) infused about 500 ml. blood

into conscious human subjects and found that although central

venous pressure did fall rapidly after the infusion it was still

about 3cm 1L,0 above control levels after an hour-. They surest

that the discrepancy betwean this finding and those of other

workers may be due to changes in the viseo-elastio properties of

the veins accompanying stress, although this would hardly account

for such a consistent difference. Their method of estimating

central venous pressure by recording pressure from a vein in a

dependant arm (Gauer St. Sieker, 1956) might give erroneous results

if there were changes in blood flow associated with vasodilatation

in the limb.

Cardiac output is increased during intravenous infusions but
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falls rapidly to normal levels after infusion (Witham, Fleming &

Blooia, 1951). They also noted an increase in pulmonary arterial

pressure, and Doyle, Wilson, Estes & Warren (1951) found that

infusions of saline increased both pulmonary artery pressure and

pulmonary wedge pressure and that noma! pressure gradients tere

maintained from the peripheral veins to the left atrium. Cardiac

output was not permanently increased and they concluded that there

was an increase of blood volume in the pulmonary circulation.

Sharpey-Schafer & Wallace (1942) had reported a decrease in vital

capacity and an increase in the lung vascular marking on X-ray

following large infusions of saline.

Only Harrison & Wilson (.1950) have reported consistent

increases in pulse rate following large rapid infusions. Several

of their subjects subsequently showed a rise of temperature and

developed urticaria and all were said to be anxious, but the

maximum changes in heart rate did occur at the same time as

completion of the infusion.

B. HAEMORRHAGE

The effects of haemorrhage on the circulation were reviewed

by McDowall (1936) whose work gives an extensive bibliography

of the early observations. Although haemorrhage was usually

associated with cardiac acceleration the exact meclianisios by which

this was brought about were not clear; a small haemorrhage caused

only a temporary fall of blood pressure which sometimes not only
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recovered but occasionally rose above its original level; with

larger haemorrhages the fall in blood pressure usually persisted.

The recovery of blood pressure was thought to be brought about by

a combination of effects, in addition to increased cardiac activity

there was increased respiratory rate and depth and vasoconstriction

of peripheral vessels.

The variations in the response of blood pressure and pulse

rate to haemorrhage was to some extent clarified by the report of

Grant & Reeve (1951) on war casualties. The blood pressure was

found to be generally related to blood volume but three circulatory

patterns were described. A normal blood pressure me associated

vith a normal colour and a normal prise rate in two-thirds of

cases and in one-third with a rapid pulse; occasionally the blood

pressure was raised with either a alow, normal or fa,si pulse rate;

with a low blood pressure the pulse was usually rapid. The first

two patterns were associated with blood volumes about 7Q$ normal

whilst the last pattern was indicative of greater blood loss.

The pulse rave ms however considered & better indication of blood

loss than bleed pressure. If the hlocd pressure was greater tinea

100 mm Hg and the pulse rate norm! then there was less than 2C$

Hood lots, Vith blood volume?? between £Q~7Cj& normal the blood

pressure say be aorwsl but the pulse rate ma usually rapid.

Bolow 70% normal volwo pressure was low and pulse rapid.

The technique of catheterizing the heart in unaiaaesthstizad

men has made possible the study of right atrial pressures

following loss of blood volume. The studies on shock of McMichael
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(1944) surest that a loss of about 20,: of the blood volume will

lead to a fall of about 6 em iv>0 in right atrial pressure. A

smaller fall of only 2cm H^O »s observed by Brannon, Stead, Varren
& Merrill (1946) although the blood loss in their cases was probably

greater; These greater volume losses may have induced changes in

venous tone. In earlier experiments in which they deliberately

bled volunteers these authors (Warren, Rrannon, Stead & Merrill,

1945) found a fall of 4era Ho0 after a 103s of 500-900 ml. blood;

this was in the absence of any change in heart rate or cardiac

output; they also noted that with fainting the venous pressure

rose towards normal. Henry, Oauer & Sieker (1956) found similar

changes in pressure in the right atrium, pulmonary artery, left

ventricle and systemic arteries of anaesthetized dogs which were

bled in stages.

Changes in cardiac output usually follow a pattern siadlar

to blood pressure and heart rate and the effect of a hemorrhage

on cardiac output is by no means predictable. Whilst there is

usually a fall with moderate blood loss there may be no change

(Warren, Brannon, Stead & Merrill, 1945) and Sjostraad (1955)

points out the constancy that cardiac output may show in spite of

blood loss, regarding this as an indication that the body holds a

certain blood volume in reserve. However HcMehael & Sharpey

Scbafer (1944) measuring cardiac output by the direct Pick method

found a 2Q% fall in cardiac output when 420 ml. blood were removed

by venesection, and at the same time right atrial pressure fell

2-5 cm BgO. Ralston, Cobb & Bruce (.196?.) using indicator dilution
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curves found a significant decrease in cardiac out ut and stroke

volume when 500-900 ml. blood was removed. Their calculations

indicated tliat central blood volume was reduced by the same

proportion as the systemic circulation but there is doubt about

the validity of calculating central blood volume from an equation

using cardiac output.

. any early studies have indicated tiiat after haemorrhage body

fluids enter the cardiovascular system to replace the lost volume

(Meek ft Eyster, 1921; mid it is known that this process may occur

rapidly in the anaesthetized dog, (Allen, alzer, Gregerson &

Gregerson, 1959). However the work of Ebert, Stead Gibson (1941)

casts doubt on the extent of such replacement occurring in conscious

human subjects. Six normal subjects were bled between 15-20$ of

their blood volume in 6-15 min, five developed circulatory collapse

but the replacement of fluid in these subjects was similar to that

in the other subject who shotted no symptoms. before collapse

there was little cliange in blood pressure or heart rate but after

collapse both systolic and diastolic pressures were low and heart

rate was slow as in a typical vaso-vagal faint. The plasma volume

during the first 36-111 tain after haemorrhage increased by only

145-230 ml. although 760-1070 ml. had been removed. The increase

in plasma volume wa3 accompanied by a decrease in serum protein

concentration and was therefore the result of an addition of a

protein poor fluid to the blood stream. After this initial dilution

plasma protein concentration did not fall and therefore all further

increase in volume was accompanied by an addition of plasma protein.
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Plasma volume was normal in 24 lira and then elevated by about the

volume of the missing red cells in 2-5 days. A large increase

in plasma volume was not maintained even when saline was given,

until the amount of circulating protein was increased.

haemorrhage was considered by Henderson ft Haggard (1922) to

present symptoms very similar toihose seen in asphyxia. They were

particularly interested in the increase in respiration associated

with haemorrhage and point out that a 100/S increase in respiratory

volume may occur unnoticed unless measurements are made. They

showed that following a severe haemorrhage there was a progressive

fall in plasma carbon dioxide combining power which indicated the

develop ent of a metabolic acidaemia. After muscle trauma which

may reduce blood volume by as much as 4Q&, or after haemorrhage,

oxygen consumption decreases and arterio-venous oxygen content

difference increases (.Root, Walcott ft Gregersen, 1947). At the

same time cardiac output measured by the direct Pick method

decreased, in particular when peripheral circulatory failure

developed the cardiac output became very low (10-25/* of normal;.

When conscious dogs are subjected to a reduction of blood volume of

between 30-40, either by haemorrhage or muscle trauma there is a

progressive decrease in both pH and arterial C02 content. (Root,
Allison, Cole, Holmes, walcott ft Gregersen, 1947)• Allison, Cole,

Holmes <s Root (1947) state that blood flow is slowed after

haemorrhage but give no detail of these experiments.

The difficulty sometimes experienced in efficiently respiring

subjects who have suffered severe blood loss may depend upon changes

in the pulmonary circulation (Gerst, Rattenborgft Holad&y, 1959).
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They removed about one-third of the blood volume from anaesthetized

dogs, systemic arterial pressure decreased progressively with

the decrease in blood volume but pulmonary arterial pressure

Cell to about two-thirds of the control value and then remained

steady despite further blood loss. The respiratory dead space

increased following haemorrhage and there developed a marked COg
tension gradient between arterial blood and end tidal gas indicating1

significant alveolar dead space. with intermittent pressure

ventilation in these experiments it seems likely that reduction

of puluonary blood flow may lead to complete closure of portions

of the pulmonary vascular bed. Thus whilst arterial blood will

have a normal oxygen content the reduced flow in the peripheral

circulation will lead to a decreased venous oxygen content and

raised venous pGO^ and also there will be a wide difference between
arterial pCO^ and COg partial pressure found by sampling alveolar
air.

The part played by the carotid and aortic baroreccptors and

chemoreceptors in the circulatory and respiratory adjustments

after haemorrhage was discussed by lieil (1954). In Ms view

maintenance of blood pressure and cardiac output after a loss of

blood volume depends largely upon the activity of barareceptors.

Bad, Green & Heil (1952) have shown that the baroreceptors are

more powerfully affected by a pulsatile pressure than a steady

one and deil (1954) suggests that the vasoconstriction necessary

to maintain mean blood pressure at about normal levels is the

result of a diminished stimulus to the baroreceptors consequent
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upon a reduction in pulse pressure.

i'he effects of these carotid reflexes reseaible those of the

injection of noradrenaline, which may be released either from

adrenergic neurones or from the suprarenal glands (for

bibliography see von Euler, 1951). Armin & Grant (1955)

demonstrated an increase in vasoconstrictor activity in rabbit

blood and plasma after rapid bleeding of about one-tliird of the

blood volume; adrenalectomy considerably reduced but did not

abolish this constrictor activity; felatts (1956) and Walton,

Hichardson, Walton <jfc Thompson (1959) have found marked increases

in plasma adrenaline levels in dogs subjected to acute haemorritagic

hypotension. The concentrations found were sufficient to cause

intense peripheral vasoconstriction.

eil (1954) considers that peripheral circulatory failure

occurs when the compensatory mechanisms are inadeqate to maintain

sufficient blood supply to maintain the brain stem centres;

failure of these central cells will abolish vasoconstrictor

activity as evidenced by a fall in peripheral resistance and a

profound fall in blood pressure.

C. ORThfOSTASlS Allb CUFFING.

Orthostasis involves changing from the recumbent to the

upright posture and brin s the force of gravity to bear upon the

vascular bed. In man the distance from the thorax to raid-thigh

is approximately 90 cms, thus a pressure head of 90 cm H^O develops
in the thigh veins which in recumbency are distended by at most
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20 cms figO; the legs can accommodate very considerable amounts
of blood at such pressures-. It involves a. retention of a

certain proportion of the circulatory blood volume to bring the

pressure in the veins to the value needed to return the blood to

the heart, this blood is no longer available to the circulation

so that there is a reduction in •effective blood volume' (Landis,

Brown, Fateux & Wise, 1946j.

The effects of gravity on the circulation were examined by

Hill 8c Barnard (1697) who were well aware of the hydrostatic

forces acting on the column of blood in the veins on the assumption

of the erect posture. However, they regarded the effects of

hydrostatic pressure on the circulation in the lower limbs as

insignificant when compared with the effect on the abdominal

vascular area. (Hill, Barnard & Sequeira, 1697). Sjostrand (1952)

has shown that in conscious human subjects with good muscle tone,

the abdomen does not change contour significantly on standing, the

veinswithin are protected by the fluid counter-, ressure of the

viscera from the distending efiect of the hydrostatic pressure.

There can be no doubt that in the passive erect posture blood

is pooled in the lower limbs and As ussen, Christensen & Keilsen,

(1940) have found tthnti with a plethysmograph an increase in volume

as much as 475 ml. in one leg with a 45° tilt. This volume includes

blood which is pooled rapidly in the veins as a result of the altered

hydrostatic pressure and also fluid lost from the vessels. The

latter loss accumulates over about 50 min. and leads to an increase

in the concentration of plasma protein (Thompson, Thompson & Dailey,
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1928). These authors estimated that as much as 110 ml, of

protein free fluid was lost from each litre of plasma, a finding

confirmed by Katerfield (1931), Thus the combination of blood

pooling and loss of fluid from the vascular system when the subject

remained still and with muscles relaxed could lead within a few

minutes to a total fluid loss to the circulation of about 1000 ml;

an amount sufficient to induce very definite readjustments in the

cardiovascular system.

A decrease in vital capacity occurs when a subject lies down

(Hamilton, ft Morgan, 1932) and this decrease is eliminated by first

placing venous occlusion cuffs on the thighs. Sincd this experiment

was open to criticism on the grounds that movement of the ribs and

diaphragm might be more difficult when lying, Dow (1939) tried the

experiment of placing cuff's on the thighs of recumbent subjects

and inflating to diastolic pressure. The resultant 170 rnl increase

in vital capacity was evidence that the results of the earlier

experiment were not due solely to mechanical difficulties with

breathing. Sjostrand (1952) has studied the distribution of blood

in more detail. He measured leg blood volume using a plethysmography

the trunk he enclosed in another piethysmograph consisting of a

rubber* bladder enclosing the thorax and abdomen but not the buttocks,

the volume of air in the lungs was measured by inhaling hydrogen

using a Snipping apparatus and measurements of heart size were made

by X-ray. The vital capacity did not show as great a change as

the total pulmonary capacity and for this reason when used alone

led to an underestimation of the contribution of blood by the thorax.

He collected blood in the lower limbs by standing for 20 min and
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then applied occlusion cuffs. these were taken off in recumbency

producing an increase in trunk volume and a decrease of the volume

of air in the lung. he estimated that 7of the volume of blood

transferred from the legs goes to the thorax. fter 20 inin standing

both thoracic and heart blood volume decreased 25$ whilst the

systemic circulation lost only 2.7$ of its volume. The shift of

blood from the legs to the thorax on recumbency has been illustrated

in another way by Tenney (1959) who showed there was a continuous

headward displacement of the centre of gravity of the body for

20-50 rain after lying down; there was no change of the centre of

gravity in a legless man.

It is likely that there is a redistribution of blood within

the lungs themselves associated with changes in posture. Mattson

& Carlens (1955) usia: a specially designed catheter, measured

ventilation end oxygen uptake simultaneously in the upper and two

basal lobes of the right lung; when the subject changed from a

supine to an erect position there was little change in ventilation

but an appreciable decrease in oxygen uptake in the upper lobe.

Riley, Permutt, said, Godfrey, Howell, Shepard, Chang (1959)

extending these observations found the alveolar dead space to be

greater in the standing than supine position. These findings are

consistent with the hypothesis that the apex of the lung is virtually

non-perfused in the resting human subject in the upright posture,

the decreased perfusion probably being orthostatic in origin.

The changes in pulse rate occurring on changing from a lying to

a sitting or standing position were examined carefully by MacWilliam
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(1933). An increas 0E changing from lying to sitting was
attributed to the change in position of the carotid sinus relative

to the heart. hen a change from sitting to standing was made,

although there was no change in blood pressure the heart rate again

increased. This increase was prevented by first applying arterial

occlusion cuffs to the lower limbs, or by squatting and the pu3.se

rate was also slower when the legs were moved slowly. He concluded

that these pulse rate clianges were not mediated through an

alteration in blood pressure in the sino-aortic area, since this

apparently remained unaffected, but originated from some other part

of the vascular apparatus under the influence of the hydrostatic

factor. This hypothesis was supported by Edholra (1940 who carried

out experiments on the cat. One carotid sinus was denervated and

the other carotid artery clipped; the blood pressure response to

tilting was then normal as compared to the cat with only one carotid

sinus denervated. Cutting the valgus nerves led to a marked fall in

blood, pressure on tilting. Whilst these experiments indicate that

compensation can occur in the absence of changes in carotid sinus

stimulation they do not provide evidence tlsat the carotid sinus

baxoreeeptors are not normally concerned in the compensatory response

to tilting. Mayerson (1942) supported this latter view, using

lightly anaesthetized dogs denervation of the carotid sinus

diminished the ability to compensate for gravitational changes.

Whilst there may bo little obvious change in blood pressure on

assuming an erect posture most investigators have found a decrease

in cardiac output occurs. Hcwiehael (1937) measured cardiac output
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using acetylene and found a fall when changing from a supine to

an erect position and in addition an increase in the arterio -

venous CKy .en content difference. More recently Bevegitrd,

Holmgren & Jonssen (I960) using the direct lick method to estimate

cardiac output have found a decrease of as much as 2 l./rain, since

pulse rate increased there was a decrease in stroke volume of

40y which they attribute to impaired diastolic filling as a

consequence of the shift if blood to the logs. The heart

volume has been shown to be larger when lying than it is when

erect (Linderholm & Strandell, 1958) and Kondo dt Katz (1945)

showed heart size was reduced by venous occlusion of the hind

limbs of the dog even when a constant heart rate was maintained.

Pooling of about '700 ml. of blood in the lower limbs causes

a fall in right atrial pressure of about 5 cm R^O (warren & Stead,
1943). Since similar changes have been observed in peripheral

venous pressure there is little change in the pressure gradients

between the right atrium and other parts of the venous system.

A decrease in right atrial pressure and cardiac output was

found by Brigden, Havorth & Sharpey-Sehafer (1950) when human

subjects were tilted from a supine to an erect posture and there

was a decrease in forearm blood flow as measured by venous occlusion

plethysmography; the decrease in forearm blood flow did not occur-

in a sympatbectomized ana when blood pressure was maintained. The

urinary excretion of adrenaline and noradrenaline has been estimated

by von Euler, Luft & Sundin (1955)• When healthy human subjects
were tilted to 75° for three hours there was a steady rise in the
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excretion of adrenaline and. especially noradrenaline. During

the first few minutes blood pressure fell by 10-15 mm Kg, the

systolic pressure then returned to noruiai, the diastolic pressure

to a little above normal, and the pulse rate increased by 15-25

beats/nan. They considered their findings were in agreement with

the supposition that blood pressure homeostasis in standing is

toaintained by a reflex stimulation inducing noradrenaline secretion

from vasomotor nerve endings and possibly the adrenal medulla.

A significant rise in plas a catecholamine levels on tilting to

60° was found by Hickler, Well, Tyler & Hamlin (1959). When

patients suffering from postural hypotension were used the blood

pressure fell very low but there was little change in heart rate

and no change in adrenaline concentration was found. Their method

did not strictly analyse adrenaline and noradrenaline but they

claim their results are valid since they were comparing acute

changes.

The composition of the blood of rabbits subjected to gravity

shock was studied by Cole, Allison, Murray, Boyden, Anderson

Leathern (1944) who found changes very similar to those following

haemorrhagic or traumatic shock. The rabbit is unable to

compensate adequately for the accumulation of blood in the hind

limbs when held vertically and there is a decreased venous return

and cardiac output, a fall in blood pressure and an increased

arteiio-venous oxygen content difference. The slowed blood flow

results in a decreased oxygen supply to the tissues and a decreased

blood supply to the kidneys. stagnant hypoxia leads to decreased
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oxygen utilization and metabolic acidosis develops* lactate and

pyruvate aecunrulate and there is a striking fall in pP from

7.33 to 7.0; there is liberation of inorganic phosphate which

is not excreted because of the depressed renal function. "These

changes* which are typical of peripheral circulatory deficiency

with, tissue anoxia, are reversed if rec very occurs.

0. POSITIVE MI) HBSATIVS PMSSUKK BIftiATKim.

Plying at high altitudes has made it necessary to be able to

breath oxygen supplied to the lungs at pressures greater than those

of the surrounding atmosphere. This need has stimulated research

into the cardiovascular and other ef-ects of such positive pressure

breathing and observations have also been made on the effects of

breathing from a reservoir at a pressure less than that surrounding

the body (negative pressure breathing'. It has long been recognised
/

that changes in the cardiovascular system occur along with

respiratory movements. Breeder (1956* p.6) reviewed the early

work on this subject and distinguished between two effects of the

respiratory movements on venous return. firstly* the continuous

elastic traction of the lungs creates a negative intrathoracic

pressure and thus favours venous return by producing a pressure

gradient between the peripheral venous capillaries and the heart.

Secondly* the dynamic effects of changes in intrathoracic pressure

which occur during spontaneous respiration, artificial respiration

or other voluntary or involuntary respiratory manoeuvres may also

influence venous return. Under normal physiological conditions
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static and dynamic effects are combined in their actions on the

return flow of blood but can be separated experimentsIly and

theoretically.

Hill, Barnard & Sequeira (1097) demonstrated that a rise of

intrathoracic pressure raised venous pressure and lowered arterial

tension. tiiii & Barnard (1897) raised intrathoracic pressure

by positive pressure artificial ventilation in the dog and showed

that if the animal was then tilted into a hind limbs doun posture

arterial pressure was reduced to zero, if the abdomen was

compressed there was a temporary rise of pressure as blood was

forced from the abdomen to the chest. Changes in cardiac output

occurring during respiratory obstruction sew first measured by

Buggett (1924). He used anaesthetized cats and made thera breathe

from a bottle provided with a water valve, so that there was

either 5 era HgO obstructioa to inspiration or 5 cm fi^Q obstruction
to expiration. V'ith obstruction to inspiration therefore a

pressure of 5 cm Ji^O less than atmospheric pressure bad to be
developed in the chest before inspiration occurred; under these

conditions cardiac output measured by the direct Pick method

increased by about 5Q£ the increase being mainly in stroke volume

as heart rate was little affected. With obstruction to

expiration a fall in cardiac output of about 50was found.

The effects of positive pressure breathing on the circulation

were studied by Werko (1947) whose work should be consulted for a

review of the subject. The most consistent change found in both

animal experiments and studies in mn was a decrease in cardiac
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output, in -gome instances of up to €€364? the pressures used were

usually greater than 10 o» Bg Most of the papere ©rsrined

attributed the decreased cardiac output to a decreased venous

return to the right atrium (Holt, 1944? Humphreys, Hoore, flaier

& Apgar, 1938} although Beeeher, Bennett & Bassett (1943) stressed

that an increase in pulmonary vascular resistance might occur to

which the changes could be escribed. Werko (1947) himself made

a careful study of cardiac output measured by diruot Sick principle

and blood pressure in human subjects exposed to intermittent

positive pressure breathing, expiratory positive pressure breathing

and continuous positive pressure breathing. In normal subjects

.intermittent positive breathing at a pressure greater than 5 ca Hg?

caused a fall in cardiac output which was greater the higher the

pressure; with pressures below 5 nsn Eg cardiac output was not

significantly changed* "here were only small changes in heart rate

and blood pressure so that in those cases in which cardiac output

fell there was an increase in calculated peripheral resistance,

'ihe decrease in cardiac output during pressure breathing was closely

correlated to a decrease in 'net filling pressure* of the right

ventricle (calculated as right ventricular end diastolic pressure

minus intrapleural pressure). Pulmonary vascular resistance was

also calculated but changes in resistance during pressure breathing

did not show any correlation to changes in cardiac output.

Holt (1944) found a fall in cardiac output in anaesthetised

dogs breathing air or oxygen fro® a weighted spirometer* f&luss

for cardiac output measured by the direct Pick method showed wide
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variations but with a dye dilution method variations in control

values for cardiac ouvput were small end chore was a 33$ fall in

cardiac output with a positive airway pressure of 16 cai H^O. At
the same time the pressure drop from the peripheral veins to the

right atrium was reduced by about 70$. Several authors have

noticed that the fall in cardiac output is more severe after

previous haemorrhage (beecher, Bennett & Bassett, 1943). Carr &

Essex (1946) found that whilst peripheral venous pressure was

raised there was sufficient venous return to maintain an

adequate cardiac output, but ii blood }<ad been lost by haemorrhage

then there would be a further decrease in venous return and

death due to inadequate cardiac output. Similar effects were

seen after loss of blood into a traumatized limb. fhey also

examined the beat to beat changes in arterial pressure during

the respiratory cycle. Intermittent positive pressure

ventilation was used; on inspiration (positive pressure of 20 cm

HpO applied) blood pressure increased for the first 2-3 beats and
then fell sharply. When expiration began there was at first a

further fail, and then a rise to preinflation levels. Obstruction

to venous return was demonstrated, by an increase in jugular

venous pressure and an increase in diameter of the abdominal part

of the inferior vena cava as seen on X-ray.

Although there is agreement that cardiac output falls during

positive pressure breathing there is much less certainty about

the effect upon blood pressure. in general there is little

change in blood pressure (Carr & Essex, 1946) but there may be an

increase (Barach, Eckman, Ginsburg, Ruinsey, Korr, Eckman ft Besson,

1946) or a decrease (Beecher, Bennett & Bassett, 1943). In any
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event the fall in systemic pressure is small compared to the

fall in cardiac output and systemic vascular resistance is

therefore increased (Lenfant & Howell, I960). Fenn & Chadwick

(1947) and Fenn, Otis, Rahn, Chadwick & Hegnauer (1947) have shown,

that positive pressure breathing causes a decrease in finger

volume and in rate of blood flow through the finger. This

decrease in blood flow was considered to be due to vasoconstr ction

rather than to the increased venous .ressure. Although

denervation of the carotid sinus and vagotomy does not eliminate

the recovery of the blood pressure after positive pressure breathing

is started the observed changes in blood pressure are affected by

sinus and aortic reflea.es {Sharpey-Schafer & Bain, 1932). The

anaesthetic agent used may also affect the response of the

cardiovascular system to positive pressure bre thing; Price, King,

Elder, Libien & BrAppe (1951) studied this problem and described

the typical effect in conscious subjects as a fall in arterial

pressure followed by a gradual recovery, and an overshoot of the

arterial pressure on release from positive pressure respiration.

With light cyclopropane anaesthesia there was little recovery from

the initial fall in pressure but with deeper anaesthesia there was

no reduction in pressure and no increase in venous pressure. With

sodium thiopentone anaesthesia (Price, Conner, Elder & Dripps,1952)

there was a marked fall in arterial pressure but no recovery; the

fall in arterial pressure was reduced by tilting into the head-down

position. These authors suggest that anaesthetized subjects may

be protected against the reduction in arterial pressure in two

ways; venous pressure may be elevated, and transmission of the
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airway pressure to the great veins may be reduced. 'Thus whenever

central venous pressure is high, cardiac output should be better

maintained in the face of high airway pressure m is the case in

congestive cardiac failure. Diminished transmission might result

from decreased tone in muscles or a decreased diataaslbility of the

lung when turgid with blood. light atrial pre?rare is elevated

with cyclopropane anaesthesia; the vasomotor response may be

inadequate in thiopentone anaesthesia.

The Importance cf abduainal macular tone in the maintenance

of systemic arterial pressure during high intrapul®>».ary pressures

has been studied by Sjursiedt (1953). Doge under light to moderate

sodium pentobarbital anaesthesia were used and a continuous positive

pressure of 20 car. MgC used to inflate the lungs for short periods;
the effect was similar to that already described. Bjurstcdt

belliv®d that venous pooling in the abdomen contributed tc tie

initial pressure drop and that the secondary recovery m:- assisted

by i£ increase in abdominal tone, There was a gradual sd.se in

ths abdominal pressure which saay have bees, duo to either a gradual

pooling of blood or to a prolonged expiratory effort by the

abdaiiasl suedes. Although there is ao doubt that pooling ef

iho blood in the abdomen is opposed by the tone of the aMoainsl

muscles there is no evidence to support his pustuletion that the

vagi might provide s-ieeisl reflvx pathways which by ocoirolling

intrathoracic aMo^iiml differential pressure aaintaia venous

return under conditions of increased intrathoracic pressure.

Changes in the circulating plasma volume during positive
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pressure breathing have been reported by Sobel, Marotta and

i arbarger (1959). Plasma volume estimated by dye dilution

decreased by 50/ after breathing with a continuous positive

airway pressure of IB.5 cm Hg for 16U min, although haematocrit

readings indicated only a 15A reduction in plasma volume.

Rilbum & Sieicer (I960) measured plasma volume by dilution of

131
I labelled albumin but were unable to show any change with

continuous positive pressure breathing at 26 cm E.,0. These

authors found cardiac output decreased 39/' but this effect was

reversed by hyperventilation. They suggested that even in the

presence of a high positive airway pressure hyperventilation is

able to effectively improve aspiration of blood to the right

side of the heart.

There have been relatively few studies of the effects of

negative pressure breathing on the cardiovascular system. Pressure

in the right atrium and peripheral veins of anaesthetized dogs

breathing from a chamber at -20 cm hgO pressure were measured by
Holt (1941). He found that when there was a marked fall in right

atrial pressure peripheral venous pressure remained constant.

Holt (1944) extended these observations and found that with

negative pressure breathing at -16 cm J-i^Q the pressure gradient
from the peripheral veins to the right atrium increased by about

200$. In spite of this there was no change in cardiac output and

he suggested that the high pressure gradient was due to collapse

of the veins just before entry into the chest providing resistance

to the flow of blood. In conscious human subjects however, his

experiments (Holt 1943) indicated that the veins do not collapse
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when the negative airway pressure is leas than 14 cm B.,0. This

is apparently because the right atrial pressure in the supine

human subject is several centimetres of water above atmospheric

and a high negative pressure is therefore required before collapse

occurs. When he decreased airway pressure gradually to-40 em H20
peripheral venous pressure decreased at first but then became

constant presumably because of collapse of the veins.

The evidence tliat inspiration increases right atrial inflow

is discussed by Opdyke, van hoate &■ Breeher (1950), and Brecher

(1956* p.7l) considers that during quiet inspiration in the

recumbent position the extrathoracic veins should not collapse to

such an extent as to throttle venous return. During deep and

prolonged inspiration the extrathoracic veins should, after their

depletion, enter the collapsed stage and prevent a further

augmentation of venous return. Thus if collapse occurs there

will be no further increase in venous retain or cardiac output

with negative pressure breathing. During normal spontaneous

respiration venous return in both the superior and inferior venae

cavae is augmented by the inspiratory movements as a result of

both abdominal compression and thoracic suction.

uauer, Henry, Sieker & Wendt, (1954) measured cardiac output

in one anaesthetised dog with 10 cm ii^o negative pressure breathing.
They agreed with Holt's (1944) finding that cardiac output was

unaltered, the average mean blood pressure did not change, but

heart rate doubled and the rate of respiration on the average

tripled with the onset of negative pressure breathing; these
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changes occurred almost instantaneously. These authors suggest

that the most obvious effect of negative pressure breathing

on the circulation is an engorgement of the heart and lung

region although there is little direct evidence for this assumption.

Mills (1949) estimated that in man there was a decrease in vital

capacity of 300 ml. immediately after a period of negative pressure

breathing end suggests this is due to the accumulation of blood

in the lungs. However Rahn, Otis» Chadwick & Penin, (1946) did

not find any change in vital capacity with positive pressure

breathing and with negative pressure breathing there was a 10;i

decrease in vital capacity only in the supine position. Kilburn

& Sieker (I960) found no significant changes in central blood

vo3ume in seven human subjects during negative pressure breathing.

The cardiovascular response of man to negative pressure

breathing at pressures down to -30 cm H^O have been recently
studied by Ting, hong & Rahn (i960). Systolic and diastolic

pressures and heart rate were uncharged although finger

plethysmography indicated peripheral vasoconstriction of a similar

degree to that seen with positive pressure breathing. Sieker,

Gauer Sr. Henry (1954) had also reported in conscious human subjects

that negative pressure breathing led to no change in pulse rate,

arterial pressure, measured occasionally with a standard

sphygmomanometer, or respiratory rate. Such measurements would

not detect moderate changes in pulse pressure or respiratory

variations in arterial pressure which are accentuated during

negative pressure breathing (Kilburn 4 Sieker, I960). The latter
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authors also found tirat negative pressure breathing of -20 cm Ho0

in normal man increased cardiac output and stroke volume and

to a leas extent the size of the heart. They used a dye dilution

method to estimate cardiac output whereas other workers liave

employed the Pick method.

Lenfant & Howell (i960) using dogs anaesthetised with

pentobarbitone found titat cardiac output and systemic and

pulmonary vascular resistances were unchanged during negative

pressure breathing. Vhilst pulmonary vessel and venae cavae

pressure decreased this fall was not in parallel with the fall

of intrathoracic pressure. They suggested these vessels may

have reached the limits of their distensibility. It is of

interest tlrat they found a marked decrease of arterial blood

oxygen concentration in spite of an oxygen tension of 300 mm Hg

in the inspired air. They believe that atelectasis may develop

and allow a spurt of mixed venous blood to enter the pulmonary

veins. Their figures for the percentage of blood shunted are

surprisingly large, at airway pressure of minus 15 cm HgO it is
estimated that 32£< of the cardiac output is shunted whilst with

a pressure of minus 24 era H^O 72/> of the cardiac out ut may be
shunted.
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SUMMARY.

fiie effects of infusion into anaesthetized dogs and

conscious human subjects are to increa.se venous return and

cardiac output to a degree dependent upon the volume and rate

of infusion and there may also be an increase in arterial

pressure and in heart rate especially when the initial heart

rate is slow. Cardiac output and pressures in the heart

chambers and peripheral vascular system return rapidly to

about normal levels after tie end of infusion and certainly

reach normal levels before the total blood volume decreases

to its pre-infusion level. The blood volume may remain

elevated by as much as 20/i without any obvious effect upon

vascular pressures or heart rate. The excess blood volume

is accommodated in the peripheral and intrathoracic circulations.

Haemorrhage of 1®33 than 20% of the blood volume may cause

little or no change in heart rate, arterial pressure or cardiac

output. When haemorrhage is more severe blood pressure and

cardiac output may fall and the heart rate increases, compensatory

vasoconstriction occurs and there is release of vasoconstrictor

substances. Entry of fluid into the vascular system is small

compared to the volume lost, and this volume is only replaced as

a protein containing fluid over the course of one to two days.

Orthostasis causes pooling of blood in the veins of the legs

and also a loss of protein-free fluid from the vascular system.

After standing- for about half an hour the effective blood volume
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may be reduced by as much as 20/.. Cardiac output is reduced

and there may be compensatory vasoconstriction accompanied by

the release of vasoconstrictor substances.

Positive pressure breathing reduces intrathoracic blood

volume and cardiac output and may cause an increase in plasma

protein concentration. Changes m arterial pressure are small

and there is peripheral vasoconstriction. negative pressure

breathing in chloralose anaesthetized dogs causes marked

increases in heart rate and respiratory rate but in conscious

human subjects these changes do not occur. Many workers have

found only small increases in cardiac output with negative

pressure breathing. ibe increase in cardiac output will be

limited if venous collapse occurs and the greatest increase is

therefore likely in conscious supine human subjects in whom

the right atrial pressure is initially several centimetres

of water. In the anaesthetized animal there may be some pooling

of blood or the anaesthetic agent may induce cardiovascular

changes leading to a low venous pressure so that venous collapse

occurs more readily. Arterial blood pressure shows marked

variations with respiration during negative pressure breathing

although mean arterial pressure may show little change.
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CHAPTER XII.

A THEORY THAT STIMULATION OF INTRATHORACIC RECEPTORS MAT

INDUCE CHANGES IN URINE FLOW.

A. INTRODUCTION.

Constancy of the internal environment was seen by Claude

Bernard. (187*3) as the priiaary condition.for freedom and

independence of existence. This constancy was seen not as a

static state but as an equilbrium established between the

organism and its environment and the result of compensation

occurring continually and exactly. Starling (1909) is usually

attributed with having- first pointed out that the organism must

be provided with distinct mechanisms for the regulation of the

amount, the composition and the molecular concentration of the

fluids in the bod,/. But Starling viewed such mechanisms as

maintaining an average quantity and composition of the internal

media of the body, not constancy of amount and composition.

Constancy of ony bodily condition is unattainable in the presence

of the varying conditions of our environment and is indeed not

compatible with our conception of life. hot only must there be

deviations from the average in respect to the total volume and

molecular concentration of the fluid of the body, including in

this term the blood, lymph and tissue fluids, but we may expect

also to find variations in the distribution of these fluids, any

one of them being- increased or decreased at the expense of the

others '• However, the maintenance of an average volume of the
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body fluids is a process necessary for preserving constant the

conditions of life in the internal environment. • any authors

have pointed out that if the kidney produces a litre of urine
■i

of the same freezing- point as the blood, the volume of the body

is diminished but the osmotic concentration unchanged. This does

not necessarily mean that if volume is to be regulated Ms must

be independent of osmotic pressure regulation (Henderson, 1916),

as these two factors of volume and osmotic pressure are bound

together in determining the environment (McLean, 1925). The

concept that steady states in the organism must be maintained

by complex coordinated physiological processes was developed by

Cannon (1922), the existence of such steady states was called

homeostasis and he envisaged a homeostatic mechanism maintaining

each steady state. Cannon considered the prime assurance against

extensive shifts in a steady state was the provision of 'sensitive

automatic indicators' which would set in motion corrective

processes at the very beginning of a disturbance. That such a

mechanism exists to maintain the constancy of the crystalloid

osmotic pressure of body fluid has been amply demonstrated by

Vemey (1947). It is now established that a reduction in plasma

osmotic pressure affects osmoreceptors situated in the distribution

of the internal carotid artery and leads to a diminished secretion

of antidiuretic hormone from the neurohypophysis thus leading to a

reduced renal reabsorbtion of water and so diuresis. Many authors

have heen encouraged therefore to look for a similar mechanism to

regulate body fluid volume which would consist of the classical

components, a sensory limb to register volume, integrating and
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effector centres and finally the effector systems operating to

restore to normal the signals froia the sensing device (Pearce,

1961). Such a system would relate the urinary excretion of salt

and water to cardiac output (Borst, 1948), blood volume or the

fullness of some particular part of the circulation. Suggestions

of sites of the sensory limb of the system have been numerous end

the proposals have been fully reviewed by Smith (1957) and

Grossman (1957); in particular Gauer et al. (1954) have advanced

the idea that "volume receptors" eacist in the intrathoracic part

of the circulation. Before examining this proposal in detail

it is as well to note that if there is a volume receptor there

need not only be one and indeed it might be surprising if this

function of body fluid volume, so important to the organism, were

regulated by one simple mechanism (Welt, I960). It may be more

reasonable to approach the problem with the perspective that there

may be many ways in which the kidney is notified of an error in

volume and a variety of mechanisms by which the kidney may compensate

for the error.

The work already reviewed in the preceding sections has

indicated that considerable variations occur in the volume of blood

in the intrathoracic part of the circulation. In fact Sjostrend

{1953) has elaboratedthe hypothesis that this part of the circulation

contains under resting conditions a reserve volume of blood which

might be rapidly mobilized in response to displacements of blood,

for example to the lower limbs in association with postural changes.

Sjostrand (1953) viewed this reserve volume as being utilized during
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physical work, the total blood volume being a decisive factor in

determining physical working capacity. The concept that the

intrathoracic circulation acts as a reservoir may however be

questioned, as blood only collects in this part of the circulation

in the recumbent posture. In fact it is apparent that the

distribution of blood in the body depends upon gravitational

forces, upon the distensibility of particular parts of the vascular

system, and upon the blood volume rather than upon some particular

part of the circulation acting as a reservoir. however, Gauer,

Henry, siaker & Wendt (1954) considered the pulmonary and venous

circul.ation to be an appropriate unit for a potential reservoir,

as measurements of pressure changes indicated that with moderate

changes in blood volume in recumbent subjects, the pulmonary and

venous circulation acted as a distensible container (Gauer, Henry

8c Sieker, 1956), and in spite of the interposition of the right

ventricle, the systemic veins and lung bed acted as though they

were one continuous system. On this hypothesis if there was to be

an automatic indicator of volume the intrathoracic circulation and

the systemic veins would be places in which such indicators might

be situated.

Widespread acceptance of the idea that increased filling of

the intrathoracic circulation is associated with increased urine

flow, and oliguria with decreased filling of the intrathoracic

circulation, has depended upon a large number of observations in

which thisconcurrence can be observed as a result of very different

physiological events" (Gauer, Henry, Sieker & Wendt,1954). Some
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Procedure Urine
Floe

Intrathoracic
Blood Volume

Haemorrhage \ \
Pos. Pressure
Breathing \ \
Orthostasis \ \
Venous Cuffing \ \
1nfusion

Hyperoncot i c \
Infusion
Blood /
Infusion
Saline /" /"
Neg. Pressure
Breathing /• /•
Lying Doen /•

Comment

No change in urine except
in 'shock':then fall g.f.r.

Fall in g.f.r.

increase In plasma protein
Fall in g.f.r.

ditto

Increase in plasma protein
Fall in g.f.r.

Little effect on urine

Fall in plasma protein
Increase In g.f.r.

Small unexplained diuresis

Effects on Na excretion
due to g.f.r.
Small unexplained diuresis

Table 1. The behaviour of urine secretion in response
to procedures changing the filling of the
intrathoracic circulation. (After Gauer,Henry &
Sieker, 1961)
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of these events are listed in Table 1; as Gauer, Henry & Sieker

(1961) point out this Table suiaaarises the available evidence

that intrathoracic receptors control total blood volume. It

has already -been shorn that sensory nerve endings exist in the

intrathoracic circulation and tiiat the impulse discharge from

these endings may be modified by changes in intrathoracic blood

volume. Manoeuvres known to cause changes of intrat,oracic

blood volume also have other effects upon the cardiovascular

system. It is now proposed to examine the evidence that these

manoeuvres cause urinary changes and to consider what agents

might act on the kidney to produce such changes.

B. lireiitPRfeTATlOh OF CitiUviGKS IN IffilhARY EXCRSTIOW.

Whilst changes in the volume and composition of the urine may

be accurately measured, the interpretation of such changes in terms

of agents acting on the kidney and intrarenal mechanisms (O'Connor,

1962) is more difficult. In the experiments to be discussed

changes in renal function are frequently interpreted in terms of the

venal clearance of substances such as inulin, diodrast and creatinine.

HOxrever fiavies & Shock (1950) and Mandell, Jones, Willis and Cargill,

(1953) have estimated clearances of inulin and exogehous creatinine in

successive urine collections and found the standard deviations of

individual determinations from the mean of the series was 5 - 1C#>;

these measurements were made under conditions intended to be ideal

for the estimation of clearance values. The possible reasons for

these differences and other hazards of the interpretation of

clearances have been discussed in detail by Wesson (1957). Changes
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in renal function, are often interpreted on the basis of changes

in the excretion of water and salt compared with changes in

clearance estimations and Wesson (1957j has listed several

criteria which form a basis for evaluating the significance of

filtration rate measurements as related to sodium chloride excretion

changes. Firstly, experimental protocols employing constant

infusion of inulin with bladder washing, multiple control and

test periods, and proof of constancy of plasma composition are

more reliable than studies lacking one or more of these elements.

Secondly, where plasma composition changes, possible efieets of

this change on excretion must be considered and thirdly, data

obtained in the presence of rapidly changing states are less

reliable than data obtained when filtration rate, urine flow and

plasma composition are changing slowly. On the basis of these

criteria Wesson (1957) concluded that filtration rate regularly

changes in tits presence of acute changes in sodium chloride

excretion with only a few specific exceptions such as in osmotic

diuresis. Whilst changes in filtration rate as a loading factor

are a sufficient cause of observed changes in sodium chloride

excretion this does not imply that changes in tubular reabsorbtive

capacity do not contribute to the effects of load change, but it

does mean that until experimental methods are refined there is no

justification in unnecessarily postulating changes in reabsorbtive

capacity. lixperimentally it has been possible, in so far as the

gross inaccuracies of clearance measurements will permit, to draw

a correlation between changes in glomerular filtration rate and

changes in the rate of sodium excretion (O'Connor, 1962).
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A similar conclusion was reached by Selkurt (1954) who

thought there was a possibility that small alterations in

glomerular filtration rate, undetectable by clearance techniques

might account for changes in urinary sodium excretion often

considered significant in certain experiments of an acute nature.

As a corollary it seems unwarranted to conclude that whenever

an alteration in urine sodium occurs in the absence of detectable

changes in glomerular filtration rate that a change in endocrine

regulation (pituitary or adrenal) is the necessary alternative

without more intensive investigation to prove the claim. As

Dicker (1956) points out there is little harm in accepting the

postulate that inulin is excreted solely by filtration provided

it is considered as a working hypothesis rather than a revealed

truth.

•fhese views are not, however, universally held and Strauss

(1957) noting the difficulties of interpretation of inulin and

endogenous creatinine clearances concluded that until techniques

are devised which can measure filtration rate with very great

precision results in which changes in sodium excretion occur

without significant changes in clearance values must be considered

to represent altered reabsorbtion of sodium. It is believed that

this is a very important difference of opinion which has led to

many instances in which siaa.il changes in urinary excretion have

been explained in terias of altered tubular function. It is better

that such changes should remain unexplained rather tIrian $hat a

mechanism should be postulated for which there is no evidence.
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In toe discussion of experimental results which. follows

unless a certain exclusion can be made of minor clianges in the

filtered load, as a determinant of changes in the rate of excretion

of salt, other mechanisms will not be postulated.

C. THE EFFECTS OF InFUSION.

The renal effects of any intravenous infusion depend upon

the electrolyte composition and protein content of the infusate

and upon the volume and rate of infusion. The effects vary

according to toe state of hydration and salt balance of the

recipient.

Infusions of sodium chloride solutions have a uniformly

constant effect in producing a prompt rise in the urinary excretion

of sodium and chloride. This is an old observation and as

Knowlton (1911) pointed out the more obvious changes which would

be produced by dilution of the blood with physiological saline

solutions ere changes in the osmotic pressure of the plasma protein

and changes in the viscosity of the blood. Starling (l&99) showed

that the available pressure in the glomerular capillaries for the

filtration of urine is the difference between the capillary

hydrostatic pressure and the osmotic pressure of the plasma proteins.

The increase in net filtering pressure will lead to protein-free

fluid leaving the plasma not only in the kidneys but also in other

parts of toe peripheral circulation. The assumption of a causal

rela ionship between the lowering of colloid osmotic pressure and

toe diuresis following infusion of saline was supported by the lack
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of a similar diuretic response to intravenous injection of

gelatine or gum acacia in saline solution (Knovrlton, 1911).

In the isolated kidney Starling & Vemey (1925) "were able to show

that urine flow stopped when perfusion pressure was lowered to

about 40 mm Hg, but this limiting pressure could be lowered by

diluting the serum colloids with normal saline.
Ik

studies of infusion of isotonic solutions into dors have

been reviewed by Wesson (1957); such infusions consistently lead

to a prompt rise in the urinary excretion of sodium and chloride

and measurements made overwhelmingly support the view that this

saline diuresis is attributable to an increase in glomerular

filtration rate. Whilst infusions of saline invariably increase

the excretion of sodium and chloride, the extent and characteristics

of the increase may present various patterns under different

circumstances (O'Connor, 1962). In the unanaesthetized dog

maintained on a normal diet and without prehydration intravenous

infusion of 100 - 250 ml. saline increased sodium excretion with

little diange in urine flow so that urine sodium concentration was

increased (O'Connor, 195&a). If the dog was given priming doses

of 300 ml. saline on the day before the experiment and a further

200 ml. four hours before the test then e different pattern was

seen (O'Connor, 1955). The initial rate of sodium excretion was

higher and increased markedly when saline was infused; this time

however urine volume increased whilst there was little change in

urine sodium concentration. in about one third of these

experiments urine volume increased rapidly to reach 3-4 ml./min

30 - 40 minutes after the test dose, but the rise in sodium
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excretion occurred more slowly reaching- its peak after 60-70 min

so that initially sodium concentration fell. Thus the initial

polyuria showed characteristics similar to a brief water diuresis

and lias in fact inhibited by small doses of vasopressin. It is

not possible to state however what mechanism is involved in the

production of this diuresis; it could conceivably be due to

dilution of circulating vasopressin; to inhibition of the release

of vasopressin, or may represent a pattern imposed by the kidney

when a sudden change in glomerular filtration occurs at a time

when the kidney is being- affected by only a minimal concentration

of circulating vasopressin. In all these experiments the rate

of excretion of sodium rose progressively to a maximum at the end

of tiie infusion and fell as soon as the infusion aided. In all

experiments the time course of the changes in the urinary excretion

of sodium followed closely the dilution of the plasma solids.

In anaesthetized dogz also .infusion of saline causes an

increase in glomerular filtration rate (Young, Pearce & Stevenson,

1955). When a hyperoncotic solution of dextran was infused there

was a brisk diuresis but no increase in inulin clearance was found

in spite of the blood volume being increased by as much as 200;%

However, their figures do show increases in renal blood flow and

as urinary osmotic pressure was not measured the possibility that

some dextran may have been excreted by the kidney cannot be

excluded. ho diuresis occurred in these experiments when blood

or plasma was infused.

Pearce (1959) extended these observations and using dogs
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anaesthetized with cidoralose collected urine from the bladder.

Infusions of 25/ of the estimated blood volume of either

Ringer-Locke solution or 6}C bovine albumin in Ringer-Locke

were given. These infusions resulted in a transient increase

in urine volume during which there was little change in chloride

concentration so that chloride excretion increased. Cutting

the vagus nerves usually caused a transient reduction in urine

flow followed by a slight increase durin, the hour after vagotomy,

but did not alter the diuretic and chlcruetic response to infusion.

Where vagotomy was combined with carotid sinus denervation

complete anuria sometimes occurred but in dogs in which urine

flow was maintained infusion still caused diuresis. Atkins &

Pearce (1959) measured exogenous creatinine end para-aaino-

hippurate clearances whilst infusing dog plasma or 6, bovine

albumin solutions. Infusion caused a similar transient diuresis

accompanied by an increased sodium excretion with both solutions,

and neither vagotomy nor adrenalectomy prevented this response.

Ho consistent changes occurred, in either creatinine or para-amno-

hippurate clearances but no significance can be attached to these

measurements made at such small and rapidly changing rates of urine

flow. Ho measurements were made of plasma concentrations of

electrolytes. Pearce (1959) suggested that since the diuresis

described in these experiments cannot depend u on stimulation

of atrial receptors there must be 'volume receptors' in some other

part of the circulation. There is however no necessity to

postulate any mechanisms other than an increase in glomerular
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filtration to account for these results.

An example of experiments which, urport to show on

inadequate evidence that infusions can provoke a diminished

release of antidiuretic hormone are those of Zuideiaa, Clark,

Reeves, Gauer & Henry (1956). Infusions of saline, isooncotic

albumin solutions and dog plasma of between 10 - 20/i of the

calculated blood volume ell caused an increase in urine flow

from a preinfusion level of 0.2 - 0.4 ral./min to about 1 ml./min.

infusion of dog blood caused an increase in urine flow in 18 out

of 26 dogs. Haemorrhage of 10 - 30/i of the; blood volume

caused a fall in urine flow from a mean of 0.96 ml./min to

0.27 ol./min; the reason why the basal flow in these animals
«*

was so high is not clear. Two dogs that produced diuresis

after infusion showed no urinary antidiuretic activity whilst in

one in which there was oliguria after infusion there was increased

antidiuretic activity in the urine. This antidiuretic activity

was not identified as of neurohypophysial origin and no evidence

is provided by these experiments which supports the hypothesis

that the observed changes in urine flow were necessarily the

result of alterations in the rate of release of anti-diuretic

hormone from the neurohypophysis.

When human subjects ingest an increased quantity of salt

and water the immediate increases in sodium chloride excretion

are seldom as large as in the dog (wesson 1957). However, human

subjects are generally intolerant of large doses of sod nam chloride

by mouth but if intravenous infusions are given or a lar e dose
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(more than 1 1.saline) can be taken by mouth then the effects

are more definite (O'Connor, 1962), Both Wesson (1957) and

Strauss (1957) have revisited the effects of infusion in human

subjects and only those studies frequently quoted as providing

evidence in support of a theory of 'volume receptors' tall be

considered here.

The first demonstration that a 'water type' diuresis may

follow ingestion of saline was made by Priestley (1916) and

although Priestley's 'mixed salt' solution may have been

slightly hypotonic (Strauss, 1957) this finding has been

confirmed many times, the brief diuresis being similar to the

one already described in dogs. Strauss, Davies, Rosenbaura &

Rossmeial (1951) infused 5 1.saline into recumbent human subjects

and observed an immediate increase in urine flow. Excretion of

sodium increased but more slowly than water excretion so that

at first the urine became dilute. The greatest increase in

sodium excretion occurred in those subjects with the highest

initial level of sodium excretion. When the subjects were sitting

the rates of urine flow and s diura excretion were comparatively

low and when these subjects were infused only a small increase

occurred. If these subjects then lay down there was an increase

in urine flow and in sodium excretion but once again sodium

excretion lagged, behind urine flow and the urine at first became

dilute. The change 4'rom sitting to the lying position is of

course accompanied by various haemodynamic and urinary changes

even without pre-infusion. Because endogenous creatinine clearances
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did not change the authors postulate that the urinary changes

were the result of altered tubular function but clearance

measurements cannot be relied upon under these experimental

conditions and there are no grounds for postulating altered

tubular function. Crawford & Ludemann (1951) studied the

effect on sodium excretion of infusing 1-3 1.saline into

recumbent human subjects and at the same time made measurements

of inulin clearance. The subjects were preh.ydrn.ted vdth a

litre of water the evening before the experiment. Urine flow

and sodium excretion increased by only a small amount although

sodium excretion increased more markedly in four subjects who

had been maintained on a high salt diet and whose trdltial spdium

excretion was higher than that of the subjects on a normal diet.

In view of the small changes in sodium excretion and as no figures

of plasma concentrations are available no conclusions can be

drawn from the absence of any consistent change in inulin clearance.

Ladd. (1951, a & b) measured sodium excretion and inulin clearance

(with bladder washout) in recumbent subjects at first non-hydrated

and then after hydration with a loading dose of 2 1.water 8-13 hours

before the test. The average initial sodium excretion and inulin

clearance was greater in the subjects in the hydrated group. When

3 l.of saline was infused at 45-65 ml ./rain sodium excretion and

inuiin clearance increased in all subjects. In the prehydrated

subjects inulin clearance reached its peak alter 60 rain from the

start of the infusion and sodium excretion increased from 0.28 to

1.8 m-ecuiv/min. In the non-hydrated subjects inulin clearance
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rose rather more slowly (peak at 75 rain) and sodium excretion

rose from 0.058 to 0.42 ffl-equiv/ialn. Thus the greatest increase

in. sodium excretion occurred when the initial rate of sodium

excretion was already raised; this is similar to the effect

seen in dogs (O'Connor, 1962). Wiggins, Marny, Lyons & Pitts

(1951) found that when either saline or a 'balanced salt' solution

was infused rapidly plasma protein concentration fell. Their

measurements of inulin clearance showed no change but Wesson

(1957) has questioned whether a steady state with respect to

inulin distribution or clearance had been, reached as there were

sharp changes in clearance values during the control periods.

Bojesen (1954) used a method of estimating inulin clearance

which, he claimed was suitable for use during short periods and

when urine flow was changing. He found the rates of excretion

of water and chloride following saline infusion reached, their

maximum values soon after infusion and these coincided with the

lowest plasma protein concentration. Thereafter the excretion

of these substances varied inversely with the rising plasma

protein concentration. Inulin clearance also .increased but

tended to lag behind the increases in chloride and water excretion.

When plasma protein was added, to the saline solution to provide a

colloid osmotic pressure similar to that of the recipients plasma

then infusion caused no immediate change in water and salt

excretion although later there was a small increase in the

excretion of these substances.
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The efiects of infusion of whole blood, plasms, or human

serum albumin have been extensively studied but with conflicting

results (Wesson 1957;. Smith (1951) reviewing the effects of

infusion of plasma or human serura albumin thought it likely that

effects on renal haemodynamics could account for most of the

observed changes. The studies of Welt & Orloff (1951) have

caused especial interest and have been quoted as supporting the

theory of volume receptors. These workers infused 2 l.of a

4~6>C solution of human serum albumin in saline into non-hydrated

subjects and produced a diuresis of hypotonic urine accompanied

by a small increase in sodium and chloride excretion. In the

control study when 2 l.of saline was infused, the peak urine

flow developed later but the total output of sodium and water

was little different. Filtration rate estimated as endogenous

creatinine clearance with voluntary voiding of urine showed no

significant changes, but these measurements could not be expected

to detect small changes in filtration rate. When a hyperoncotic

solution of 23f albumin was infused in these subjects there was

little effect on urine flow or sodium excretion. Other workers

have found such solutions decrease sodium excretion (Goodyear,

Peterson & Relmsn, 1949) and if infused during maximal water

diuresis or in subjects with diabetes insipidus they cause a

decrease in water excretion (Petersdorf & Welt, 1953)* Thus although

hyperoncotic solutions increase plasma volume they may cause a

decrease in renal excretion of salt and water.
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D. TOE B FfclCTS OF HftBMQKRHAGE.

Haemorrhage of sufficient severity to produce hypotension

end shock has profound effects upon the kidney and nay eventually

cause renal failure. Experiments by several workers (reviewed

by Smith, 1951 P*762-766} have shown that when blood pressure

falls to below 60-100 ram Hg in dogs there is a complete cessation

of urine formation. These disturbances in renal function make

impossible the estimation of renal blood flow by clearance methods.

Selkurt (1946) measured renal blood flow directly by collecting

from the renal veins and compared this with clearance estimations.

Bleeding until mean arterial pressure was 60 mm Eg decreased renal

blood flow to 41.5$ of the control value whilst bleeding to

40 mm Hg pressure decreased renal blood flow to 11 of the control.

The renal vascular resistance increased so that instead of 20/o of

the cardiac output flowing through the kidneys only 506 took this

route. Following the acute fall in blood pressure there was often

anuria so that clearance values fell to sero although there was still

an appreciable blood flow through the kidneys. On reinfusion

clearance values failed to rise as rapidly as renal, blood How

and were of no value in the estimation, of renal function.

The normally small renal arteriovenous oxygen difference

remains small in early haemorrhagic shock despite the marked

decrease in renal blood flow; (.Dole, Emerson, Phillips, Hamilton

& Van Slyke, 1946). These findings contrast with those from

the rest of the body where oxygen extraction increases and suggest

a decrease in oxygen consumption by the kidney. Observations

on human subjects suffering from shock as a result of injury
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suggest that similar changes may be anticipated (Lauson, bradley

& Coumsnd, 1944). These investigators estimated glomerular

filtration and renal plasma floxt by inulin and para-andno-hippurate

clearsaces in patients between 2 and 10 hrs after injur-/. Both

clearance measurements were reduced to a greater extent than was

expected from the arterial pressure fall suggesting active renal

vasoconstriction and a reduced proportion of the cardiac ouput

flowing through the kidneys. whilst the limitations of

measurements in these traumatized subjects with low urine flows

are great they nevertheless Indicate significant renal

vasoconstriction in shock.

Observations of the effects of less severe haemorrhage have

failed to show any definite response of the kidney to such a

reduction of blood volume. The withdrawal of a small volume

of arterial blood (5-10 ml./kg) from conscious dogs in wlrlch the

kidneys were denervated, the splanchnic nerves sectioned and the

abdominal sympathetic chains excised* caused a long lasting

inhibition of water diuresis which has been attributed to

release of antidiuretic hormone (Ryctin & Verney, 1937), although

this has never been verified. O'Connor (1962) was unable to

produce inhibition of water diuresis when similar amounts of

blood were withdrawn from the external jugular veins of dogs with

an intact sympathetic system.

In dogs anaesthetized with chloralose removal of 10 - 30^

of the blood volume induces oliguria (guldens, Clark, Reeves,

Gauer & Henry, 1956). There was said to be no change in mean

arterial pressure in these experiments although Henry, Gauer &
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Sieker (1956) reported falls in arteri&l pressure of 5-10 WDb.g

in another scries of exj>erisiettts under entirely similar

conditions. The urine of the majority of these dogs showed

antidiuretic activity t&en tested on rata but no conclusions

can be dram regarding the nature of the antidiuretic activity

or the agent acting on the kidney to cause antidiuresis.

In human subjects Brun,, Knudsen & Rsaasehou (1945&) venesected

275 ~ 450 ml. of blood without any effect on urine flow. Similarly

Lewis (1953) after applying venous occlusion caffs to the thighs

removed 500 ml. blood from a subject undergoing maximal water

diuresis without causing any reduction in the rate of urine flow;

the estimated fall in effective blood volume in this subject was

1200 ml. Lombardo, Eisenberg, Oliver, Viar, Eddlesian & Harrison

(1951) reported antidiuresis and a fall in sodium excretion when

they removed 2.5 ml./kg from sitting subjects or 9 ml ./kg from

lying subjects; these were the largest volumes that could be

removed without causing syncope. The changes in sodium excretion

were in fact small and extremely variable. PI&cms concentrations

were not estimated and the failure to detect any change in

endogenous creatinine clearance does not exclude the possibility

that the observed urinary changes were due to changes in filtration.

Hohle & Taylor (1955) estimated the antidiuretic activity in

human urine using rats. Betveen 350 and 1270 ml. of blood was

removed from an arm vein in about half an hour; some subjects

fainted as a result of either the venesection or venepuncture and

the urine subsequently voided always contained an antidiuretic
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substance. The subjects mho did not faint showed no increase

in antidiuretic activity in the urine after venesection.

E. SHE Kimrta OF ORTHOSTAdlS MP VEaOlJS OCCmSIQM.

When the circulation is impaired by obstruction of a major

venous drainage system or sequestration of the effective blood

volume in the limbs as occurs in the passive erect posture, sodium

excretion and creatinine clearance generally decrease and increase

again when the circulation, is restored. Movements of the two

terms are essentially simultaneous and of roughly proportional

magnitude and deaervatea kidneys respond similarly but less

markedly than intact kidneys (Wesson, 1957).

A list of the early work en the effect,a of posture on renal

function is given by Epstein, CJoouyear, Lawrason & Relman (1951)

and Brun, l»ttdsen & Raasehou (194-5»n) * The work of the latter

authors is frequently quoted in connection with the theory of

volume receptors. Their subjects were recumbent for 4-6 hours

during which time they were loaded with water by drinking 100-200

ml. water every ten minutes; urirxe was collected either from the

bladder or by voluntary voiding every 15 or 30 sin. Clearance

values were estimated using a single injection technique of inulin

and per-abrodil (diodrast). After two or three control periods

the subjects were tilted to 60°; in a typical experiment urine

flow began to fall after about 15 min and In the course of an hour

fell about 3Q%, when the subject was returned to the horizontal

the urine flow immediately began to rise but only reached its
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initial value gradually over the course of an hour. Accompanying

the fall in urine flow there was a small fall in irmlin clearance

and the urine specific gravity increased. When the passive

erect posture (60°) was maintained for one hour glomerular

filtration ires estimated to fall 2Ofo and at the same time plasma

protein concentration increased by about lOg (Brun, Knudsen &

Raaschou, 1945,b), in these experiments arterial pressure was

maintained arid mean arterial pressure sometimes increased as a

result of an increased diastolic pressure. However, in some

subjects if the passive erect posture is maintained syncope

ocelli's as a result of circulatory collapse (Brun, Knudsen ft

Raaschou, 1945,c). When syncope occurred blood pressure fell

and the heart rate slowed, the subject was immediately tilted

back to the horizontal and pulse rate and blood pressure were

immediately restored. In spite of the restoration of these

cardiovascular parameters urine flow fell to relatively low levels

(less than 2 ml./min) where it remained for 15-90 min. During

this time plasma protein concentration fell markedly as a result

of the dilution produced by the constant intake of water. A

similar reduction of urine flow was seen in non-water loaded

subjects who fainted although the magnitude of the change was less.

About 200-450 ml. of blood was withdrawn from the water loaded

subjects five minutes after collapse and infused into similarly

water loaded recumbent subjects. In three experiments there was

an inhibition of the water diuresis in the recipients (Brun, Knudsen

ft Raaschou, 1945,dj. Urine chloride concentration increased

during post-syncopal oliguria but chloride excretion usually fell
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although plasma chloride concentration remained constant. In

two patients with moderate diabetes insipidus post syncopal

oliguria was less marked and of shorter duration. These results

indicate that the antidiuretic effect of the passive erect posture

is due to changes in renal blood flow and an increase in plasma

protein concentration; if syncope occurs there is probably a

sudden release of sympathetic vasoconstrictor substances and of

antidiuretic hormone from the neurohypophysis.

The fall in sodium and water excretion and reduction of

glomerular filtration rate that accompanies the passive erect

posture tea been observed many times (Epstein, Goodyear, Lawrason
S

& Reliaan, 1951; hetravis©^, 1953)» but these studies have all
been made on subjects hydreted by ingestion of water or weak

sodium chloride solutions. The experiments of Pearce & herman

(1954) are often said to provide evidence for the release of

antidiuretic hormone in the erect posture. Their subjects were

hydrated and tilted to 60° but were allowed to move their legs

to prevent syncope; there was a. foil in urine flow, sodium

excretion and creatinine clearance. In other experiments alcohol

was given 20 rain before and immediately after tilting; alcohol

inhibits the release of antidiuretic hormone from the neurohypophysis

(van Dyke & Araes, 1951); the fall in urine volume was said to

be less than in the experiments without alcohol although there

was still a fall in the excretion of electrolytes. This fall was

maintained even after the supine position was restored. Since

alcohol was first given only 20 rain before tilting therm are no

measurements to provide a pre-tilt control for these experiments
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and it is seem from the results that the urine flow was still

rising when the tilt was applied. In a control experiment

alcohol was given but no tilt applied; there was at first an

increase in urine flow followed later by a fall in urine flow

and reduced excretion of electrolytes. these effects of alcohol

administration appear to have been merely superimposed upon the

effects of tilting and the experiments provide no evidence

suggesting the release of antidiuretic hormone in the erect

posture when syncope does not occur.

Epstein, Goodyear, Lawrason & Relman (3.991) tried to

counteract the effects of quiet standing by simultaneously

expanding' plasma volume with an intravenous infusion of 0> human

serum albumin. Although they prevented the fall in plasma volume

there was still a fall in urine flow and sodium excretion. Plasma

protein concentration was not measured hut it is likely that this

would increase since protein free fluid would still be lost from

the cardiovascular system and in fact the rateof loss might be

increased by the additional volume.

In fully water loaded subjects sodium excretion and creatinine

clearance decrease in the passive erect posture but there may be

relatively small changes in urine volume (Surtshin & White, 195b).

The reverse of these effects, that is an increased excretion

of water and sodium is seen in normally hydrated subjects changing

from an erect to a supine posture; Thomas (195?) found these

changes persisted for several hour;;. In similarly hydra ted

subjects Currie & Ullmann (1961) observed an increase in urine flow

with little change in urine concentration began about 1-2 hrs after
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lying down, this increase was transient and usually decreased

after about an hour.

Kulet & Smith (1961) examined, the affects of lying down in

hydropenic subjects. After being ambulant for about 2 hrs their

subjects lay down; after about 15-30 min there vias an increase

in urine flow with little change in osmotic concentration although

sodium concentration did increase. These changes were sometimes

transient but sometimes urine flow was still increasing after

90 min. The changes were not in any way affected by intramuscular

injection of 10 units of vasopressin. Because of the low rates

of urine flow no attempts were made to estimate filtration rates

by clearance methods. However,detailed calculations of osmolar

and free water clearance were made and indicated that in hydropenic

subjects the diuresis was attributable primarily to increased

excretion of sodium. It was postulated that urine osmotic

pressure would remain constant in the face of increasing mine

flow provided the rate of influx of solute free water into the

medulla did not exceed a critical value. When the rate of influx

is increased greatly as in osmotic diuresis the rate of removal

of solute free water attains an approximately constant maximal

value and the urine becomes more dilute.

A similar redistribution of blood may be brought about by

compressing the thighs of recumbent subjects with cuffs inflated

to a pressure about equal to arterial diastolic pressure. As

discussed in a previous section Me procedure reduces effective

blood volume and causes a loss of a mainly protein free fluid
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from the blood, thus blood leaving the occluded limb will have

a high plasma protein concentration. In fact Landis, Jonas,

Angevine & Srb (1932) found that with cuffs inflated to 80 ram Hg

there could be a loss of as much as 19 ml. of fluid from 100 ml.

of blood. After 30 ruin occlusion plasma protein concentration

had increased by about 1.5 g/lOQ ml. This is a smaller increase

than could be expected from the estimated loss of fluid end

they suggest that at these high pressures some protein may also

be lost. When lower pressures (60 mm Hg) were used there was

no loss of protein but fluid was still lest and plasma protein

concentration rose by 1 g/lOO ml. Even with cuff pressures

as low as 20 mm Hg there was some loss of fluid from the plasma.

Levitt, Turner & Sweet (1952) applied tourniquets inflated to

10 ram Mg below diastolic pressure and found similar changes in

plasma protein concentration although they noted a peak was

reached after 1-2 hrs, after which time the concentration

decreased. Sodium excretion and creatinine clearance both

decreased as the plasma protein concentration increased.

Wilkins, Tinsley, Culbertson, narrows, Juuson &. Burnett (1953)

studied the effects of venous occlusion on sodium and chloride

excretion and inulin clearance in normal and hypertensive subjects.

Their subjects drank 200 ml. water every half-hour and at the

time t e tourniquets were inflated urine flow had reached about

6 ml./min but was still increasing. The cuffs were inflated to

70 mm Hg; after about 10 min, urine flow, sodium excretion, inulin

clearance and. para-an&no-hippurate clearance began to decrease
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whilst the concentration of sodium in the urine increased.

When after about 30 min the cuffs were released there was often

a further fall in urine flow and sodium excretion before these

values began to rise again. Plasm protein concentration

increased whilst the cuffs were inflated and often increased

suddenly when the cuffs were released. There was no difference

between the response in normotensive, hypertensive and

sympathectofflized hypertensive subjects. Fitzhugb, McWhorter,

Estes, Vjarren and Merrill (1953) ma.de similar inflations of

cuffs in normal subjects and found the cardiac index fell by

20/L Orine flow and sodium excretion reached their lowest

levels in the first post-inflation period although inulin and

para-ajtiino-hd-ppurate clearance had already begun to rise.

In these experiments and many similar ones clianges in sodium

excretion often parallel clianges in inulin clearance. However,

the changes in clearance often appear either disproportionately

large or disproportionately small when compared with the changes

in sodium excretion. There is also a marked tendency in longer

experiments for the maximal rate of change of inulin clearance

to precede the period of maximal change of sodium excretion.

If these changes are accepted uncritically a change in tubular

reabsorbtive capacity may be suggested. However, it seems more

reasonable to attribute excessive variations in inulin clearance

to artefacts associated with the low and changing rates of urine

flow in these Experiments (Wesson, 1957). In general the

observed changes in ioulin clearance are more than sufficient to
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account for the changes in sodium excretion

F. THE EFFECTS OF POSITIVE Ml) dllVb PB .SS; RF o? , 'T I,».

Breathing from a reseivoir containing air at a pressure

higher than atmospheric pressure leads to impairment of the

circulation, some effects of which have already been discussed.

Henry, Jacobs, Keehan, & Karstens (.1943) found tlxat during

positive pressure breathing at a pressure sufficient to raise

peripheral venous pressure to 40 nun Mg, a volume of fluid

equivalent to iii of the total blood volume could be lost from

the circulation within 30 lain. During respiration against a

continuous pressure of 10-40 rata tig urine flow is reduced (Drury,

Henry & Goodman, 1947). Khoefel, Handley & Huggins (1953)

examined renal function in anaesthetised dogs Airing positive

pressure breathing at 9-31 mm Kg pressure. Blood pressure

and cardiac output fell Immediately on starting positive pressure

breathing but gradually rose again; the renal response did not

develop until about twenty minutes later. In half of the dogs

there was ant-idiure is and a marked reduction in sodium

excretion; inulin and creatinine clearance were also reduced.

These changes were present although smaller in a denerunted

kidney and were still present after vagotomy. In the other

half of their experiments there was little change in urine volume,

sodium excretion or creatinine clearance, but the raaxaiimal .tubular

resbsorbtion of glucose was increased and the authors suggested

that this indicated that not all the nephrons had been functioning

during the control periods. The antidiure ds and reduction in
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sodium excretion can be readily accounted for by a change in

renal blood flow end by the increased plasma protein concentration.

Breathing from a reservoir at a pressure less than atmospheric

(negative pressure breathing) causes a small increase in urine

flow in man and anaesthetized dogs. Oauer, henry,Meker & Wendt

(1954) subjected dogs preiuedicated with morphine (0.7-1 eig/kg)

and anaesthetized with chloralose to breathing from a reservoir

at a pressure of -5 or -8 cm water. This led to a gradual

increase in urine flow which reached a peak after 30-40 min

and then decreased even when negative pressure breathing was

maintained* The average ciiange in urine flew was from

0.44 mlo/^dn to 0.99 ml/win and examination of the results shows

that in over half of the experiments the increase in urine flow

was less than 100/; of the control flow;. Urine flow usually fell

when negative pressure breathing was stopped but frequently

remained at a level higher than before the manoeuvre and on

occasions even continued to increase. No other renal parameter
■ \

was measured. The diuretic response was abolished by cooling

the vagus nerves in the neoic to 3-4°c but was not affected by

bilateral thoracic sympathectomy (henry, Gauer, Sieker, Wendt,

Reeves & Lee, 1955). More detailed studies were then made on

conscious human subjects (Sieker, Gauer & henry, 1954/« 'The

subjects were hydrate! with a preliminary dose of" 300 ml of

0.14/ sodium chloride solution followed by 50 - 100 ml. of this

solution every half hour. Urine samples were obtained by

voluntary voiding and endogenous creatinine clearance measured.
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After about 5 hrs urine flow become reasonably constant and

after a further two hours when urine flow was between 1-2 ml./min

negative pressure breathing was started. i'his led to a gradual

increase in urine flow which reached its peak after 30-40 min

when the average flow was 6 ml./sain. there v?as no change in

the excretion of sodium and potassium and urine pK remained

constant. ndogenous creatinine clearance increased from a

mean of 136 ml./min to 140 ml./ndn but no deductions can. be drawn

from these figures at these low and ehan ing rates of urine flow.

Surtshin, Hoelaenbein a White (1953) repeated these

experiments on anaesthetised dogs and on human subjects. In

two dogs whose urine was collected for 5-6 hrs without negative

pressure breathing, after stable rates of urine flow had been

established, there were transient increases of 200,. and 350/ii of

the resting flows during which there was no change in sodium

excretion. It is obvious from Pig.3 of' their paper that in

human subjects there were spontaneous variations in urine flow

similar to the diuretic response to negative pressure breathing

both in their time course find in the fact that there was little

change in sodium excretion. However, in spite of these

variations they were satisfied that in*suitable' subjects

negative pressure breathing does cause an increase in urine flow

accompanied by only minor changes in sodium excretion. It was

difficult to show any diuresis in dogs which had previously had

the trigone of the bladder exteriorized and one kidney denervated,

however*, when there was a change in urine flow it appeared to

affect both kidneys.
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The effect of applying a fluctuating pressure to a

reservoir from which subjects breathed has also been studied

(Love, Boddie, EosenwedLg & Shanks, 19137). They applied a

pressure of plus or minus 20 mm Bg around a mean pressure of

zero (atmospheric pressure), or 20 mm Bg, at a rate of 260

pulsations per minute. Tyeir subjects received no

prehydration and were studied after they had been lying for

about 90 min at which time urine flow was usually falling after

an initial increase. Pulsatile pressure breathing around a

mean of either atmospheric pressure or 20 ana Eg pressure led

to a small increase in urine flow but the variations in urine

flow in the control periods both before and after the pressure

breathing make assessment of its significance difficult. Osmolar

concentration of the urine showed only small changes and sodium

excretion increased although to a lesser extent than urine flow.

Continuous positive pressure breathing at 20 am Bg pressure

caused no change i.n urine volume hut as the resting flows in

these, experiments were less than 1 ml./min little further decrease

could be expected. The authors postulated that the application

of a pulsatile airway pressure should cause a greater discharge

from intrathoracic receptors sensitive to stretch, than continuous

negative pressure breathing. There is certainly no indication

from their results thpt tils somewhat startling procedure had

more effect on urine flow.

boylan & Antkoidak (1959) studied the effects of breathing

from a reservoir at a pressure 15 cm water less than atmospheric.
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Human subjects were hydrated by ingesting 50-150 ml. water

every half hour, and voided voluntarily at intervals,

negative pressure breatiiing caused increases in urine flow of

between 45-262/- in twelve of sixteen subjects. Sodium excretion,

venous haeraatocrit and plasma osmolar concentration were unchanged.

The experiments were then repeated after a loading dose of

vasopressin 1 ia-u./kg followed by an infusion of vasopressin

1 m-u./kg/hr. These subjects had very low urine flows (less
than 1 ml./rain) and urine was collected from an indwelling

Foley catheter and the bladder emptied by rinsing, suprapubic

pressure and air washout; they showed no diuretic response to

negative pressure breathing. However, these subjects had a

much lower sodium excretion than the normal subjects. It is

unlikely tliat vasopressin in the doses given would reduce sodium

excretion end it may be that other factors may have played a

part in inhibiting urine flow and sodium excretion; in addition

to the rather disturbing method of urine collection they were

also receiving an intravenous infusion. In a third series of

experiments when maximal water diuresis was induced there was

no further increase in urine ilow during negative pressure breathing.

The authors interpreted their findings as providing .indirect

evidence that a reflex diuresis initiated by negative pressure

breathing has its effect by inhibiting antidiuretic hormone

secretion. In view of the anomalies mentioned this evidence is

not entirely satisfactory.

Murdaugh, Sieker A Manfredi (1959) also using human subjects
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found that continuous positive pressure breatiiing during water

diuresis led to a reduction in urine flow. During alcohol

diuresis positive pressure breathing was said to cause less

aatidiuresis. However,alcohol may effect the cardiovascular

system in addition to the neurohypophys-ial release of antidiuretic

hormone and in fact the clearance measurements indicate that

effective renal plasma flow was about 2QS& higher during alcohol

diuresis compared with that during water diuresis. it is therefore

not possible to assess the significance of this finding. Negative

pressure breathing was studied on subjects who received one

glass (capacity not stated) of water every two houra. Negative

pressure breatiling caused a diuresis in eight of nine subjects

during which there were only small changes in solute excretion,

'ihe administration of vasopressin was said to prevent the

appearance of the diuresis but unfortunately no details of the

dose used or the method of administration are given. The

inadequate reporting of experimental details makes this paper

worthless.

wulet & Smith (1959) have made a careful study of the effects

of negative pressure breathing in hydropenic normotensive subjects, _

hydropenic hypertensive subjects and normotensive subjects who

ha£ been prehycirated by water loading 8-9 hrs prior to the test.

Prehydrated and hypertensive subjects are known to be particularly

liable to respond to other stimuli with natriuresis. All three

groups had basal urine flows of about 1.5 ml./min. The

normotensive hydropenic and hypertensive subjects responded to

negative pressure breathing with an increase in urine flow
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accompanied by an increase in free water clearance in about

half these subjects (average increase 1-1.5 ml./min). Small

increases in sodium excretion in these subjects were attributed

to a "washout" effect. The other half of the subjects showed

either antidiuresis or an increase in urine flow accompanied

by an increase in sodium excretion possibly attributable to an

increase in filtration rate. in the group of preliydrsted

subjects seven out of tern subjects showed en increase in free

water clearance and urine flow increased by an average of

2.4 ml/min with only small changes in sodium excretion. There

vrere no changes in plasma, osmotic concentration during negative

pressure breatiling. As the authors state it is clear that

at best negative pressure breathing has a very mild diuretic

effect. The changes in free water clearance were in fact

statistically significant only in the prehydrated group, but in

some subjects either prehydrated or hydropenic, negative pressure

breathing does caase a email diuresis which cannot readily be

accounted for in terns of agents known to act on the kidney.

The variability of the effects of negative pressure breathing

is illustrated by the experiments of Baratz & Ingraham (I960) who

were hoping to measure antidiuretic activity in the plasma

during- negative pressure breathing. They used dogs anaesthetized

and otherwise treated similarly to those of previous investigators

but were unable to produce a significant diuresis to examine.

Jahii, Stephen & Stahl (i960) were unable to measure any antidiuretic

activity in the urine or jugular venous blood of chloralose

anaesthetized dogs either before, during or after negative pressure
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breatliixig, although haemorrhage of about 23/o of the blood volume

increased the antidiuretic activity in the urine. They suggest

that an active diuretic principle may be released during negative

pressure breathing, but this theory would need to be investigated

more fully before any conclusions could be made.

In man a small diuresis very similar in both time course and

the excretion of solutes to that produced by negative pressor*

breathing accompanies other circumstances which alter respiration.

Inhalation of 5-7. CO2 by recumbent subjects leads to an increase
in urine volume with no change in sodium excretion (Barbour, Bull, .

KVans, Hughes Jones 5b Logothetopoulos, 1953). Voluntary

hyperventilation produced a similar diuresis but this van

accompanied by an increased sodium excretion. valtin, Vilson &

Tenney (1959) also observed a diuresis when recumbent human

subjects breathed 4.5 - COg. Tjlis diuresis did not appear
in the passive erect posture but did occur when the lower limbs

were mildly exercised or when the subjects stood in water. Voluntary

hyperventilation with air or CO2 caused a smaller diuresis
accompanied by an increased sodium excretion. Cats anaesthetized

with chloralose also showed a diuresis when breathing 6% C02 and

this still appeared and was sometimes even enhanced after the

vagus nerves had been cut.

Ullmann (1961) has recently found similar urinary changes

occurring in response to anoxia or hypocapnia. Breathing a

mixture of 10-14/- oxygen in nitrogen to produce anoxia with

hypocapnia, or voluntary overbreathing, both led to an increased
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urine flow; in dehydrated subjects the urine flow doubled

(basal level 1 ral./min) and in bydrated subjects the response to

water ingestion was enhanced. Both procedures were accompanied

by an increase in solute excretion. When hypocapnia was

prevented by the addition of carbon dioxide to the gas mixture

then although there was an increase in water excretion solute

excretion remained constant. The polyuria which accompanied

manoeuvres such as forced breathing, breathing 5.5 CC^ or 1Gfo 0^
was transient and was not related to respiratory minute volume

or to end-expiratory carbon dioxide concentration (Currie &

Ullmann 1961). During their experiments it became obvious that

breathing through a standard valve could cause polyuria even

though respiratory rate did not change. Valve breathing increased

the amplitude of intra-oesophageal pressure variation by about

10 ram % and produced a diuretic effect as great as that found

when additional respiratory manoeuvres were used. Whilst these

various manoeuvres do produce transient increases in urine flow

it should be noted, that the increases are usually less than 100^5

of the control values. ho cardiovascular parameters were

measured during these experiments.

G. COMCLUSIOhS.

There is little doubt that haemorrhage severe enough to cause

peripheral circulatory failure, or a less severe haemorrhage

causing fainting will lead to an increased release of antidiuretic

hormone from the neurohypophysis, in addition to renal vasoconstriction.
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It is likely that such a release of antidiuretic hormone is

similar to that associated with any painful stimulus or

emotional stress (Rydin & Verney 1937j O'Connor & Verney 1942;

O'Connor 1946). There is no evidence that bleeding causing

a moderate reduction in blood volume has any effect on urine

flow even during water diuresis. Most of the- effects of

haemorrhage on the urine can be accounted for by a reduction

in glomerular filtration plus in some cases a release of

antidiuretic horraone.

Infusions of saline and iso-oncotic solutions expand

intrathoracic volume and cause an increased ijrine flow and

sodium excretion. These effects are still seen after the

vagus nerves are cut and are therefore unlikely to depend upon

an increased discharge from intrathoracic receptors. Saline

infusion causes dilution of plasma protein and both procedures

may be accompanied by en increased glomerular filtration rate.

When infusion is ras.de into water or saline loaded dogs or humans

the diuresis may at first resemble a water diuresis in that there

may be an increase in water excretion with little change in sodium

excretion and this diuresis may be inhibited with small doses of

vasopressin. it may be that the circulating levels of endogenous

antidiuretic hormone should be low for this effect to appear and

there is no real evidence that the rate of release of antidiuretic

hormone from the neurohypophysis is inhibited. Infusions of

whole blood,in general,have remarkably little effect on urine flow

in humans, and in dogs the results may be affected by transfusion
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leactins involving the rapid logs of fluid and protein from the

vessels. Kxpansion of the blood volume by infusion of

hyperoncotie solutions although it distends the intrathoracic

circulation usually decreases urinary excretion of sodium and

water and also decreases glomerular filtration rate.

Standing in the passive erect posture causes pooling of

blood in the lower limbs and a reduction in intrathoracic volume.

At the same time plasma protein concentration gradually increases

and there is also some vasomotor compensation for the loss of

ef ective blood volume. Only when fainting occurs is there any

evidence of increased, release of antidiuretic hormone from the

neurohypophysis. On lying down these effects are reversed and

there is usually a. transient increase in urine flow and sodium

excretion; similar small changes in sodium esrretion occur even

when hydrooenie subjects who have received a large dose of

pituitary extract lie down. These changes can be accounted for

by changes in glomerular filtration.

Positive pressure breathing reduces intrathoracic blood

volume but also reduces cardiac output and causes an increase in

jfasffla protein csncentration. Urinary changes can be fully

accounted for in terms of reduced filtration. Negative pressure

breatiiing and any other manoeuvres which increase pressure

fluctuations in the client may lead in prehydrated. human subjects

and anae thetized dogs to a small diuresis; there is little

change in solute excretion during tliis diuresis and the diuresis

may be prevented in conscious human subjects by infusion of
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vasopressin. In hydropenic subjects there may be smaller

changes in urine flow, and sodium excretion may increase.

Sieker, Gauer & Henry (1954) after examining the effects of

negative pressure breathing concluded that whilst the exact

Banner in which such a stimulus led to a diuresis was uncertain,

it must involve trie central nervous system and the antidiuretic

hormone of the posterior pituitary gland. This conclusion was

based on the fact that the urinary sodium concentration fell

during the diuresis and the diuresis did not start until about

fifteen minutes after the negative pressure breathing began.

They believed that the possibility of a direct cardiovascular

effect upon the kidney causing the diuresis was eliminated as

there was no change in heart rate or blood pressure in their

human subjects. Their method of recording blood pressure did

not allow this conclusion and cardiac output may increase during

negative pressure breathing in human subjects (Kilbum & Sieker,

1960).

Thus most of the urinary changes associated rath changes of

intrathoracic blood volume (Table 1) can be ex lained by changes

in glomerular filtration rate. There remains a small, transient

diuresis sometimes seen after infusions of saline, on lying down,

or with negative pressure breathing; during this diuresis the urine

becomes more dilute. Each of these procedures causes an increase

in intrathoracic blood volume or an. increased discharge from

intrathoracic receptors, but also has effects upon other parts of

the circulation and may affect renal blood flow and glomerular

filtration. The diuresis occurs only in well hydmtcd subjects
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at rest or in chloralose anaesthetized, animals. .Decreased

release of antidiuretic hormone would explain some of the

features of this diuresis and in human subjects the diuresis is

inhibited by the administration of vasopressin. It is likely

tiiat in those conscious human subjects in which the diuresis

appears there is a low level of circulating antidiuretic hormone,

so that if glomerular filtration were suddenly increased the

urine might present the appearance of a small water diuresis.

In fact these subjects frequently showed spontaneous variations

in urine flow during which there was a fall in urine sodium

concentration (Surtshifc, Hoelzenbein St, White, 1955). In view

of this even a valid demonstration that the polyuria, is abolished

by vasopressin does not prove that the immediate agent acting on

the kidney is a decreased release of antidiuretic hormone, as

infusion of vasopressin may change a necessary background state.

The diuretic response to negative pressure breathing and

lying down cannot be accounted for in terms of known mechanisms,

but it does not in itself provide sufficient evidence on which to

base an unsupported theory of *volume receptors'.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE EFFECTS OP DlSTENhlMi THE LEFT ATRXIM.

On the evidence so far presented other workers have reached

the conclusion that the existence of 'volume receptors' was

likely, and have searched for specific mechanisms. Henry, uauer

& Reeves (1956) suspected that the afferent mechanism by which

negative pressure breathing caused diuresis was congestion of

the intrathoracic circulation which would affect stretch receptors

in the heart and lungs. They therefore made a series of

experiments in an attempt to localize the site of the receptors;

the effect on urine flow of obstructive distension of the left

atrium, which increases pressures throughout the pulmonary

vascular bed, was compared with the effect of closing snares

around the pulmonary veins and the effect of producing pulmonary

arterial hypertension by embolism of the pulmonary arterioles.

A diuresis was elicited only by expansion of a balloon in the

left atrium. In spite of the obstruction to the circulation

caused by inflation of a balloon in the left atrium, systemic

arterial pressure did not change significantly and in the great

majority of tests there was a small increase in urine flow. This

diuresis like that of negative pressure breathing began about ten

minutes after the procedure started and lasted for about thirty

minutes whether or not left atrial distension was maintained for

a longer period. The authors believed tliat these results linked

the stretch receptors in the left atrium and pulmonary veins with
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homeostatic responses of the kidney as a mechanism reacting to

changes in the actively circulating blood volume, Henry Sr.

Fearce (1956; showed that balloon inflation in the left atrium

increased the discharge of impulses from atrial receptors.

When these impulses were blocked by cooling the vagus nerves in

the neck then the diuretic effect of balloon inflation was

abolished.

This diuresis did closely resemble that produced by

negative pressure breathing and thus once again a small diuresis

was produced in chloralose anaesthetized dogs by a primarily

cardiovascular change. Whilst Henry et al. (1956) believed

that the diuresis of negative pressure breathing was the result

of a diminished release of antidiuretic hormone they did not

commit themselves to any statement as to the agent acting on the

kidney in atrial distension. However, many other authors have

accepted the idea that stimulation of stretch receptors in the

left atrium would cause a diminished release of antidiuretic

hormone (smith, 1957; Grossman, 1957; Strauss, 1957; Neil, I960),

and more recently Pearce (1961) and Gauer, Henry ft Sieker (1961)

have developed this hypothesis.

Since inflation of a balloon in the left atrium appeared to

provide the most controlled conditions for production of the

diuresis, and at first sight seemed to give the most localized

stimulus, it was decided to repeat the experiments of Henry, Gauer

& Reeves (1956) and attempt by careful examination of cardiovascular

and urinary changes to elucidate the mechanism producing the
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diuresis. The results of these experiments appear in the

next section.
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P A 19 II.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IMS RESULTS.
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In the experiments to be described two techniques were

used. Firstly, the mitral orifice was blocked by a balloon,

thus distending the left atrium and causing congestion of the

whole pulmonary vascular bed; these experiments were a

repetition of those of Henry, Gauer & Reeves (1956). Secondly

the intrapericardial portions of the left pulmonary veins were

distended without causing any obstruction to blood flow

through the left atrium. Measurements of urinary and

cardiovascular parameters were made during these procedures.
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CHAPTER I.

THE EFFECTS OF OBSTRUCTING THE MITRAL ORIFICE IN

ANAESTHETIZED DOGS.

A. METHODS.

I. ANAESTHETIC AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT.

The experiments v?ere carried out following closely the methods

described by Reeves, Henry & Gauer (1956). Young dogs of 10-15 kg

vrere selected and fed on a diet of fresh meat and biscuits for two

to eight days before the experiment. They received no food for

24 hours before the experiment but a plentiful supply of water as

provided in their cages. All animals tore given 15 nig morphine

sulphate by subcutaneous injection and one hour later were anaesthetized

by the slow intravenous infusion of a warm solution of chloralose J$>

(British Drug Houses; 10 ml = O.lg/kg) in sodium chloride solution

0.6g/l00 ml. Usually no additional anaesthetic was needed during

the surgical procedures which were normally completed in about 2g-

hours. Occasionally some dogs were restless and developed pronounced

reilex muscular twitching in which case a supplementary dose of

anaesthetic was given. Subsequently during the experimental

procedure a steady state of light anaesthesia was maintained by

the infusion every ten minutes of either 1 or 0.5$> chloralose,

1 ml ./kg. It was usually found that if 0.5/- chloralose was used

the anaesthetic lightened whereas if 1/- chloralose was given the

animal gradually became more deeply anaesthetized. The anaesthesia

was just enough to prevent muscular movements; the animal showed a
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roflea jerk if the table was tapped and blood pressure and heart

rate increased transiently, but the animal lay quietly if not

stimulated. Variation in the level of anaesthesia could

sometimes be seen over the ten minute periods between injections

of anaesthetic. Immediately after an injection of chloralose the

heart rate would slow and then gradually increase over the ten

minutes until the nest injection; such changes were of the order

of 10 beats/rain and were not seen when the heart rate was rapid.

The chloralose solution was prepared by dissolving 5g

chloralose in 500 ml. of 0.6/o sodium chloride solution and placing

this in a water bath maintained at 65-75°C. The chloralose was

kept at this temperature throughout the experiment and the bottle

stoppered to prevent evaporation. Even at this temperature there

was a tendency for the chloralose to come out of solution and each

dose was filtered immediately before use.

2. SURGICAL PROCEDURES.

When the animal had been anaesthetized hair was shaved from

the flanks, the chest and neck, and the skin washed. Wo sterile

precautions were taken durin,, the experiments but all instruments

were sterilized between experiments. Wo antibiotics were given

either before or during the experiments.

The trachea as cannulated and. a six-inch long wide bore

polyethylene tube attached to the cannula to compensate for the

loss of dead space normally provided by the pharynx. In some

experiments the vagus nerves were freed ana loose ligatures placed

around them to aid identification later.
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Each ureter was approaciied through a muscle-splitting flank

incision 1 cm above and parallel to the iliac crest. At first

a retroperitoneal approach was used but it was found tJiat this

often led to bleeding from retroperitoneal vessels, buried in fat,

that was difficult to control. By opening the peritoneal cavity

the ureters could be immediately identified and were catheterized

without significant blood loss. Polyethylene tubing of 1 am bore

was used to catheterise the ureters; the end of the tubing was

filed down to avoid damaging the ureteric epithelium. Each

catheter was inserted so that its tip lay at about the level of

the lower pole of the kidney. The dead space in each catheter

was then less than 1 ml. The incisions were closed in layers

and the catheters brought out through the incisions. Urine was

collected from each catheter into test tubes and its volume

measured every ten minutes; the samples from the two sides were

kept separately until chemical analysis had been made. Henry et al.

(1956) collected urine from a urethral catheter.

In experiments in which one kidney was deneruated the right

kidney was approached through an incision 1 cm below and parallel

to the 12th rib. All fascial connections were divided between

ligatures until the only attachments of the kidney were the blood

vessels and the ureter. Obvious nerve trunks were severed, the

vessels stripped free of fascia and the ureter catheterlzed and

divided below the catheter.

Positive pressure ventilation was provided from a Starling

•Ideal' pump and the stroke volume nd rate of respiration adjusted

to about equal that of the animal's spontaneous respiration.
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A resistance to expiration of 2 ciri water was provided to ensure

adequate inflation of the lungs. Thoracotomy was performed in

the left fifth intercostal space and bleeding carefully controlled

by using blunt dissection, coagulating minor bleeding points and

ligating larger vessels. The ribs were retracted and the lobes of

the left lung carefully separated at the cleft bet; een the cardiac

and diaphragmatic lobes so that the pericardium was exposed. The

pericardium was incised about 1 cm anterior and parallel to the

phrenic nerve and bleeding points ligatured. The tip of the left

atrial appendage was gripped with forceps and pulled up through the

pericardial incision. A soft string snare was placed around the

base of the appendage and tightened. The tip of the appendage was

removed, the cut edges secured with forceps and a balloon inserted

into the appendage, the snare was then loosened and the balloon

pushed on into the atrium. A ligature around the tip of the

appendage held the balloon in position. The atrial balloon was

made from a 2 cm length of the finger of a surgical glove tied over

the end of a polyethylene tube of 2 mm bore. A second polyethylene

tube of 1 /am bore was tied alongside the balloon for the

measurement of mean left atrial pressure. The balloon was judged

to be satisfactorily placed when it lay with its base included in

the ligature around the tip of the atrial appendage. The balloon

was inflated at each test with enough sodium chloride solution

(usually about 1 ml./kg body weight} to cause a rise of left atrial

pressure of about 20 cm water. A wide bore rubber drainage tabe

was inserted through a stab wound in the 7th intercostal space and

secured with a ligature; it lay with its end in the paravertebral
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gutter. The ribs v?ere drawn firmly together with ligatures and

the tubes from the atrium led out through the incision. A layer

of paraffin gauze (Paranet, Vernon & Co.Ltd.) was laid over the

intercostal space and the muscles closed in layers over this.

A further layer of paraffin gauze was placed over the muscles and

the skin closed with a continuous suture. The drainage tube was

led to an underwater seal and air expelled, from the chest by

increasing the stroke of the respiratory pump for a short time.

When no more air could be expelled the pump was disconnected and

spontaneous respiration began almost immediately. The level of

the water in the drainage tube gave an indication of the negative

pressure in the chest, usually about 3-5 cm H^O during the
expiratory pause, and also gave warning of the presence of air in

the chest on the one occasion when a leakage occurred. After

completion of the operative procedures at least two hours were

allowed to elapse before the first experimental tests. Rectal

temperature was Biaintained between 37.5 end 38.5°C by adjusting

heating lamps.

A wide bore metal cannula was placed in the left femoral

artery for the recording of arterial blood pressure. A glass

cannula xvas placed in the left femoral vein and anaesthetic

solution was given through this and each dose washed in with

2 ml. 0.9;;> sodium chloride solution from a burette. A polyethylene

tube (l am bore) was inserted into the right femoral vein and in

some experiments used for recording pressure in the inferior vena

cava. 1 emoral arterial pressure, mean left atrial pressure and

inferior vena caval pressure were recorded by capacitance manometers
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operating ink writers; the frequency response of the systems was

limited by that of the ink writer which was flat (~ 5$) to 20 c/s.

The atmospheric zero for each manometer was recorded at frequent

intervals and the manometers were calibrated against stepwise

alterations in pressure on a water or mercury manoiaeter.

Atmospheric zero was compared with 'true* zero by recording the

pressure at the cannula tip when this as free in air, post-mortem.

'This was done after cutting away the respective heart chambers

and vessels and making sure no obstruction was caused by blood or

other tissues. In some eaperiments respiration *as recorded from

a sensitive capacitance manometer connected to a cannula in the

right pleural cavity or the trachea.

Vasopressin was infused through a cannula threaded through a

femoral vein so that its tip lay in the inferior vena cava. A

motor driven syringe delivered 0.14 ml./min of 0.9/-- sodium chloride

solution throughout the experiment, when required vasopressin

(Pitressin; Parke, Davis & Co. batch LZ1094C or LY258J) was added

to give the stated rate of infusion. The batches of •Pitressin'

were labelled as containing 20 u./ml. of pressor activity; in this

report 1 rn-u means 0.00005 ml. of 'Pitressin*.

3. CHEMICAL AMLYSI5.

Urine was analysed for sodium and potassium using an E.E.L.

flame photometer. The instrument wis adjusted to read zero with

distilled water and to give full scale deflection with a standard

solution. The standard contained 2.9225 g/l.WaCl and 1.8657 g/l.KCl

(0.05M KaCl, 0.025M KC1) and was diluted 100 times with distilled
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water before use; thus full scale deflection was given with.

0.0005M NaCl or 0.00025M KCl. As the scale reading was nonlinear

with respect to concentration a calibration curve was prepared

using solutions of iiaCl and KC1 of known concentration. Urine

samples were diluted in distilled water in 100 ml. measuring

flasks to give a scale reading between 20 - bQfi of full scale.

This usually meant using a dilution of 1 in 500 or 1 in 1000.

Agreement of duplicate estimations on mine samples was to within

+ 0.005M ReCl and - 0.0025M KC1.

Ajumoniura concentration in the urine was estimated using the

microdiffusion technique described by Conway (1957). This method

involves the release of aaaonia from the urine by the addition of

alkali, the aisraonia then being .absorbed by boric acid. The pH of

the boric acid is about 5.0 before absorbtion but rases to upwards

of 8.0 when theaamonia is absorbed. It is then titrated back to

pH 5.0 with hydrochloric acid. In the estimations described here

1• boric acid was used to which was added a mixfcure of broaocresol

green and methylene blue as an indicator. This mixture was placed

in the inner chamber of the Conway 'diffusion unit', 0.2 ml. of

urine was placed in the outer cliaraber and 1 ml. of saturated

potassium carbonate added. The unit was left 40 min for diffusion

to take place and the contents of the central chamber then titrated

T-dth *V50 HC1 from a Conway burette; the end point was a change

from a blue-green to pink. These colours were pale and the end

point could not be clearly seen in artificial light. All estimations

were made within an hour of the urine being passed and duplicate

estimations on the same urine samples agreed to vathin - 0.002M

ammonium.
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The total solute concentration in the urine was estimated by

determining the depression of the freezing point of water induced

by the urine. The apparatus consisted of a lagged metal bath in

which was placed a freezing mixture of crushed ice and salt. The

temperature of this mixture was about -5°C. The bath waa covered

by a lid through which projected a wide bore test-tube long enough

to reach almost to the bottom of the bath. Into this test-tube

was fitted a smaller inner tube in which the urine was placed along

with a Beckmann thermometer and stirrer; about 10 ml. of fluid was

required to completely cover the thermometer bulb. A standard

Beckmann thermometer graduated to 0.01°C was used; zero (0°C) was

set each day with distilled water and was cheeked between each set

of estimations on the urine. To provide a large enough volume of

fluid it was usually necessary to dilute the urine ten times with

distilled water. The urine solution of this dilution usually

depressed the freezing point by about 0.2°C. During periods of

diuresis more urine was available and the urine was diluted less;

estimations were occasionally repeated using the same dilution

throughout. As the results turned out the use of a. less dilute

urine in estimations on samples taken during a diuresis meant that

the depression of the freezing point was still about Q.2°G. The

main difficulty encountered in estimations of the freezing point

depression was the judging of the actual freezing point of the

fluid. It was found that if the fluid under test was stirred

vigorously throughout its cooling it ,ould reach a temperature about

0.2°C belov; its freezing point and then suddenly rise rapidly to a

point at whieh the temperature remained steady for 1-2 minutes
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befofce beginnin, to fall slowly again. The freezing point was

taken to be the highest temperature reached when the temperature

rose after supercooling. Using this technique duplicate

estimations using either the same or different dilutions of urine

gave agreement on urine solute concentration to within ™ 3&.

Undercooling introduces errors in the estimation of freezing point
depression since the observed freezing point will be lower than
the true value by a factor related to the degree of undercooling,

the heat capacity of the solution, the heat of fusion of the

solution and the specific heat of the mercury in the thermometer

bulb. However, if an attempt was made to prevent undercooling

this was not always successful and the results obtained were more

variable. In these experiments the absolute osmclar concentration

was of less interest than a comparison between the concentrations

at different times. It was therefore felt that by using the same

volumes of fluid in the one apparatus and by adjusting the dilution

of the urine so that the depression of the freezing point was about

the same in each estimation a more valid comparison of samples

could be made. From the results so obtained the osmolar

concentration of the samples v?as calculated using the assumption

that with water as the solvent a solute concentration of 1 gramme

molecule per litre produced a depression of the freezing point of

1.86°C (Bayliss, 1959). This relationship holds only for solutions

of non-electrolytes and does not therefore give the true molecular

concentration of the urine. However, it has become standard

practice to use this method to allow comparison of the osmotic

activity of body fluids and it was in this context that the

estimations of this report were made.
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The pH of the urine was determined approximately using

indicator papers. These estimations were occasionally checked

with a Radiometer P.H.M. 22 pH meter using standard glass and

calomel electrodes; the indicator papers gave results to within

- 0.3 pli units of the reading of the pB meter.

Plasma glucose concentration was determined using an E.E.L.

colorimeter and a modification of the method of Folia and Wu. (1919/

described by the makers of the instrument. Standard solutions

were prepared by dissolving 100 rag pure anhydrous glucose in 0.3^

benzoic acid solution made up to 100 ml. From this solution

standards were made by dissolving 1, 2, 3 or 4 mi. of the standard

solution in 100 ml. 0.3j^ benzoic acid (equivalent to 40, 80, 120

and 160 rag glucose/100 ml. plas^aa). Proteins were precipitated

from 0.1 ml* plasma by adding 3.7 ml. isotonic sodium sulphate-

copper sulphate solution and 0.2 ml. sodium tungstate solution

and the mixture was then filtered; to 1 ml. of either this filtrate,

or a standard, or a blank (l ml. distilled water) was added 1 ml. of

an alkaline copper reagent and thj mixture was placed in a boiling

water bath for 10 rain. After cooling 3 ml. of a phosphomolybdic

acid reagent arid. 5 ml. of water were added. The colorimeter was

adjusted to read zero with the blank solution and using the

standards a calibration curve was plotted. The values for the

concentration of glucose in the plasma, samples were read off in

rag- glucose/100 ml. plasma. Duplicate estimations on plasma samples

agreed to within ± 4 mg Glucose/lOO ml. plasma.

Solid content of the plasma was determined by weighing, drying
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and reweighing about 0.2 ml. of plasma. The samples were dried

at 9b - 105°C for 2 hours after which there was no further weight

loss. Total solids in the plasma include about G.9g/l00g of sodium

salts and lg/lOOg of solids other than, proteins (fats lecithin etc.)

(O'Connor, 1955). For comparison with plasma protein a simple

adjustment is to subtract 2g/100g from the values of plasma solids.

a. RES If L T 3.

1. RbPBTmOH OF THE EXPERIMENTS OF ilEi RY. GAUh'R & RKWfiS (1956,..

The mitral orifice was obstructed by inflation of a balloon

in the left atrium in thirtyone dogs. The results of the first

three experiments will not be included as these experiments served

to establish a routine for the operative procedure, administration

of anaesthetic and measurements of blood pressure and urine flow.

In some experiments the vagus nerves were cut, one kidney was

denervated or an infusion of vasopressin was given, but to allow

comparison with the results of Henry et. al. (1956) these will be

described separately. There remain twentyfour balloon inflations

in eighteen dogs when no additional interference wis made.

(«) CARDI0¥A5CIJLAR ARB RK3PXMT0RI EfFECTS.

Inflation of a balloon in the left atrium caused m immediate

increase in left, atrial pressurej usually about 1 ml,/kg body

weight of saline in the balloon was sufficient to raise left atrial

pressure by about 20 cm water. When about this volume had been

injected a small increase or decrease in volume (about 1 ml.)

would cause a large rise or fall in left atrial pressure of as much

as 10 cm water. An attempt was therefore made to adjust the volume
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Dog No. Urine Flow Art.B.F L.A.P Heart Rate Reap .Bate

ml./min TTTffl Hg cm H2° beats/mln /min
B D it B D A B D A B D M B D A

4(a) 0.9 1.41 0.68 91 83 91 140 190 155 35 42 35

5(a) 0.18 1.89 0.8 111 104 125 7 37 7 75 160 95 24 42 24

(b) 0.47 1.77 0.42 120 104 116 17 40 17 90 150 100 24/min

6(a) 1.18 2.12 1.1 110 95 100 8 29 11 115 145 150 36 40 38

(b) 0.78 0.42 0.48 90 75 90 7 37 16 170 190 180 44 50 55

7(a) 0.39 0.91 0.56 107 73 105 12 33 14 145 165 145 24 33 28

8( 0; 0.19 0.25 0.11 101 102 110 12 35 10 85 180 90 10 17 13

9(a) 0.24 0.71 0.39 107 97 99 6 33 8 170 200 180 25 30 23

(o) 0.40 1.37 0.54 95 94 94 5 25 5 165 195 165 26 26 23

10(b) 0.19 0.11 0.21 120 108 120 3 25 3 200 200 200 24 26 24

11(a) 0.19 0.18 0.08 120 112 120 12 35 8 120 200 120 6 11 6

12(a) 2.28 3.34 1.36 122 116 107 7 18 7 200 200 210 28 30 28

(o) 0.39 0.73 0.45 115 107 112 7 19 7 200 210 180 33 36 36

13(a) 0.34 0.62 0.42 103 83 90 2 19 2 200 230 205 14 18 16

(c ) 0.44 0.48 0.46 76 68 70 4 22 5 180 180 180 27 28 26

14(a) 0.23 1.11 0.54 100 90 102 0 22 2 230 230 220 21 30 23

(o) 0.29 1.51 0.39 103 85 100 0 22 0 215 215 220 25 30 23

20(a) 0.88 1.23 o • <0W 100 90 100 2 27 115 200 140 12 17 17

21(a) 0.10 0.30 0.14 115 102 118 3 25 5 120 240 180 43 65 50

22(a) 0.20 1.42 0.39 115 95 115 3 35 3 125 205 130 10 22 11

23(a) 0.15 0.51 0.24 104 103 105 5 30 6 170 235 200 17/mln

26(a) 0.24 1.30 0.43 117 112 117 0 19 5 110 170 100 18/mln

27(a) 0.05 0.12 0.04 150 132 140 10 25 10 180 240 235 18/min

28(a) 0.19 1.79 0.63 93 87 83 5 35 6 90 145 125 18/mln

iieans 0.41 0.91 0.42 108 97 106 6 28 7 150 194 163 21 31 26

Table 2. Results of twenty-four, half-hourly balloon
inflations in eighteen dogs. Figures for blood pressure,

heart rate and respiratory rate are the mean values for 40 min
before inflation (B), 30 min during inflation (d) and 40 min
after inflation (a). Figures for urine flow are for the

40 min before inflation (b), the last 20 min of inflation and

the first 10 min after deflation (d) and the 40 min after this
time (a).
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Fig.l. Changes in mean arterial pressure and mean left atrial

pressure in twenty-four balloon inflations. Figures from
Table 2. The horizontal lines represent mean values.
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injected so that left atrial pressure increased by about 20 cm

water. In practice there -was an increase in left atrial

pressure of between 11 and 32 cm water, from a mean of 6 cm

water before inflation to a mean of 28 cm water during inflation;

the individual changes are listed in Table 2. Once the pressure

in the left atidura was established it remained constant whilst the

balloon was inflated and fell promptly to about its previous level

when the balloon was deflated. During balloon inflation the

oscillations of the atrial pressure record greatly increased

mainly as a result of mechanical interference with the flexible

polyethylene catheter from which the pressure was recorded (Pig.2).

However on soir- records it was apparent that some of the

oscillation was due to a marked increase in pressure during atrial

systole.

HSben a balloon was inflated in the left atrium systemic

arterial pressure usually fell rapidly by between 10 - 40 mm Hg.

However it recovered within 1-2 rain to reach a level somewhat lower

than the pressure before inflation. After deflation of the balloon

arterial pressure rose to about its pie-inflation level. In Table 2

the mean pressure during inflation of the balloon is compared with

the mean pressure for 40 rain before and after inflation. The

average fall in mean arterial pressure during balloon inflation mas

10 ram Bg (s.fe.M. - 1.3) and ranged from 0 - 30 nan Bg; these changes

are illustrated graphically in RLg.l. Henry et al. (1956) stated

that there was no consistent change in systemic arterial pressure

on balloon inflation and these figures have therefore been subjected

to statistical analysis. The arterial pressure during balloon
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Control Balloon Control

Time (sec)

Time After Operation (min)

Pig. 2. Record of arterial pressure, left atrial pressure
and respiration, before, during and after inflation of a
balloon in the left atrium. Time marker in seconds and
fifths of a second.
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inflation -was found to be significantly lower than during the

control periods (P •■=> 0.01).

In addition to changes in mean arterial pressure there was

usually a decrease in pulse pressure during balloon inflation.

Pig.2 shows the record of an experiment in which the most common

cardiovascular changes were seen; there is an increase in heart

rate, a marked fall in systolic pressure and a smaller fall in

diastolic pressure so that pulse pressure is reduced. The

contour of the pulse wave has also been changed by balloon

inflation. Compared with the control periods there is a rapid

rise of pressure during systolic ejection from the ventricle, a

high dicrotic wave and a slow decline during diastole. Similar

changes were seen in experiments in which there were only small

changes in heart rate (pig.3 ); in this experiment there x-ras a

reduction in both systolic and diastolic pressure during balloon

inflation. Even when there was little change in either systolic,

diastolic or mean arterial pressure the contour of the pulse wave

x*as altered throughout the period of inflation. Thus in Fig.4

during balloon inflation there was a very rapid rise in pressure

during ventricular systole followed at first by a rapid fell of

pressure and then a more gradual decline. Similar changes to

these may be seen in the early stages of haemorrhage (p/iggers, 1949,

p.803)• These changes in the pulse contour are characteristic

of diminished distensibility of the vessels and may also indicate

an augmentation of ventricular contraction and shortening of

systole such as occurs when adrenaline is given (diggers, 1952).

These effects could be produced by increased sympathetic activity
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Time After Operation (min)

Fig. 3. The effect of inflating a balloon in the
left atrium. Balloon inflated at 175 min and
deflated at 205 min.
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Fig.4.Theeffectofinflatingaballoonintheleftatrium. Ballooninflatedat270minanddeflatedat300min.
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affecting peripheral vessels and the heart, either directly

through nervous pathways or following an increased release of

catecholamines from the adrenal medulla. There was no change in

pressure in the inferior vena cava at the level of the renal veins

in three experiments in which this WM measured,

•There was uo relationship between the magnitude of the fall

in arterial pressure and the rise in left atrial pressure over

the range used in these experiments. However if the balloon was

over-inflated atrial pressure rose further and systemic arterial

pressure fell steeply; under these circumstances urine flow

ceased.

The heart rate in these experiments was between 75 and 200

beats/rain during the control periods and increased to about

200 beats/min when the balloon was inflated in the left atrium.

I?,hen the balloon was deflated heart rate did not immediately

return to its former level but gradually decreased over 5-10

minutes. The largest percentage increases in heart rate occurred

in those experiments when the initial heart rate was low. There

was no relationship between the fall, in blood pressure end the

change in heart rate, for example in experiment 8 (b) Table 2

there was. little change in arterial pressure but a very marked

increase in heart rate, whereas in experiment 7 (a) when arterial

pressure fell 30 ram Hg there was relatively little increase in

heart rate. Entirely similar heart rate changes were seen in

animals artificially respired thus the increase in heart rat® was

not dependant upon increased respiratory movements.

In fourteen of these experiments the chest was closed and the
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Fig.5. Effect of inflating a balloon in the left atrium for
the 30 min indicated by the solid bar. From above downwards
femoral arterial pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate and

urine flow.
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animals breathed spontaneously. Inflation of a balloon in the

left atrium caused an immediate increa.se in both rate and depth of

respiration (fig-.2). Hhen this occurred the muscular movements

associated with respiration became more vigorous and were ofben

accompanied by movements of the limbs. Mo measurements --/ere made

of respiratory volumes but the changes in respiratory rate are

listed in Table 2. After deflation respiratory rate did not

always return to its former level but there was usually a

progressive increase in respiratory rate throughout the experiment.

Since manoeuvres which increase the rate and depth of respiration

also cause diuresis (see page 108) the effect of maintaining constant

artificial respiration was tested. In one animal the chest was

reopened, in four the chest was not closed? intermittent positive

pressure respiration was maintained at a constant rate and depth

throughout the experiment. Inflation of the balloon in these

experiments did not provoke any respiratory movements or an increase

in other muscular movements. Changes in arterial pressure and

heart rate were similar to those in animals breathing spontaneously.

Inflation of a balloon in the left atrium therefore caused a

fall in arterial pressure, an increased heart rate and an increased

respiratory rate, but these three parameters appeared to change

quite independently of one another.

(b). THE E-FBG? OK UlUiB ELOW.

Inflating a balloon in the left atrium usually led to an

increase in urine flow (Table 2.!. Figure 5 shows the result of

an experiment similar to those illustrated by Henry et al. (1956)

in which a balloon was inflated in the left atrium and inflation
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Fig. 6. Effect of inflating a balloon in the left atrium for

70 min. Conventions as in Fig.5.
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maintained for 30 minutes, In response to the obstruction

produced by the balloon urine flow from the two kidneys increased

gradually fro® 0.5 ml./rain to reach 1.9 ml ./tain after 30 rain, and

then decreased when the balloon was deflated. Sometimes during

the first ten minutes if inflation urine flow decreased as in

Fig.12; the earliest noticeable increase in urine flow began

about* 5 fins after inflation and ssore usually began after 10 - 15

minutes. The peak rate of urine flow was reached in the last

period of inflation or in the first ten minutes of deflation.

If inflation of the balloon in the left atrium was maintained for

periods longer than. 30 min the diuresis began to decrease despite

the continued distension of the atrium. Fig.6 shows an experiment

in *±dch s balloon was Inflated for 70 minutes. Orine flow

increased to reach a maximum after 50 iain and thereafter decreased

although the high left atrial pressure, low arterial blood pressure

and raised heart and respiratory rates were maintained. This was

the most prolonged diuresis observed and on two other occasions

when inflation was continued the diuresis began to fall off after

39 - 40 oin; Henry et al. (1956) show a similar record.

To present the .results of all experiments in which the balloon

in the left atrium was inflated for 30 min the results are plotted

in Fig.7 in a form similar to that used by Henry et al. (1956).

The mean rate of urine flow (sl./rrdn) for the 40 sdn preceding the

test and the 40 sin following the diuresis (i.e. the mean of urines

1, 2, 3t 4, 9, 10, 11, 12 in Fig,5) was regarded as the control

rate, to he compared with the mean rate of urine flow during the

diuresis (i.e. the mean of urines 6, 7, 8 in Fig.5). The continuous
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Fig.7. Kesults of twentyfour balloon inflations in eighteen
dogs. Urine volume during the diuresis compared with urine
volume during the control periods. The interrupted lines
indicate diuresis of two and three times the control values.
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line separates two observations in which urine flow decreased

from twenty-two in which there was im increase. The interrupted

lines separate nine observations when the urine flow during the

diuresis was 1-2 times that during the control period, six

observations 2-3 times and seven observations more than 3 times

the control flow. The scatter of these observations is similar

to that shown in the corresponding figure of Henry et si. (1956).

The small vise of the diuresis is illustrated by the fact that

on only two occasions did the urine flow exceed 2 !*l,/min

compared with 6 ml./ntn usually attained during water diuresis

in the conscious dog (54g.ll). Whilst the results in Jig.7 leave

no doubt that inflation of fee balloon in fee left atrium did

produce s diuresis detailed examination of the response must be

confined to examples where the diuresis was at least twice the

control flow. A smaller response could not clearly be recognised

against the variations within the control periods and descriptions

of its time course and of the changes in urinary composition were

impossible.

The sice of the response varied not only from dog to dog but

also in successive inflations in the same dog. It vga not possible

to predict .from arterial pressure, left atrial pressure, heaxfi rate

or respiratory rate either before or during balloon inflation

whether such an inflation would cause a moderate or only an insignificant

diuresis. Usually urine flows fro® the two kidneys were equal

but there were occasions when the flows differed although there

were usually similar directional changes. Sometimes the difference
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r V w °r V °»4 V Horn Ooser pa.

doc no. noles m-Dole
rain

solas D-DOlS
nin

soles s-sola
nriti

osoolat s-oasols
wis

9(a) B 0.24 0.32 0.c73 0.14 0.032
D 0.71 0.14 0.09 0.07 0.05
A 0.59 0.24 0.093 0.15 0.06

9(e) B 0.40 0.22 0.066 0.12 0.045
D 1.57 0.07 0.093 0.03 0.04

a 0.54 0.20 0.11 0.11 0.06

1* (a) B 2.28 o.ob 0.2 0.03 0.074

d 3.34 <3.05 0.19 0.02 0.072
A 1.36 0.14 0.2 0.05 0.07

13(a) B 0.34 0.057 0.02 1.5 0.51 7.0
d 0.62 0.06 0.038 0.7 0.44 6.2
a 0.42 0.093 0.035 1^15 0.44 5.8

14(a) B 0.12 0.20 0.023 o.u 0.015 0.06 0.007 0.92 0.11 7.0

(ritjhO d 0.71 0.04 0.026 0.03 0.022 0.016 0.013 0.21 0.17 7.0

A 0.15 0.15 0.025 0.09 0.014 0.04 0.007 0.90 O.U 6.9

U'c) B 0.17 0.3 0.05 0.08 0.015 6.6

(ri«ht) D 0.96 0.02 0.016 0.03 0.024 6.9

A 0.15 0.06 c.009 0.09 0.015 7.0

22(a) B 0.20 0.10 0.02 0.17 0.036 7.0

D 1.42 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.027 5.8
A 0.39 0.11 O.04 0.08 0.031

23(a) B 0.15 0.31 0.041 0.13 0.016 2.3 0.3 7.0

D 0.51 0.09 0.042 0.06 0.015 0.81 0.32 5.8

A 0.24 0.22 0.052 0.07 0.017 1.41 0.33 5.7

26(a) B 0.24 0.04 0.014 0.95 0.27 7.0

D 1.3 0.01 0.013 0.28 0.33 7.0

A 0.43 0.04 0.013 0.74 0.29 5.8

28(a) B 0.19 0.02 0.004 0.07 0.013 0.76 0.16 6.8

D 1.79 0.004 0.006 0.02 0.02 0.13 0.2 6.0

A 0.63 0.015 0.007 0.04 0.02 0.29 0.17 6.8

4EABS B 0.41 0H5 0.052 0.09 0.023 1.3 0.27

D 1.28 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.43 0.29

A 0.47 0.13 0.06 0.08 0.031 0.9 0.27

Table 3. Results of analysis of the urine in ten of the

experiments listed in Table 2. In one experiment the urine
from only one kidney was analysed.
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was due to blockage of the ureteric catheter 8nd traction on the

catheter would then produce a sudden spurt of urine; there were

occasions when no cause for the unequal flow could be found.

To obtain a diuretic response Henry et al. (.1956) thought it

necessary to have the chest closed and the animal breathing

spontaneously. figure 18 shows one experiment during which

intermittent positive pressure respiration was maintained constant

whilst balloon inflation caused typical changes in arterial pressure,

left atrial pressure and heart rate and a diuresis of four times

the control flow. A diuresis was produced in an open-chested

animal on four other occasions (Table 2).

Henry et al. (1956) stated that 2-4 hours should elapse

after the operation before inflating the balloon as this gave time

for a decrease in the level of circulating antidiuretic hormone.

In the present series of experiments this practice was followed,

and it was usually necessary to wait several hours before urine

flow reached a steady control level and. balloon inflation could

be made. However, diuresis was observed on each of two occasions

when a balloon was inflated within one hour of the operation;

fig.18 illustrates this finding the diuresis being produced 40-70

min after completion of the operation.

(c). THE EXCRETIOW OP SOLUTES.

Analysis of the urine to determine the concentration of sodium

and potassium was made in the majority of the experiments. However

only those instances in which there was an increase in urine flow

of about 0.5 ml./rain will be exajnined in detail. The results of
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Fig„8. Composition of urine and rates of excretion from right

kidney during inflation of a balloon in the left atrium. Fro*

above downwards urine solute excretion, total solute, ammonium,
potassium and sodium and urine flow. Figures written above

each line show urine concentration ^M).



analysis of the urine in these experiments appear in 'fable 3.

When the mine flow from the two kidneys was about equal then the

urine samples were mixed and this pooled sample analysed; when

the flows were unequal then the urine from only one kidney was

analysed and in these eases the figures for concentration and

excretion of solutes and urine flow, in Table 3» refer only to

tliis one kidney.

In Pig.8 the results are shown of analysis of the urine from

the right kidney in one experiment. In response to inflation of

a balloon in the left atrium urine flow increased from 0.12 ml./min

to 0.8 ml./min an increase of about six times, whilst during the

same period the excretion of the solid constituents in the urine

increased by less than 70j$; thus the concentrations of the various

solutes fell to about one-fifth of the control values. This was

the most usual change found and the concentration of the solutes

always decreased when there was an increase in urine flow. Increases

in sodium excretion were not seen particularly when the urine flow

response was small, as was suggested by Henry (1955) and there was

no evidence for the existence of two mechanisms, one affecting urine

flow and the other causing changes in sodium excretion.

The total solute concentration in the urine was; estimated in

five experiments. Whilst urine flow? increased to an average of

3.5 times the control flow (Table 3) the solute concentration fell

by almost this amount so that the excretion of solutes remained

relatively unchanged. Solute concentration in the plasma was not

measured but it is likely that on at least one occasion (Table 3»

28 (a)), when urine solute concentration fell to 0.13 osmoles, the
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urine •was hypotonic with respect to plasma.

The pH of the urine during the control periods was usually

about 7.0 and showed inconsistent changes during balloon inflation.

On several occasions the urine became more acid during balloon

inflation (Table 3) but this was not an essential feature of the

diuresis, as frequently pH was unchanged.

The changes in ammonium excretion were similar to those of

other solutes in the two experiments in which this was measured.

The urine was found to contain a reducing substance when tested

with Benedicts qualitative reagent, but tests with Benedicts

quantitative reagent did not give the colour changes typical of

those produced by glucose. However an estimate of the concentration

of reducing substances was made using Fine's modification of Benedict's

qualitative test (Fine, 1935)» and the concentration of reducing

substance was found to decrease as the urine flow increased so that

the excretion of reducing substances remained constant.

Plasma glucose concentration was estimated in one dog as

10Qng/l00 ml. and in another dog 8Qmg/lOO ml. and both showed only

a small increase of about 10 mg/lQO ml. when a balloon was inflated

in the left atrium. Total plasma solids measured 7.33g/lOOg H^O in
one dog and 7.b5g/lOOg ti^O in another; there were no significant
changes when the balloon was inflated in the left atrium.

2. UKIflE FLOW IH AlU.ULS tlMDKK CliLORALOSR ApAKMiESlA.

The significance of the urinary response to inflation of a

balloon in the left atrium can only be assessed when an. examination

has been made of other variations in urine flow which occur in animals

which have been anaesthetized with chloralose and subjected to a
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Pig.9. Spontaneous variations in urine flow in a chloralose

anaesthetized dog. A balloon was inflated in the left atriuM

during the period indicated by the solid bar.
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traumatic surgical operation. Whilst animals were not specifically

prepared for this purpose the necessity to wait for a steady urine

flow lasting about 40 minutes to give a control level before balloon

inflation meant that there was ample opportunity during the

experiments already described to observe changes in urine flow other

than those caused by balloon inflation.

Although the ureters were catheter!zed at the beginning of the

operation it was not practicable to collect and measure the urine

until all the surgical procedures were completed. However, during

the operation the urine did run into test-tubes and there was

usually less than 10 ml. of urine collected from each kidney by

the time the operation was finished; that is about 90 rain collection.

In about half of the experiments urine flow was low immediately

after the operation (less than 0.1 ml./min) and increased slowly

over the next 2-4 hours to reach a flow of between 0.1 - 0.4 ml./tain;

this was the control flow at which most of the tests were carried

out. In these animals after balloon inflation urine flow returned

to about this level and remained there until the next balloon

inflation 1-2 hours later (Pig.12). In the other experiments

urine flow was more rapid from the start and either increased

gradually to reach 0.2 - 0.4 ml./min or showed more marked fluctuations.

In three experiments there were large changes in urine flow; one of

these experiments is illustrated in Pig.9. The large end rapid

changes in urine llow dwarf the smaller response to balloon inflation.

During such spontaneous changes in urine flow the concentration of

sodium and potassium in the urine decreased so that the excretion of

these substances was little changed, thus resembling the response to
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balloon inflation. The spontaneous increase*in urine flow

sometimes seemed to occur when depth of anaesthesia had become

lighter and it will be seen in Fig.9 that a transient increase in

heart and respiratory rates immediately preceded the first diuresis.

During this period the animal had shown pronounced muscular

twitching. However, it was never possible to reproduce such

changes in urine flow by purposely allowing the anaesthetic to

become lighter. These spontaneous increases in urine flow affected

both kidneys and in one animal with one kidney denervated there was

a large spontaneous diuresis which affected both kidneys to the same

degree.

Infusions of dog blood, plasma, dextran (Dextran &/<>, Benger

Laboratories Ltd.), or sodium chloride solution 0.9g/l00 ml. were

sometimes given during the experiments. Henry et al. (1956)

suggested that infusions of dog blood or bovine albumin would

enhance the diuretic response to balloon inflation, kihilst infusion

of these substances caused transient increases in urine flow in

9 out of 14 infusions it was not possible to confirm that the

response to balloon inflation was any greater after inflation than

it otherwise would have been. During the diuresis following infusion

of blood, plasma, or dextrsua, sodium concentration fell so that sodium

excretion shoived only a small increase (Fig.15). When saline was

infused the increase in urine flow was accompanied by an increased

excretion of sodium.

pome evidence has already been presented suggesting that during

inflation of a balloon in the left atrium there is an increased

activity of the sympathetic nervous system or a release of noradrenaline.
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Fig.10. Effect of infusion of noradrenaline 0.4 jjg/Wmin.
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heart rate, sodium concentration and urine flow. The figures
are the excretion of sodium (m-mole/min).



Infusions of noradrenaline were therefore given to three dogs

anaesthetized and prepared as for the experiments on atrial balloon

inflation. Eleven infusions were given in three dogs at a rate of

0.1 - 0.8 |*g/kg/min and infusion was usually continued for half an

hour. Pour of these infusions were accompanied by an increase in

urine flow and in the other seven infusions there was no change in

urine flow. One experiment is shown in Pig.10; infusion of

noradrenaline at a rate of 0.4 jig/kg/rain caused small changes in
blood pressure and heart rate but urine flow doubled. During the

increased rate of urine flow the concentration of sodium in the

urine decreased and sodium excretion therefore remained constant.

On each of the other three occasions when urine flow increased

during infusion of noradrenaline sodium excretion remained constant.

Thus in these animals anaesthetized with chloralose and

surgically traumatized increases in urine flow may occur either

spontaneously or following infusion of fluids such as blood, plasma

or dextran or during infusions of noradrenaline, as well as during

inflation of a balloon in the left atrium. Whichever manoeuvre

was associated with the increase in urine flow, the concentration

of sodium and potassium fell so that the excretion of these substances

remained relatively constant. The only exception to this was

following infusion of Q.9> sodium chloride solution when sodium

concentration remained constant and sodium excretion was increased.

3. THE EFFECT OF OBSTRUCTING THE MITRAL ORIFICE DURING AH

INFUSION OF VASOPRESSIN.

(a) ASSAY OF THE ANTIDIURETIC ACTIVITY OF A COMMERCIAL EXTRACT OF

VASOPRESSIN.
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If the diuretic response to atrial distension is the result

of inhibition of the release of antidiuretic hormone it should be

possible to prevent the diuresis by infusion of vasopressin at an

appropriate rate. The antidiuretic hormone from the pituitary of

the pig is lysine vasopressin (Popenoe, hauler ft du Vigneaud, 1952)

whereas in most other species including the ox and the dog the active

principle is arginine vasopressin. Solutions of arginine vaso¬

pressin and lysine vasopressin assayed to contain the saiae pressor

activity have equal antidiuretic activity when injected intravenously

in rats but in conscious dogs lysine vasopressin has only one-sixth

of the antidiuretic activity of arginine vasopressin (van Dyke,

Rngel St Adamsons, 1956)# Commercial preparations of vasopressin

are assayed only for their pressor activity and at least in recent

years have contained a proportion of lysine vasopressin. The two

batches of Pitressin (Parke, Davis ft Co.) used in these experiments

contained both arginine vasopressin and lysine vasopressin with the

lysine vasopressin probably predominating (personal co raunication,

Parke, Davis & Co.). It is possible that doses quoted by earlier

authors as adequate to inhibit water diuresis may apply to

preparations containing only arginine vasopressin. The antidiuretic

activity of the batches of Pitressin used in these experiments was

therefore tested on a conscious dog undergoing water diuresis.

For these experiments an alsatian bitch 'Kira' was used; she

had a perineotomy and had been trained to lie quietly on a table.

The experiments wero carried out at the same time on consecutive

days for two weeks. At 10.00 hours each day a stomach tube was

passed and 100 ml. 0.9^ sodium chloride solution and 200 ml. tap
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Time (min.)

fig.11. Water diuresis in a conscious dog. Zero time was

1400 hours on each day. infusion given of either O.Sfi Na CI
solution 0.14 ml./min (continuous line) or 0,°fjk Na CI solution

containing vasopressin to give 0.009 a-u/kg/ain. Tap water
400 ml. by stomach tube at time indicated.
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water placed in the stoma.ch» after which the animal was returned

to her cage. At 14.00 hours a self-retaining catheter was

inserted into the bladder and the animal laid on her side on a

padded table. A fine bore nylon tube was inserted into a saphenous

vein and connected to a motor driven syringe which delivered

0.14 ml./min 0.9/, sodium chloride solution. On alternate days

"Pitresain' of either batch LY258J or LZ1094C was added to the

sodium chloride solution to give the stated rate of infusion.

Ten minutes later a stomach tube was passed and 400 ml. tap water

placed in the stomach. Urine was collected into a graduated

cylinder and its volume measured every five or ten minutes. The

infusion was maintained for one hour and the urine was collected

for a further hour. Occasionally after about an hour the animal

became restless and struggled, and the exi-erimunt was then abandoned

whether or not the struggling was associated with an inhibition of

urine flow.

Whenever the experiment was made without vasopressin in the

infusion a typical water diuresis was seen with maximal urine flow

of 5 - 6 ml./min. Infusion of vasopressin of either batch at

0.009 ra-u/kg/min always completely prevented the water diuresis

appearing; when the infusion was stopped urine flow rose gradually

to reach a rather lower peak value. Pig.11 shows the course of an

experiment in which 0.9/ sodium chloride solution was infused end

another experiment in wiiich vasopressin was added to the infusion.

The complete suppression of the water diuresis until after the

vasopressin infusion was stopped is clearly shorn. Infusion of

vasopressin at a rate of 0.0045 w-u/kg/min. did allow some increase
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in urine flow following the administration of water. From these

ex eriments it was concluded that infusion of 'Pitressin*, of

either of the batches used, at a rate of 0.009 ro-u/kg/min was

adequate to completely inhibit water diui-eais in th conscious dog.

These experiments were designed so that the infusion had been

running- for 40 - 50 rain at the time the peak of the water diuresis

was expected. At this time endogenous release of antidiuretic

hormone is minimal end inhibition of the water diuresis can be

attributed entirely to the exogenous hormone. In the experiments

in which a balloon as inflated in the left atrium vasopressin

infusion was begun 40 - 50 rain before the balloon was inflated

and should therefore have reached a similar concentration in the

experimental animal and be capable of inhibiting water diuresis in

the complete absence of endogenous release of the hormone.

Verney (1947) suggests that infusion at about half the dose

rate found he-re is adequate to inhibit water diuresis. Since the

proportions of ar.finine vasopressin and lysine vasopressin were not

known, no comparison can be made between these results and. those of

van Dyke, Engel a Ad&msona (1956). However they gave vasopressin

by a single intravenous injection and it is possible, that if the

difference between the two vasopressins is a difference in the rate

of inactivation, their activities may be more nearly similar when

given by intravenous infusion.

(b). T«g ACTIYITY OF VASOPRESSIN IN ANAESTHETIZED DOGS.

An attempt was made to produce a water diuresis in two dogs

anaesthetized with chlomlose. These dogs suffered surgical trauma
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during cannulation of the femoral vessels and the trachea, and

catheterization of the Ureters; the chest as not opened. In one

dog 400 ml. water was placed in the stomach via a stomach tube and

this was follov/ed by a gradual increase in urine flow frora,0.3ml./tnia

to 3 ml./min after an hour. At the same time,however,sodium

excretion increased three times. An infusion of vasopressin

0.025®-u/kg/min \ma without any obvious effect on urine flow as

although urine flow did fall to 2 ml./min after half an hour's

infusion, it continued to fail when the infusion was stopped. A

second dog was anaesthetized similarly and then given a priming

dose of 120 ml. saline. An hour later an infusion of distilled

water was given at a rate of 5 ml./min through a catheter whose

tip lay in the right atrium. Urine flow increased slowly from

1 ml./min to reach 2 ml./min after an hour. Injection of

vasopressin 2 m-u. followed by an infusion at a rate of

0.02b«-u./kg/min produced an apparent mild inhibition of tliis

diuresis but urine flow was reduced only gradually to reach

1.5 ml./min after 20 min. Injection of 5 ra-u. vasopressin produced

a similar small sluggish reduction in urine flow.

She tune course and size of the diuresis in response to the

administration of water by these routes is unlike that seen when

similar volumes are given to conscious dogs. Doses of vasopressin

more than adequate to completely inhibit water diuresis in conscious

dogs had little demonstrable effect on the urine flow in the

anaesthetized, dogs. Thus the diuresis associated with the

administration of water in these anaesthetized dogs cannot be
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Fig.12. Diuresis produced by balloon inflation during infusion
of vasopressin. Vasopressin infusion 0.025 »-u./kg/min was

started 50 min before and continued until 30 ain after the

second inflation. From above downwards, fenoral arterial

pleasure, left atrial pressure and urine flow.
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05 K>
Urine Vol.(ml./min),Control.

Fig.13. Twelve balloon inflations in five dogs. Urine flow
during the diuresis compared with urine flow during control
periods. During five inflations an infusion of vasopressin
0.025 m-u/kg/min was given (open circles).
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considered to be a true 'water diuresis' that is due to a decrea.se

in the release of antidiuretic hormone from the neurohypophysis.

(c). BISECT OF INRJSION OF VASOPRESSIN ON TEE DIURETIC RESPONSE
TO MITRAL OBSTRUCTION.

As it vras not possible to produce a satisfactory 'water

diuresis' in traumatized, anaesthetized animals, it was not possible

to assess what dose of vasopressin would be effedtive in preventing

such a diuresis. A dose of vasopressin tos therefore used more

than adequate to prevent the appearance of water diuresis in the

conscious dog but not so large that pressor effects might be

anticipated.

Figure 12 shows the effect of inflation of a balloon in the left

atrium by exactly the usual procedure but during an infusion of

vasopressin. Saline 0.14 ral./min was infused throughout this

experiment and vasopressin was added to the infusion during the

period shown. Infusion at a rate of 0.025 m-u./kg/min started

50 min before the test and continued until 30 ain afterwards had

no effect on urine flow and in no way modified the diuretic response

which wassimilar to the diureses in Jig. 12 when no vasopressin was

infused. Figure 13 shows the diuretic response on each of five

occasions when a balloon was inflated in the left atrium, during

infusion of vasopressin 0.025 m-u./kg/min, and on seven occasions

in the same five dogs when there was no infusion of vasopressin.

Figure 14 depicts the effects produced by two balloon inflations

made during infusion of vasopressin at a rate of 0.1 ra-u./kg/rain;
on each occasion there was a diuresis of about twice the control
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Pig.14. Two balloon inflations during infusion of vasopressin
0.1 »-u./kg/min. Conventions as in Pig.12. A diuresis

following infusion of 75 »1. dog blood is also shown.
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Vasopressin Blood Vasopressin
0-1m-u./kg/min 75ml. 0•1m-u./kg/min

Time After Operation (min)

Fig.15. Two balloon inflations during infusion of vasopressin
0.1 m-u./kg/nin. From above downwards, potassiua concentration,
sodiun concentration and urine flow froa left kidney. A diuresis

following infusion of 75 &1. dog blood is also shown.
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"»*>■ T V S.' V
ol/nin moles n-nole/ moles s-mole/ e-o/k^'sin.

Kin sdn.

Be) B 0.29

D 0.45 0.025

A 0.26

9(b) B 0.46 0.2 0.09 0.15 0.07

D 1.06 0.1 0.096 0.07 0.05 0.025

A 0.50 0.23 0.12 0.10 0.05

10(a) B 0.5 0.19 0.127 0.1 0.061

(left) D 0.93 0.03 0.042 0.05 0.064 0.025

A 0.26 0.17 0.045 0.11 0.048

11(b) B 0.12

D 0.19 0.025

A 0.18

14(b) B 0.13 0.05 0.006 0.125 0.017

(right) D 0.55 0.02 0.015 0.05 0.025 0.025

A 0.15 C.07 0.01 0.16 0.023

17(a) B 0.25 0.27 0.07 0.05 0.012

(left) D 0.58 0.14 o.oe 0.02 0.012 0.1

A 0.31 0.24 0.076 0.04 0.013

17(b) B 0.28 0.21 0.06 0.C7 0.02

(left) D 0.67 0.13 o.oe 0.03 0.02 0.1

A 0.31 0.24 0.076 0.04 0.013

19(a) B 2.0 0.13 0.27 0.055 0.11

D Z.3" 0.11 0.26 0.04 0.10 0.1

A 1.8 0.16 0.30 0.05 o.oe

Table 4. Results of eight inflations made during infusions of

vasopressin. in three experiments the urine from only one

kidney was analysed.
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flow. Infusion at this rate caused no decrease in urine flow

and in fact sometimes appeared to produce a small increase in

urine flow; left atrial pressure and mean arterial pressure were

unchanged. In one dog with a high rate of urine flow (2 inl./min)

infusion of vasopressin 0.1 a-u./kg/min had no effect on urine

flow and did not prevent the appearance of a further increase in

urine flow (to 2.3 ml ./sain) when a balloon was inflated in the

left atrium (Table 4)•

The changes in urinary sodium and potassium concentration

that occurred during balloon inflation in the presence of

vasopressin were similar to those seen when no vasopressin was

given (Fig.15» Table 4).

4. THE EFFECT OF MSaEKVflTIOh' OF A KIDNEY.

In five dogs the right kidney was dencrvated and 3-5 hours

later when urine flow from both kidneys was steady a balloon was

inflated in the left atrium (fable 5). In two dogs the flow from

the denervated kidney was greater than from the innervated kidney

but whatever the difference in flow between the kidneys the increase

in urine flow was proportionately the same in the two kidneys.

Figure 16 shows the result of one experiment; during the control

period urine flow from the denervated kidney was about 5<$> greater

than from the innervated kidney and when the balloon was inflated

urine flow doubled in both kidneys. When the urine flow increased

there was a decrease in the concentration of sodium and potassium

in the urine from both kidneys so that the excretion of these
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Pig.16. Effect of balloon inflation on a denervated kidney.
Prom above downwards, femoral arterial pressure, left atrial

pressure and urine flow. Continuous line, urine flow from

denervated kidney; interrupted line, urine flow from innervated

kidney. Chest open and positive-pressure artificial ventilation
maintained unchanged throughout.
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DOG HO. INNERVATED KIDNET
V

ml./min

29 B 0.20

D 0.35

A 0.04

31 B 0.4

D 0.48

A 0.14

35 B 0.1

D 0.11

A 0.15

37 B 0.41

D 1.14

A 0.26

38 B 0.35

D 0.49

A 0.38

B 0.29

Mean D 0.51

A 0.19

DENERVATED KIDNET
V

ml./min.

0.25

0.57

0.05

0.76

0.72

0.38

0.1

0.19

0.14

0.31

0.82

0.16

0.14

0.36

0.27

0.31

0.53

0.20

Table 5- Comparison of urine flow from innervated kidney and

denervated kidney in five dogs before, during and after inflation
of a balloon in the left atrium.
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substances showed, only small changes.

5. THE EHdlCTP uF Ah IiffRAPHH1CARMAL LHJECTIOa OF A

local aimai'ismirxc.

In three experiments a polyethylene tube was led into the

pericardial cavity and placed so that its tip lay between the

pulmonary veins in the oblique sinus of the pericardium. The

incision in the pericardium was closed around this tube and the

tubes from the left atrium and these were then led out of the

chest. In these experiments after first obtaining a diuresis

by inflating a balloon in the left atrium, 2 ml. of a 2$ solution

of amethocaine hydrochloride (Uecicein 2/>, Bayer Prod.) was

injected into the pericardial cavity. There was little change

in heait rate or blood pressure but after about five minutes

both phrenic nerves became paralysed and the respiratory rate

increased. Forty minutes arter the injection of onethocaine

a balloon was inflated in the left atrium; there xsas no change

in urine flow in two of the experiments and inthe third urine flow

decreased. About two hours alter the amethocaine had been injected

the diaphragm began moving normally and after a further half hour

had apparently completely recovered. inflation of the balloon

in the left atrium then led to an increase in urine flow (Fig.17).

Inflation of the left atrial balloon caused similar changes in

left atidal pressure in the inflations before and after injection

of amethocaine. In the experiment illustrated blood pressure fell

markedly when the balloon was inflated after injection of amethocaine

but in the other two experiments the blood pressure changes were
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Dec i cain

Time After Operation (min)

Pig.17. Effect of injecting a local anaesthetic into the

pericardial cavity. Prom above downwards, femoral arterial

pressure, left atrial pressure, heart rate and urine flow.
Balloon inflated in left atrium in periods indicated by solid
bars. Decicain 2$ injected into pericardial cavity at time
indicated.
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comparable with inflations made without any local anaesthetic.

The increases in heart rate were however always less when

inflation was made after injection of amethooaine. Thus in the

six control inflations in the Sane dogs heart rate increased by

an average of 45 beats/min whilst a ter amethocaine the average

increase was only 17 beats/rain; the mean control rates were

similar with and without aaethocaine. As the injection of

asiethocaine affected respiratory movements the last of the three

experiments was carried out with the chest open and artificial

respiration maintained constant throughout; the result was

similar to those in the other experiments in which respiration

was spontaneous.

In one experiraent methylene blue dye was added to the

amethocaine hydrochloride solution and at post-mortem it was

found to have spread throughout the pericardial cavity but was

especially concentrated around the intrapericardial portions of

the pulmonary/veins. Since the phrenic nerves were paralysed
9 \

the effects of the local anaesthetic were not localized to

intrapericardial structures and the- changes in the heart rate

and Marine flow response to atrial balloon inflation cannot be

attributed only to the anaesthetization of sensory nerve endings

in the left atrium. However these results do provide indirect

evidence that the diuresis and possibly some cardio-accelaration

that occurs when a balloon is inflated in the left atrium are

dependant upon the integrity of nervous pathways in the thorax.
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Pig.18. The effect of balloon inflation before and after

cutting the vagus nerves. From above downwards, femoral arterial

pressure, left atrial pressure, heart rate and urine flow. In
this animal the chest was open and positive pressure artificial
ventilation was maintained unchanged throughout. Vagi cut at
time marked by arrow.
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6. THE EFFECTS OF VAGOTOlSjf.

The vagus nerves 'were cut in the neck in five experiments.

This usually caused an increase iu heart rate and a rise in mean

arterial pressure of about 5 am Kg; left atrial pressure was

unchanged and respiration became slow and increased, in depth,

in two experiments urine flow gradually increased after vagotomy

by 50-100/5, reached a peak after about 40 sin and then decreased

again to about its fonuer level. During this increase in urine

flow the concentrations of sodium and potassium remained constant

so that the excretion of these substances increased. A similar

small increase in sodium and potassium excretion after vagotomy was

described by Pearce (1959).

In eight tests in five dogs a balloon was inflated in the left

atrium after cutting the vagus nerves and no diuresis resulted in

any of these tests; one experiment is shown in Fig.18. In five tests

there was a small fall in urine flow on balloon inflation. The

balloon was inflated at times varying from 40 minutes to 4 hours after

vagotomy; in two experiments the vagus nerves were cut immediately

after the operation whereas in three a typical diuresis was elicited

by a test inflation before the vagus nerves were cut. When the dog

was breathing spontaneously vagotomy caused changes in the rate and

depth of respiration; in Fig.18 the dog received positive pressure

artificial respiration maintained unchanged throughout. In this figure

heart rate did not change when the balloon was inflated but in four

inflations after vagotomy there was a small increase of about

10 beats/rain on balloon inflation. Changes in left atrial pressure
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end mean arterial pressure were similar to those seen during

tests before vagotomy* Urinary sodium and potassium

concentrations remained constant during balloon inflation after

vagotomy.
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cm?m. xi

OTHER fsgiKiQUsi IJSHD TO PFODUCB xgraissis r A?AKsstiKfizED DOGS.

A. TtfK EFFECTS OF DlST-fhllfli THE INTRAPERICARDIAL
POKTlUbS OF ThK PULMJFMjl Vt3>3.

The work reviewed in Part I of this report indicated that

the stretch receptors in the left atrium sre situated mainly in

the intraperichrdial portions of the pulmonary veins and the

posterior wall of the left atrium. A method of stretching this

portion of the atrium vj«s therefore devised which it was hoped

would not obstruct the flow of blood through the atrium.

1. EJECTS Oh UROlE FLOVi.

(a) METHODS.

The experiments were carried out using the same anaesthetic

and preliminary preparation as in the previous series. The femoral

vessels and both ureter's were caimulated and the chest opened in

the fifth intercostal space. The left lung was carefully

retracted laterally and the pulmonary veins freed from their

attachments. in the dog there are, on the left side, a single

large upper and single middle pulmonary vein but the lower vein

usually has two large branches which meet as the vein enters the

pericardium. The lower of these two veins was tied off, an were

any large branches of the other veins. Two ligatures were then

passed around each vein and after collapsing the lung by gentle

pressure the most peripheral of the ligatures were tied close to
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the lung parenchyma, The other ligatures were pulled anteriorly

as close to the pericardium as possible thus preventing rellux

of blood from the atrium into a segment of the pulmonary veins.

This usually left about 1 c& of vein free between the ligatures,

the vein was then incised and a sina.ll balloon passed into the

vein and pushed down, beyond the second ligature. This ligature

was tied so that less than 1 cm of the balloon projected beyond

the ligature into the intrapericard,ial portion cf the pulmonary

vein. In. this way a small balloon was placed in each of the

three pulmonary veins on the left side of the left atrium. The

balloons were made by tying finger cots over the and of 1 mm bore

nylon tubing, the proximal ligature on the pulmonary vein forming

the base of the balloon. fe'hea the surgical procedures were

finished the distal ends of the nylon tubes were clamped so

that the balloons could not pull into the atri\«a when they were

inflated. Vhm the balloons were in position a. soft string was

placed around the roct of the left lung and tied, tightly immediately

posterior to the canmlated veins, thus occluding all structures

in the lung root.

A metal cannula was inserted into the left atrium through the

appendage ana clamped to allow a recording of left atrial pressure.

Left atrial pressure and femoral arterial pressure were recorded

using Statham P23 G strain gauges operating mirror galvanometers

writing directly on photographic paper sensitive to ultra-violet

light. The frequency response of each system was at least flat

to 60 c/s - dfa. This is adequate to record blood pressure at
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Time After Operation (min)

Fig.19. The effect of inflating balloons in the left pulmonary
veins. From above downwards, systolic and diastolic arterial

pressure, heart rate and urine flow. 3 ml. 0.9$ Na CI injected
into each balloon during 30 ain indicated by the solid bar.
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heart rates up to 360 "beats/minute.

rhe chest was left open and positive pressure artificial

respiration maintained throughout the experiment. No blood or

otiier infusion was given during these experiments except the

0.6$ sodium chloride solution in which the anaesthetic ma

administered.

(b). tffiSULTS.

Six dogs were used in these experiments. Balloons in the

pulmonary veins were inflated by injecting "5 ml. 0.9/ sodium

chloride solution at 5&°C into each balloon; the balloons were

kept inflated for 30 min and than deflated. Two dogs responded

to this manoeuvre with an increase in urine flow similar in time

course and magnitude to the changes in urine flow produced by

obstructing the mitral orifice. In the other four dogs the

changes in urine flow were indistinguishable from small spontaneous

variations occurring during the control periods. Figure 19 shows

the largest change in urine flow produced by this procedure.

It had been hoped that inflating these balloons would not be

accompanied by any cardiovascular changes and that if changes in

urine flow then occurred they could be regarded as independent of

any cardiovascular change. however Fig.19 shows that distending

the balloons in the pulmonary veins produced an increase in heart

rate which was maintained whilst the balloons were inflated and

although the rate fluctuated during the thirty minute period it

decreased again 2-5 minutes after the balloons were deflated. ?"ean

arterial blood pressure was little affected by the procedure and
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rig.20. The effects of inflating balloons in the left pulmonary
veins in four dogs. On the ordinates, mean arterial pressure

(interrupted line) and heart rate (continuous line). Balloons
inflated during the 30 min periods indicated by the solid bars.
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Fig.21. The effect of inflating balloons in three
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each balloon at 1751 and removed at 1820. Heart
rate written above arterial pressure record.
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fell gradually during the experiment. On each of eight

occasions when the balloons in the pulmonary veins were inflated

the heart rate immediately increased. The mean heart rate befmre

inflation was 140/min and increased by an average of 29/ during

inflation. The average mean blood pressure, estimated as mean

diastolic pressure plus one-third of the pulse pressure, decreased

by 3 mm Hg from 126 mm Hg before inflation. However in three

inflations blood pressure increased, and no correlation could

be established between the changes in blood pressure and heart

rate. Figure 20 shows the changes in heart rate and the changes

in blood pressure in each of four inflations. There was no

change in mean atrial pressure in any of these experiments. A

sample of the record from the experiment illustrated in Fig.19

is shorn in Fig.21. Twenty minutes after inflation of the

balloons heart rate was 20/. higher than before inflation and

mean blood pressure was unchanged although pulse pressure was

decreased. Five minutes after deflation of the balloons the

heart rate wassimilar to that before inflation although mean

arterial pressure had been gradually falling.

Although inflating balloons in the pulmonary veins did

sometimes produce an increase in urine flow this did not appear

as frequently as in the experiments in which the mitral opening

was obstructed. However placing balloons in the pulmonary veins

did mean that one lung was non-functioning and if in fact stimulation

of left atilal receptors is an essential part of the diuretic

response then only half of these receptors would be stimulated

by this procedure. Inflating the balloons in the pulmonary veins
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caused changes in heart rate and pulse pressure and the

possibility that the diuresis is secondary to altered renal

hae&odynamcs was therefore not eliminated. The lack of my

relationship between changes in heart rate and blood pressure had

also been noted in some of the previous experiments vixen the

circulation ws obstructed and these changes were therefore

examined in more detail in another series of experiments.

2. CABPXOVASCOLAK BrPBCTS.

(a) METHODS.

Eight dogs of 12 - 15 kg were used in these experiments and

balloons were placed in each of three pulmonary veins as already

described. One additional procedure was made: each animal

received 50 ml. of heparin!zed dog blood immediately after induction

of anaesthesia and then another 50 ml. was given slowly over the

next 20 minutes. When the chest was opened another 50 ml. of

blood, was infused sloxjiy so that each dog received 15; ml. blood

during the operative procedures. It was hoped in this way to

prevent or minimise the progressive metabolic acidosis liable to

occur in animals anaesthetized and depleted of their blood volume,

The maintenance of the blood volume also resulted in the animals

having a slower heart rate after the operation than in the previous

experiments. However three of the eight experiments had to be

abandoned as these animals were found to have pulsus alternate and

heart rates of over 200 beats/rain when the chest was opened. As

clipping the carotid arteries in these animals had little or no

effect on the heart rate it was not considered worth while attempting
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DOG WO. VOL.EACH
BALLOON

HEAPT RATE
BEATS/KIH

SYSTOLIC PRESSURE DIASTOLIC PRESSURE

ml. B. D. A.

40 3 90 120 90

41 3 81 93 90

45 3 168 216 186

46(a) 1 111 122 112

(b) 2 110 130 135

(c) 3 96 129 111

48(a) 3 51 123 54

(b) 2 54 95 54

(c) 1 53 123 59

49 (a) 2 108 162 123

(b) 1 105 140 120

51 (a) 0.5 69 72 67

(b) 1 67 75 73

(c) 1.5 73 78 72

(d) 2 72 81 72

(e) 3 66 72 69

<>f) 1 48 51 51

(e) 2 48 59 54

(h) 2 45 49 45

(1) 3 45 57 48

(J) 1 41 45 39

(k) 2 39 46 43

(1) 3 43 54 44

(m) 2 42 55 53

52 (a) 2 66 93 72

(b) 2 60 81 67

(c) 2 67 81 66

(d) 3 48 60 51

(e) 3 51 81 51

(f) 3 51 63 51

B.
mm Hg

D. A

198 186 181

177 180 177

147 145 148

130 130 130

130 128 128

138 133 130

200 200 200

205 198 200

190 185 185

175 155 155

170 160 160

160 165 165

165 165 165

165 165 165

170 165 165

165 155 155

135 135 135

155 155 155

155 155 150

150 150 145

150 150 145

147 145 143

147 150 145

150 150 145

140 137 135

145 142 140

135 130 130

130 140 130

135 140 135

130 135 130

B.
OB Eg

D. A

119 123 123

78 87 84

87 88 88

95 95 90

95 90 90

95 95 95

130 145 135

140 143 140

125 125 130

110 110 105

105 100 100

110 110 110

110 115 115

115 115 115

110 110 110

110 115 115

90 90 90

95 100 95

95 100 95

90 100 90

90 95 90

90 95 90

90 105 95

90 95 90

90 95 90

90 95 85

85 85 85

85 95 85

90 100 90

85 95 85

HEARS. 66 88 74 158 154 153 100 107 100

Table 6. The effects of inflating balloons in the left pulmonary

veins. Thirty inflations each lasting 0.5 - 3 min. Heart rate,

systolic pressure and diastolic pressure before (b) during (d)
and 2 min after (a) inflation of balloons.
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to erarata® the effects of distending the pulmonary veins. The

cause of the high incidence of pulsus altesroans in this series is

not clear; the only difference between this and the other series

ms the infusion of blood these animals received.

The balloons were distended at each test by 1, 2 or 3 nil. of

0»'>/£• sodium chloride solution warmed to 38°C; the balloons were

distended for 0.5 to 5 rain and then deflated. Left atrial pressure

and femoral arterial pressure was recorded from capacitance

manometers operating ink suiters (flat to 20c/s - J;'). Mean

systemic arterial pressure was calculated as diastolic pressure

plus one third of the pulse pressure.

(b) RESULTS.

Twenty-seven inflations of the balloons in. the pulmonary

veins were made in five dogs. In addition a short inflation

was made in each of throe dogs in the preceding section when

recording was made using aurror galvanometers* and these results

are included here. In every one of the thirty inflations heart

rate increased (Table 6}. The mean heart rate before inflation

was 66 beats/ain and the average increase 28s.'; (s.B.M. - 7.2);

the cardio-aceeleration occurred iamediately the balloons were

inflated and fell to control levels about 0.5 to 1 rain after

deflation of the balloons. In eight inflations mean arterial

blood pressure fell; in three it was unaltered and in nineteen it

increased; the average change in blood pressure was an increase of

2.5 a® Hg. The most ami change in blood pressure w$s a decrease

in systolic pressure and an increase in diastolic pressure so that
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although pals© pressure ms reduced mean pressure showed little

change* This effect is shown in Fig.22 which ks recorded using

a mirror galvanometer. Figure 23 recorded, using ink: writers

shows an experiment in which there ws a marked increase in

diastolic pressure and also a moderate increase in heart rate.

It may be seen from these records that heart rate decreased

rapidly after deflation whereas previously when the balloons were

inflated for half an hour it took 2-5 rain before the heart rate

returned to its preinflation level. No relationship could be

established between the changes .in heart rate and the changes

in blood piessure, and both heart rate and blood pressure often

increased (Fig.24). Mean left atrial pressure did not change
J.

by more than - 1 cm water during any Inflation although the record

sometimes showed greater oscillations in this period.

B. TgS EFFECT OF INCREASING THE KBftKE BATE.

•Two methods of producing diuresis in anaesthetised dogs have

been described so far. The most striking cardiovascular change

caused by both obstruction of the mitral orifice and distension of

the pulmonary veins was an increased heart rate. The effect on

the urine flow of artificially increasing the heart rate was

therefore tested.

Two silver electrodes were sewn to the left atrial appendage

of a dog prepared as for the previous experiments. A squsra wave

stimulus was applied of strength 2 volts and duration 3m sec at a

rate faster than the resting heart rate. Five tests were made in
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Fig.25. The effect of increasing the heart rate by stimulating
the left atrial appendage. From above downwards, femoral arterial
pressure, heart rate, potassium excretion, sodium excretion and
urine flow.
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two dog's and the heart rate was increased on each occasion for

half an hour; there was a small increase in urine flow during

the period of sti.mula.tion in each test. Figure 25 shows the

result of one of these experiments; the heart rate was increased

from 100 to 180 beats/min but the heart slowed gradually in spite

of the continued stimulation, there was a decrease in pulse

pressure but little change in mean arterial pressure whilst the

heart rate was increased. Urine flow doubled and the urine

became more dilute so that the excretion of sodium and potassium

remained relatively constant. Thus this small diuresis resemhled

that produced by obstructing the mitral orifice.
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CPAFTFR i

HE fjPFFCTS OF LEFT AMM. DISTENSION.

A. LEFT ATRIAL HISTEMSIQh A?D DIUKF5IS.

i. imowcgxoa.

The main experimental finding' of Henry et al. (1956) has been

confirmed; obstruction of the left atrium in dogs under chloralose

anaesthesia produced an increased flow of urine. The diuresis was

transient and small when compared to water diuresis in conscious

dogs, but resembled a water diuresis in its time course and in

the fact that the urine became more dilute during the diuresis.

It was never possible to predict from the heart and respiration

rates, arterial and left atrial pressure recorded either before

or during balloon inflation whether the effect of inflating the

balloon would be comparatively large or virtually absent. Technical

procedures mentioned by Henry et al. (1956) as likely to ensure a

good response proveu unreliable and no way was found of ensuring

consistent responses. Similar transient increases in urine flow

occurred spontaneously and in response to various other manoeuvres.

However, despite the occasional spontaneous diuresis tne results in

Fig.7 were sufficient to establish that inflation of a "balloon in

the left atrium did proauce a diuresis but Explanations of the

mechanisms involved remain largely speculative. An attempt has

been made firstly to define the afferent mechanisms which produced

the diuretic response and secondly to define the agent acting on

the kidney to produce diuresis.
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2. '.I'M NATOFJB Off THE AFFERENT MECHANISM.

Henry et el. (1956) believed that the diuresis was the

result of stimulation of stretch receptors in the left atrium

basing their belief on their observations that tightening snares

around the pulmonary veins or injecting emboli to block the

pulmonary arteries did not produce diuresis. These two procedures

were thought to produce similar effects to mitral obstruction

with the exception that only the latter procedure distended the

left atrium. In the experiments of Henry et a].. (1956) the

injection of plastic spheres of diameter 40-80 p caused no change
in respiration or systemic arterial pressure although pulmonary

embolization usually provokes tachypnoe?- and dyspnoea and possibly

changes in the pulmonary vascular system (reviewed by Whitteridge,

1950; Nelson & Smith, 1959). The technique used to snare the

pulmonary veins meant that both sides of the chest had to be opened

and then later one snare was pulled tight snd the other closed

gradually to produce an increase in pulmonary arterial pressure

of about 20 cm water. On the evidence of Steinberg snd Hundy

(1956) this would require that about 79/; of the pulmonary vascular

bed should be blocked. Respiratory rate increased and there was

a 30?l increase in heart rate although systemic arterial pressure

was said to be unaltered as was the cardiac output. In view of

the unpredictable nature of the urinary response to mitral

obstruction the fact that snaring the pulmonary veins and

embolization of the lungs did not produce a diuresis cannot be

regarded as proof of the hypothesis that atrial receptors form
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tiie afferent limb of a reflex linking atrial distension with

urine flow.

Inflation of a balloon in the left atrium produces distension

of the left atrium, pulmonary vascular congestion, a rise in

pulmonary arterial pressure, a fall in systemic arterial pressure,

a change in pulse pressure and an increase in heart rate. Henry

et al. (1956) found ao change in systemic arterial pressure, and

he results in Table 2 do not indicate that the diuresis was

affected by the change in mean arterial pressure in the present

series. An equally good diuresis was obtained on occasions when

there was a fall of 20 mm Hg and when there was no change in

arterial pressure. It might have been expected that in those

animals in which the blood pressure was low or there was a

marked fall in blood pressure the urinary response to balloon

inflation would be reduced. There is no evidence that this was

so, but if blood pressure fell very low, to about 60 mm %, urine

flow ceased (Fig.16). In anaesthetized dogs renal plasma flow

is well maintained at arterial pressures ranging from 150 » 100

mm Hg (Selkurt, Hall ft Spencer, 1949) but at about 60 mm fig¬

urine flow usually ceases (smith, 1951).

Right atrial pressure does not change during inflation of a

balloon in the left atrium and therefore stimulation of receptors

in the right atrium is not essential for the diuresis. However,

Henry (1955; believed that had the experiments been designed to

distend both atria a more marked diuresis would have resulted

As indirect evidence for this conclusion he claimed that a good



diuretic response to balloon inflation could be obtained only

after infusion of blood or plasma which should increase the

volume of the right atrium. The effects of such infusions are

more widespread, ana it was not possible to confirm that infusions

of blood 02' pl&siaa did improve the response to balloon inflation.

The design of experiments to affect right atrial receptors is

difficult since lacking the right ventricle to provide a driving

force, any obstruction to blood flow would cause pooling of blood

in the peripheral circulation. However until such experiments

can be designed there is no evidence that stimulation of receptors

in the right atrium has any effect upon urine flow.

When balloons were distended in the intraperieardial portions

of the left pulmonary veins there was sometimes a small diuresis

similar to that produced by mitral obstruction. Although this

procedure was unlikely to cause any obstruction to the circulation

there was still a considerable increase in heart rate accompanied

by small changes in mean systemic arterial pressure and an altered

pulse pressure.

When the heart rate was increased by stimulating the left atrial

appendage there was also an increase in urine flow which resembled

that produced by mitral obstruction both in its time course and in

the- fast that the urine became more dilute. Such stimulation may

possibly have affected receptors in the left atrium either directly

or indirectly as a result of the increased number of atrial

contractions per minute. This experiment does not show that the

diuresis can be produced without stimulation of atrial receptors,
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but may provide a method of studylag the response more closely.

Cutting the vagus nerves abolishes the diuretic response to

inflation of a balloon in the left atrium. But section of the

vagi involves the interruption of many different efferent and

afferent nerve fibres and cannot be regarded as merely
• *-

interrupting the afferent limb of a specific reflex. Section of

the vagi produces a very great disturbance of the circulation and

respiration and the absence of the diuresis might be due to such

general effects rather than the loss of impulses from intrathoracic

roeeptors. Since the circumstances under which the response

appeared could not be defined it is impossible to say whether the

general state of the animal after vagotomy was or was not such

that a diuresis should be expected.

The inhibition of the diuretic response to balloon inflation

by the Injection of local anaesthetic into the pericardial cavity

also suggests that nervous pathways within the thorax are an

essential part of the mechanism producing diuresis. However, the

inability to define the limits of diffusion of the anaesthetic

agent and the impossibility of defining the general state of the

animal prevents a more precise conclusion.

No conclusion can therefore be reached as to the afferent

ffleeli&nism by which diuresis is produced when the mitral orifice

is obstructed or the pulmonary veins are distended, nor can it be

stated that stimulation of left atrial receptors is an essential

part of the mechanism.
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3* AGSKTS ACTIPQ- ON TIF' KID^iYS.

fc) IUTRQWJCTIOK.

Whether the mechanism producing diuresis is a reflex vath

its afferent fibres in the vagi or the diuresis is produced by

some other mechanism, some agent must eventually reach and act

on the kidney to produce the increase in urine flow. However,

before attempting a detailed discussion it fshould be pointed out

tliat the diuresis in the experiments reported in this work was

small, transient and in animals tinder chloralose anaesthesia.

The urinary effects of agents known to act on the kidneys

(O'Connor, 1962) have been described from experiments in which

large effects persist in conscious animals; comparison between

the two types of experiments may be misleading.

(b). VASOPRESSIN.

henry et al» (1956) carried out their experiments on atrial

distension because study of the effects of negative pressure
stimulation of

breathing in dogs and humans had convinced them thab^intrathoracic
receptors did produce inhibition of the neurohypophysis, and so

diuresis; their object was to determine the site of the receptors.

Procedures were therefore adopted which it was thought would reduce

the rate of release of antidiuretic hormone from the neurohypophysis.

The animal's chest was closed and spontaneous respiration was

restored, then four to six hours elapsed before testing the effect

of inflating a balloon in the left atriura. This it was believed

"gave time for a decrease in the level of antidiuretic hormone
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secretion which Risen it Lewis (1954) have shown may be greatly

increased for a few hours following an operation". The

appearance of the diuresis under these conditions has undoubtedly

been regarded as circumstantial evidence that the diuresis did

depend upon changes in antidiuretic hormone release. It has

been possible to show that it is not necessary to close the chest

or to wait for four to six hours after the operation to obtain a

diuretic response to mitral obstruction.

The effects of a decrease in the release of antidiuretic

hormone from the neurohypophysis may be seen in conscious animals

following ingestion of water, or in diabetes insipidus. If

400 ml. of water is given to a conscious dog by stomach tube

urine flow rises to a maximum of about 6 ml./tain after a delay

of about 40 - 60 min (fig.11). Klisieeki, Pickford, Rothschild

& Verney (19p3) established that alimentary absorption occurred

well in advance of the diuresis and showed in their experiments

in the dog there was an interval of 15 min between the peak of the

water load and the peak of the diuresis. This latent period may

be attributed to the gradual destruction of that diuretic hormone

already released from the neurohypophysis. In the absence of

antidiuretic hormone release urine flow increases as a result of

a decreased reabsorption of water and urinary solute concentration

falls so that there is little or no change in solute excretion.

Thus the diuretic response to inflation of a balloon in the left

atrium resembles a small water diuresis in that it appears about

fifteen minutes after the stimulus is applied, and is not accompanied
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by a change in solute excretion. fhe diuretic response to

mitral obstruction has therefore been attributed by many authors

to & decreased release of antidiuretic hormone from the

neurohypophysis (Saiui# 1957; Neil, 156c) •

Water diuresis may be inhibited in the conscious dog by

intravenous injection of 1 Et-u. of posterior pituitary extract

(O'Connor & Yerm>/» 1942). Following such irgeetions maximum

inhibition is reaped ten minutes after the injection and then

recovery occurs. Water diuresis may be inhibited in the

conscious dog by intravenous infusion of posterior pituitary

extract at a rate- of about 0.07 sa-u./aia (Vemey, 1947). With

infusions at this rate maximum inhibition occurs after the

infusion has been running for about thirty minutes. Shannon's

(1942„b) experiments on replacement therapy in dogs with diabetes

insipidus showed that antidxuresis could be obtained with infusions

of posterior lobe extract 1-5 m-u,/hr and adniiaal urine flows were

usually obtained with the upper limit of this range. in the

experiments described in this report infusion at a rate of

0.009 ffi-u./kg/'ain was necessary to inhibit completely water diuresis

ia a conscious dog, that is, about double the previous figures,

but the extracts used contained a mixture of lysine vasopressin

a.ud argitii.no vaaoprersio.

Many anaesthetic agents appear to have an inhibitory effect

on water diuresis (reviewed by Pickford, 1945)» but Smith (1951)

hs.3 stated that uncomplicated water diuresis may occur during

chloralose anaesthesia. Theobald (1954) gave to dogs by stomach
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tube anaesthetic doses of ohlomlose dissolved in 300 sal. water.

The animals r' fell asleep" during the course of the water diuresis

and this diuresis, which was uninterrupted, could he inhibited by

the same doses of vasopressin that Inhibited vrater diuresis in a

conscious animal. However, even a small afferent gtimidLus such

as shaving the hair produced inhibition of the diuresis, de Bodo

& Block (1941) gave a loading dose of water 40 minuses before

inducing anaesthesia with chlcralose so that the dog- became

anaesthetized during & water diuresis; under these circumstances

the water diuresis continued. The conditions during the present

series of experiments were very different in that a diuresis was

induced by inflation of a balloon in the left atrium of an animal

anaesthetised for at least three hours and having undergone a

major surgical operation.

Injection of morphine intravenously in doses of 0.00 nig/kg

into conscious dogs will inhibit water diuresis by causing release

of antidiuretic hormone (Duke, piekford & Watt, 1951). l't is

possible that at least in human subjects larger doses may affect

gloiaeiular filtration rate (Pepper, Saxon, Burg, Siefer S: Rosenbaum,

1957). The dogs in the experiments described here were all given

19 mg morphine sulphate subcutaneously as a preoperative sedative

at least four hours before any experimental tests were ma.de. But

Henry (1955) gave additional doses of 0.5 mg/kg/hr morphine sulphate

if the resting rate of urine flow rose above 0.5-1 ml./min but

does not state whether tills was given intravenously or subcutaneously.
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If such injec Lioris do prevent spontaneous variations in urine

flow in these animals this may be due to the sedative action of

morphine which produces an animal showing much less muscular

movement and a more constant heart rate and blood pressure than

the animal without morphine, rather than an inhibition of diuresis

dependant upon an additional release of antidiuretic hormone.

Eisen & Levis (1954} showed that the release of antidiuretic

hormone was elevated for 6-12 hours and sometimes 24 hours after

a surgical operation on human subjects. Haemorrhage may also

induce a massive release of antidiuretic hormone (Ginsburg & Brown,

1957). It is therefore likely that at the time a balloon was

inflated in the left atriuta of the dogs in the present series that

there was a relatively rapid release of antidiuretic hormone from

the neurohypophysis. Under conditions similar to these Verney

(1929) found that water was absorbed from the stomach but no

diuresis resulted. In the present series, water was aosorbed from

the stomach but only excreted comparatively slowly and it could not

be established that injections or infusions of vasopressin in doses

adequate to inhibit water diuresis in conscious dogs in any way

affected this slow excretion of water. Verney (1929) noted that

although the maximum urine flow following hypophysectomy in

anaesthetized dogs is usually much less than in diabetes insipidus,

or in water diuresis in the conscious animal, the amount of

intravenously infused post-pituitary antidiuretic substance needed

to bring the urine flow back to and maintain it at its previous

rate is much greater. Thus in hypophyseetomized anaesthetized dogs
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about 70 ji-u./sec was needed to inhibit the diuresis compared,

with 1 p-u./'sec for antidiuresis in conscious animals (Verney,

1954). It is not clear whether true water diuresis fails to

occur in these traumatized anaesthetized animals because of a

continuous release of antidiuretic hormone or some other substance

or because of a defect in the kidney itself. Ghloralose in

conjugated form is excreted in the urine (Kochmaxm, 1925) and

may well affect the tubular cells; the urine in the present

experiments contained a reducing substance that did not give the

colour changes characteristic of glucose with Benedict's

quantitative reagent. Perjmutt (1961) lias recently examined the
renal activity of vasopressin in traumatized, pentobarbital

anaesthetized dogs. To induce a diuresis an infusion of 55?*

dextrose in water 5 ml./inin was given for about four hours and

vasopressin then infused. By this time urine flow had reached

about 5 ml./min and infusion of 50-100 m-u./hr vasopressin caused

a decrease in urinli flow and an increase in sodium excretion,

changes which were reversed when the infusion stopped. Infusion

of vasopressin at a rate of 25 ro-u./hr sometimes caused a decrease

in urine flow whilst smaller doses did not affect urine flow but

did increase sodium excretion. However,even doses of 50-100 m-u./hr

did not produce full inhibition of urine flow which fell only to

1-2 ml./min. It cannot be decided from these experiments whether

or not the effects of vasopressin are the result of a direct action

on the renal cells or secondary to sore haemodynamic change. It is

however apparent that doses of vasopressin more than adequate to
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inhibit water diuresis in conscious animals have little effect

on urine flow in these anaesthetized animals in which diuresis

was induced by excessive hydration. Doses of vasopressin not

much above the antidiuretic range may have vascular actions.

In rats a dose of about one hundred times the antidiuretic dose

will produce pressor effects (Thorn, 1958) and in dogs doses of

10-50 IB—u. may produce coronary constriction, lasting for 30 min

(Bulbring, Burn ft Walker, 1949).

Verney (1954) recognised that the appearance of water

diuresis was dependent on an adequate primary supply of

glomerular fluid and considered that the failure of polyuria to

appear in one third of his dogs after hypophysectomy (Verney,

1929) could be attributed to this fact. In these dogs when

polyuria appeared it was always more profuse on the side on

which, the nerve supply to the kidney had been removed. Bayliss

& Fee (1930) were unable to produce a polyuria in any

neurohypophysectomized anaesthetized dogs until the kidney had

beer denervated. When they perfused a kidney in situ from a

heart-lung preparation polyuria supervened only when the kidney

was denervated. and this procedure was followed by an increase

in renal blood flow. The polyuria was inhibited by the

addition of a large dose of vasopressin to the preparation but

this also reduced renal blood flow. Verney's (1926) results

also indicate that in the perfused isolated kidney there may

be a marked reduction in renal blood flow as viell as antidiuresis

when posterior pituitary extracts arc injected (flg.8 of his paper).
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An inhibition of urine flow was also induced when the perfusing

blood was circulated through a dog's head but it is possible

that such a procedure could lead to the addition to the blood

of amounts of vasopressin well in excess of the normal

physiological antidiuretic dose. The results of Shannon (1942a)

are of interest as he studied the control of the renal excretion

of water in four dogs who had chronic diabetes insipidus for at

least a year before the experiments. There was a rough correlation

between the state of hydration and water excretion and during

dehydration the urine was hypertonic. When these dogs ingested

saline there was an increase in inulin and creatinine clearances

and an increase in urine flow which was not at first accompanied

by an equivalent increase in the excretion of sodium. This

initial dilute diuresis resembles that seen in well hydrated

normal dogs (O'Connor, 1955) although in the latter sodium excretion

increases more rapidly. Shannon (1942a) regarded changes in

glomerular filtration as an important regulating mechanism in

diabetic animals although there is a possibility that

neurohypophysial remnants may play some part.

It is likely that although a decrease in the level of

antidiuretic hormone is the primary pre-requisite for the

appearance of water diuresis the size and time course of the

diuresis may be modified by changes in renal blood flow and by

agents causin changes in glomerular filtration. Berliner ft

Davidson (1957) using a conscious dog found that inflating- a

cuff round one renal artery during a water diuresis caused a
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reduction in urine flow tout a smaller fall in solute excretion

so that the urine became more concentrated and was on occasions

hypertonic to plasma. Water diuresis was uninterrupted in the

other kidney so that the urine concentration was not due to a

release of endogenous vasopressin. In anaesthetized dogs in

which a dilute diuresis had been induced, del Greco & de hardener

(1956) showed that a decrease in renal blood flow produced by

occlusion of the aorta or inhalation of cyclopromne resulted

in a decreased urine flow and a more concentrated urine. In

these dogs 100 sh-u. vasopressin injected intravenously had no

effect on urine flow. Water diuresis in conscious dogs may be

inhibited by vasoactive substances such as adrenaline, thus

O'Connor ft. Verney (1945) showed an inhibition of water diuresis

by an intravenous injection of 40 pg adrenaline. O'Connor (1950b)
later showed that an infusion of adrenaline during the rising-

phase of water diuresis produced a slowing of the diuresis.

Adrenaline infused at a rate of 0.1 - 0.2 pg/kg/min halved the
rate of urine flow but was also sufficient to cause changes in

the cardiovascular system (Holgate ft. O'Connor, 1950). There

was no evidence that this inhibition of water diuresis was due

to a liberation of neurohypophysial hor one by adrenaline.

Arterial blood pressure may be increased by about 40 mm Hg in

conscious dogs by occluding the carotid arteries. If this is

done in dogs prehydrated with saline to ensure adequate

glomerular filtration then there is an increase in urine flow

with little or no change in sodium concentration (O'Connor, 1958a).
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When the carotid, arteries are clamped during the rising phase

of water diuresis there is also an increase in urine flow.

from these observations it seems possible that the kidneys

in a traumatized anaesthetised dog are such less sensitive to

the action of vasopressin than in the conscious dog and may in

fact be unaffected by the hormone. Changes in urine flow from

such kidneys have only been induced when doses of vasopressin

have been given sufficient to cause vascular changes. The

production of a small volume of concentrated urine under these

conditions could be the result of a low renal blood flow or a

low rate of filtration in the glomeruli. Any manoeuvre which

caused a change in renal blood flow, an increase in glomerular

filtration or increased the rate of passage of fluid in the

nephron might then result in an increased urine flow resembling

a small water diuresis. In the experiments reported here

whenever urine flow increased the urine became more dilute and

the excretion of sodium showed little change. The only exception

to this was after infusion of saline when sodium excretion

increased, although the concentration of sodium in the urine

did not show any large changes. If the kidneys are in a state

in which they are unaffected by vasopressin then it would not

be expected that the diuretic response to mitral obstruction

should be inhibited by infusion of vasopressin at rates of

2.5 and 10 times the antidiuretic dose. In support of this

idea it may be noted that in Vemeyrs (1929) experiments in

both the anaesthetized bypophysectomized dog and with the isolated
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perfused kidney maximum urine flows reached were in the region

of 2 al./min and were often much less although urea was added

to the perfusate to encourage urine flow (?eraey, 1926). Urine

flows of this order were seen in the present experiments in

dogs with an intact neurohypophysis and also began some time

after a surgical procedure. Such flows sometimes occurred

spontaneously especially when the anaesthetic became light and

reflex movements became more frequent. In view of Theobald's

(1954) observations it would be expected that such movements

would lead to an increased rather than a decreased release of
*

vasopressin.

Baisset & Montastruc (1959) claimed to haveshown that

distension of the left atrium produces diuresis by inhibiting

neurohypophysial release of antidiuretic hormone. They assayed

an extract of jugular vein blood (Baisset, Douste-Blasy, Ficntastruc

ft Valdiguie, 1957) by injecting the extract into ethanol

anaesthetized rats and comparing the effect on urine flow with

that produced hy injecting vasopressin. The antidiuretic activity

of the extract from 0.25 ml. plasma was represented an corresponding

to 0.1 m-u. vasopressin before balloon inflation and O.06 m-u

immediately after balloon inflation. The antidiuretic activity

of the extract was not definitely identified as of pituitary-

origin and the method was said to allow assay of antidiuretic

activity to within 0.02 m-u. vasopressin, the difference reported

way therefore be only just within the liraits of the method. If

this antidiuretic activity is presumed to be of posterior pituitary
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origin then as vasopressin is rapidly removed from blood

(Heller, 1957; Lauson & Bocanegra, 1961), and with a carotid

blood flow of 0.13 ml.Aa/eec (Verney 1947) i.e. jugular

venous flow about 200 ml./min in a 15 kg dog, concentrations

of antidiuretic hormone of this order in the jugular venous

blood indicate a continuous release of 30-40 m-u./min from the

neurohypophysis. If these figures are accepted then

antidiureBis in these dogs is occurring- when vasopressin is

added to the blood rate of 40 ro-u./min but diuresis is

occurring when 25 m-u./min is released. These figures are

much greater than found by Verney (1954) to inhibit diuresis

in the anaesthetized hypophysectondzed dog (4.2 ra-u./roin

inhibited diuresis). The only report of release of

antidiuretic hormone of this order in dogs is that of Weinstein,

Berne & Sachs (i960) who found a sudden excessive release of

antidiuretic hormone when dogs were bled until their blood

pressure fell to 50 mm Hg. When the results of Baisset <4,

Montastruc (1959) are examined more closely several other

puzzling features are seen. In Pig.2 they show an increase in

urine flow occurring after a balloon was inflated in the left

atrium for only five minutes. As Verney (1947) points out

there is no theoretical justification for the expectation that

a transient (10 rain) suppression of neurohypophysial activity

would evoke a significant increase in the rate of urine

secretion. In Fig.3 the balloon was inflated for only three
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minutes and the increase in urine flow did not occur until

fifteen minutes later. The authors claimed that diuresis

did not follow balloon inflation after the supra-optiee

hypophysial tracts had been sectioned, Fig.5 of their paper

shows such an experiment; a balloon was inflated in the left

atrium for three minutes and was followed by a marked fall in

mean arterial pressure which lasted about twenty-five minutes;

under these conditions it would indeed have been surprising if

urine flow had increased.

The demonstration in the experiments of this report that

the diuresis caused by obstruction of the left atrium occurred

during infusion of vasopressin at ten times the rate needed

to stop water diuresis in conscious animals means that the

diuresis is not produced by any normal function of the

neurohypophysis. If the neurohypophysis is part of the mechanism

producing the diuresis, the sensitivity of the kidney to

antidiuretic hormone must also be abnormal and the effect is

so far removed from normal function of the neurohypophysis as

to have no relevance in the study of the normal control of urine

flow.

(c) PLASMA. PROTEIN CONCENTRATION.

The effect on the kidney of a fall in plasma protein

concentration is to cause an increased excretion of sodium and

is therefore unlike any change seen on inflation of a balloon

in the left atrium. In two of the present experiments there
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was no change in plasma protein concentration and the diuretic

response to left atrial distension cannot therefore be

attributed to such a change.

(d) ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE.

Marshall & Kolls (1919) compressed one renal artery in an

anaesthetised dog by means of an inflatable cuff and showed that

in a ^enervated kidney there was a reduction in sodium excretion.

If the aorta is clamped in anaesthetized dogs so that renal

arterial pressure falls below 70 mm Hg there is an immediate

fall in urine flow and sodium excretion (Pitts & Duggan, 1950).

Similarly inflating a balloon in the aorta in both anaesthetized

and unanaesthetized dogs reduced urine flow when renal artery

pressure fell to 60 mm Hg (Thomson, Barrett & Pitts, 1951).

Chronic constriction of one renal artery (Mueller, Surtshin,

Carlin &. White, 1951) led to a reduction inthe excretion of Salt

and water from the constricted kidney; the authors consider that

the changes could be adequately explained by a change in

glomerular filtration too small to be detected by clearance

techniques.

The effects on the kidney of an increase in blood pressure

may be studied by occluding the carotid arteries (O'Connor,1955)•

The effects are an increased excretion of sodium chloride and

bicarbonate with only a small increase in the excretion of

potassium and urea, the urine becomes more alkaline and the

excretion of ammonium decreases. Changes in arterial pressure
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always produce an immediate effect on urine flow and the

excretion of solutes. When the excretion of sodium is

initially low the increase in sodium excretion is brought

about by an increased sodium concentration, whereas when the

initial sodium excretion is higher there is an increase in

urine flow and little change or even a fall in sodium

concentration. Changes ir dogs undergoing water diuresis

have alis-eady been discussed. In fact these changes in

urinary excretion produced by a rise in arterial pressure of

40 ssa fig are comparatively small and about equal tlie effects

of a fall of 0.1 - 0.2 g/lOQg in plasma solids, a change which

would be produced in a dog by the ingestion of 100 ml. saline.

The concept that renal blood flow might be modified by

changes in pulse pressure was initiated by Hooker (1910) as a

result of his studies with the isolatea perfused kidney.

Gesell (1913) was unable to establish any significant effects of

pulse pressure on renal blood flow in vivo, however, he was able

to establish tli&t the amount of urine eliminated varied directly

tdth the magnitude of the pulse pressure. There were also a

few experiments which suggested that sudden pressure changes

and *vascular shocks' might be an important factor in the

sesrrtion of urine. Ritter (1952) found no change in renal

blood flow when pulse pressure was decreased but mean pressure

maintained constant. ho recent studies have been made of the

effects on urine flow of changing pulse pressure. The studies
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already described in which a renal artery or the aorta was

clasped would cause a decrease in pulse pressure but were

accompanied by a reduction in mean pressure.

Inflation of a balloon in the left atrium in anaesthetised

dogs caused a fall of about 10 mm Eg in mean arterial pressure.

Such a change would be expected to produce little effect on

urine flow or composition but if there were any changes an

imediate reduction in urine flow and sodium excretion would

be expected. The diuresis could cot be related in any way,

either to the initial level of blood pressure or to the change

when the balloon was inflated, it is therefore unlikely that the

diuresis was caused by the change in mean arterial pressure

produced by balloon inflation.

(a) THE RENAL NERVES.

In unanaesthetized animals or man at rest the sympathetic

nerve supply to the kidney is inactive and no functional

differenceshave been found between the fully denervated kidney

and its innervated control (Smith, 1951). The observations of

Merrill, Murray, Harrison <§• Guild (1956) and later of Bricker,

Guild, Reardan & Merrill (1956) on the function of a hoinotransplanted

kidney have fully confirmed that the renal nerves are not

essential to renal function. However,section of the renal

nerves in anaesthetized animals produces alterations in the

volume and composition of the urine. Thus Surtshin, Mueller &

White (1952) found that deep pentobarbital or ether anaesthesia
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produced a fall in sodium and water excretion in a normal kidney

but not a denervated one. Berne (1952) confirmed these

observations and found in dogs anaesthetized with pentobarbitone

or chlor&lose that the innervated kidney had a lower para~amino-

hippuric acid clearance, lower creatinine clearance and a le er

rate of sodium excretion than the denervated kidney. Similar

but larger changes isay be produced by stimulation of the renal

nerves (Houck, 1951)« The effect of activity in the renal

nerves is thus similar to the effects of a fall in arterial

press-sire and Marshall & Rolls (1919) showed that the changes

produced by compression of the renal artery could be reversed

by cutting the splrj:ofcnie nerves. Surtshia & Hoeltzenbein (1954)

concluded that any effects of splanchnic nerve section were

solely due to minor changes in glomerular filtration often

undetected by clearance measurements. Although the denervated

kidney functions normally in conscious subjects this does not

exclude the possibility that during circulatory stress such as

exercise or during postural changes profound alterations in renal

function jaay not be mediated through the hemodynamic effects

of renal nerves (Pappenheimer, I960).

When a balloon was inflated in the left atrium similar clianges

in urine flow and composition occurred in the denervated and

innervated kidney and the diuretic response to balloon inflation

was therefore not dependant upon any change in the activity of

the renal nerves.
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If) ADM'jN-ALINE AND KORALEEHALINE.

The usual effect of an infusion of adrenaline or noradrenaline

into human subjects is to cause a fall in the excretion of sodium

and potassium (smytne, Nickel & Bradley* 1952). The effects

of infusion into animals have been reviewed by Pickford (1952).

when adrenaline is i&fused into conscious dogs at a rate of 0.1 -

0.2 pg/kg/irtin there is an immediate decrease in sodium excretion
and sometimes urine flow even during water diuresis (O'Connor,

1958b). To produce similar urinary changes a larger dose of

noradrenaline had to be used, 0.2 - 0.4 yg/teg/jt&n and this caused
an increase in arterial pressure and a slowing of the heart rate

(O'Connor, 1958 b). Noradrenaline in equivalent doses is always

less strongly antidiuretic than adrenaline and in the presence of

atropine my even cause a sharp temporary rise in urine flow

(Pickford & Watt, 1951). In anaesthetised animals noradrenaline

may cause a diuresis and an increase in sodium excretion when

given in doses sufficient to raise the blood pressure (ifendley &

Moyer, 1954). When arterial pressure is held constant however

the smallest amount of noradrenaline may cause a fall in urine

flow (Langston ft Guyton, 1958). It seems likely therefore that

if noradrenaline produces a diuresis then t; is is secondary to

a rise in arterial pressure, v;hich ray overcome the renal effect

of the drug which is to cause vasoconstriction.

In the present series of experiments infusion of noradrenaline

at rates between 0.1 - 0.8 ug/kg/min was sometimes accompanied

by an increase in urine flow but never by a decrease although
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sodium excretion sometimes fell. When there was an increase

in urine flow during an infusion of noradrenaline urine sodium

concentration fell so that sodiuia excretion was relatively

uncharged. Infusion of noradrenaline at this rate caused a

slowing of the heart rate and an increased pulse pressure

(Pig.10) and ii is likely that the urinary charges were the result

of an altered renal bleed flow.

(g) SHE PLASMA COHCEKTRATIOP OP SOLUTES.

If the plasma concentration of an individual substance is

raised then there is an ind. vidua! and a general effect on

urinary excretion (O'Connor, 1962). 'fhe individual effect is

to increase the urinary excretion of the substance; the general

effect is produced if there is a large increase in the urinary

excretion of solutes, the urinary volume then increases(osmotic

diuresis) and if the diuresis is large enough there will also be

increased excretion of sodium and chloride.

Inflation of a balloon in the left atrium caused an increase

in urine flow during which the urine always became more dilute

and there were therefore only small increases in the excretion

of urinary solutes. This applied to individual solutes

measured, sodium, potassium, ammonium and glucose and also to

the total urine solutes. If the diuresis were an osmotic

diuresis the excretion of osmotically active solutes should

increase nearly in proportion to the urine volume. If a large

amount of an organic anion entered the plasma and was excreted

in the urine during balloon inflation then the urine would
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become more acid said contain ammonium. In these experiments

the urine pM ms usually about 7.0 and showed only sm0.ll

inconsistent changes.

(h) H0M0NBS OF THE ADRENAL CORTEX.

It has been suggested by several vjorkers that the

excretion of sodium and potassium and thereby the electrolyte

content of the body may be controlled by variations in the

secretion of aldosterone from the adrenal cortex. This theory

often implies that the secretion of aldosterone may be inhibited

by expansion of the 'lew pressure* part of the vascular system

(Summarized by Bartter & Gann, I960). In particular Farrell

(1956) lias claimed that traction on the right atrium in

anaesthetized animals reduces aldosterone secretion. This

theory has recently been criticised by 0*Connor (1962) and by

Davis (1961) and will not be further discussed here.

The diuresis induced by inflation of a balloon in the left

atrium is unlike any effect to be expected from a reduction in

the secretion of adrenal cortical hormones. If adrenal

steroids are injected into adrenaleetomized animals the effects

appear in about two hours and last 8-12 hours after the

injection (0*Connor, 1962). when injected into normal animals

or human subjects no immediate changes in the urinary excretion

of electrolytes can be detected (Goweriloek, Mills & Thomas,1959).

It is therefore most unlikely that any effect of reduced

secretion of aldosterone would produce changes in 'urine flow
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or composition within fifteen minutes of inflation of a balloon

in the left atrium.

4. CONCLUSIONS COICEBKEM TBS DIURETIC RESPONSE TO LEFT ATRIAL

PlSfBBSION.

The agent acting on the kidney to produce diuresis during

left atrial distension cannot be identified. However, renal

function in these anaesthetized dogs does appear to differ in

several respects from that in the norrual dog. Firstly, renal

blood flow is probably low and although increasedby denervation

of the kidney may still be less than in the normal dog. Secondly,

it has not been possible to show that vasopressin exerts its

usual effects on the kidney in the anaesthetized dog; only when

doses are given large enough to cause vasoconstriction is there

any effect on urine flow. Thirdly, a number of manoeuvres

likely to cause changes in renal blood flow, infusion of blood or

plasma, infusion of noradrenaline, increasing the heart rate and

a lightening of the anaesthetic cause a transient dilute diuresis.

Attempts to define the afferent mechanisms leading to

diuresis have been unsuccessful. Obstructing the mitral orifice

and inflating balloons in the pulmonary veins causes diuresis

but also cardiovascular changes. Blocking or destroying

nervous pathways in the thorax prevents the diuresis but also

changes the cardiovascular response. The diversity of the

manoeuvres causing diuresis suggests the possibility that the

diuresis is the result of a non-specific effect on the kidney

and that the characteristic urinary changes depend on the kidney
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itself. Thus a charge in rexxal blood flow or even an

alteration in the pulsations the kidney is subjected to, might

cause a more rapid flow of fluid through the nephron and in a

kidney insensitive to antidiuretic hormone produce a diuresis

of dilute urine.

The diuretic response to inflation of a balloon in the

left atrium does resemble the diuresis of negative pressure

breathing. They have a similar time course, are of comparable

size and during both sodium excretion remains constant. The

mechanisms involved in producing the diuresis cannot at present

be satisfactorily explained.

A- hSl'T1 ATRIAL SISTKKSIQH AifD HEART BATE.

It was shown that when the circulation was obstructed by

inflating a balloon in the left atrium there was an increase in

heart rate and although at the same time mean arterial blood

pressure and pulse pressure decreased these changes were not

consistently related to one another. When small balloons were

inflated in the left pulmonary veins there was invariably an

immediate increase in heart rate which was maintained, with small

variations, as long as the balloons were kept distended and then

decreased within a few minutes when the balloons were deflated.

It was believed that £his procedure did not obstruct the flow

of blood through the left atrium and there was usually a small

increase in mean arterial pressure, although pulse pressure

decreased.
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In spite of eary attempts to confirm Balzthr±dge*s (1915)

theory that stimulation of receptors in the atria eaused a

reflex increase in heart rate, there has beer nc satisfactory

de&oxiatr&tioK of ecy reflex cardiovascular effects caused by

stimulation of atrial receptors. It is outside the scope of

this work to discuss in detail the experiments that have been

made, and these have been fully reviewed by Aviado & Schmidt

(1955) and Eeymaiis & Heil (1956) • The conclusion most usually

reached by investigators is that distension of tie atria causes

bradycardia and hypotension, this finding bias also been accepted

by some reviewers (Sell, 1S6C). It is believed that the

experiments described an this work provide the first demonstration

that an increase in heart rate my be produced regularly by

stretching only tnat part of the left atrial wall in which the

majority of the sensory nerve endings lie. The mechanism by

which the increase in heart rate occurs has not yet been

investigated.
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CHAPTER I I

COHCLHSIQHS COfCKRMlI'iG THE; TtlEORI OF VOWM AsttlPTORS.

In Pert I, Chapter III, it wag pointed out thai most of the

urinary effects of manoeuvres vbJ&h change intrathoracic blood

volume could, be explained by changes in glomerular filtration.

The theory that the volume of the body fluid is controlled by

the stimulation cf stretch receptors in the intrathoracic

circulation is based on the appearance of a transient diuresis

curing negative pressure breathing, obstruction of the mitral

orifice, saline infusions and. lying down. The diuresis is small

averaging only one eighth of maximal water diuresis in dogs and

one third of maximal water diuresis in human subjects (Smith,

1957). it has not been possible to define conditions to

ensure the regular appearance of the diuresis but it has been

described most frequently in ehlcraiuse anaesthetized dogs and

in hydratad human subjects at rest. Disdi'dsusd release of

antidiuretic hormone would explain some of the features of

the diuresis but it occurs in anaesthetised dogs during infusion

of vasopressin, although in conscious human subjects vasopressin

prevents the appearance of the diuresis. Two conditions seem

to be necessary for the production of the diuresis; a procedure

causing a significant cardiovascular change, and the kidney only

minimally under the influence of antidiuretic hormone.

The experiments described in this thesis show that distension

of the left atrium does not cause diuresis by causing a diminished
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release of antidiuretic hormone frm the imorohypofhvsi®.. fie

mschanlfats involved is the produeticw of this dlar«*sie cannot

at present be explained in terse of agents known to act on the

kidneys, nor eas the diuretic reaposiae to negative jcreesure

breathing and lying does be explained. Until those assail

enureses can be adequately explained they do not provide

sufficient evidence on which to base a theory that intrathoracic

receptors exert a control upon urine flow. the results of

experiments or ne^tive pressure breathing and left atrial

diateu: ion should sot therefore be used to explain other

circu'ssUnces in which urine flow changes. Similarly attempts

to ex lain pathological variations xn body fluid volusse (Pearce

1961; G&uer, henry ft Sicker, 1961/ in terms of altered function

of cardiac receptors must be ccn&etsned. tMfcrtuaately the

theory tiu&t atrial receptors influence neurohypophysial secretion

has alreedy been incorporated in some text books (Buet * Fulton,

1960| Xeele ft hell, 1961) ana it will s,e difficult to discourage

further attests to correlate observed pathological changes in

body fluid volume with this theory.
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